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AN UNBROKEN TRADITION. Sigma Alpha
Sigma members Paul Thurman, BiJJy
Prickett. Mike Goodwin and Ke.rl Walker
fire the club's cannon at all home football
games. AlmOBt breaking tradition, the
cannon w.u ripped off before the lint game
with Bltthop CoJiep, but w.u received 80
minutes before klckotr.

EMOTIONS explode in a scene oJ'
the spring production of Vener
Theater Season, ''Tbe Night Tboree.u SpeJJt in Jail." Jon Grafton and
Ronnie Wasson di,teu.SS tbe political
details of tbe jailing.

·'ROCK AROUND THE
CLOCK," Pi Kappa
Zeta meml1ers Diane
Denny, Lisa Lewis, and
Liz Hendricks perform
a medley of 50's sonl"
at their spring presentation of Pat's He.tcb
held in the banquet
room of Evans Student
Center.

..,;
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I

YOU GO'ITA .. HAVE MUSIC to study by ill
college so freshman Le.JJey Wolfe unlos.ds tbe
stereo on freshmen move-In day at FlippeDPerrin women's dor.rnitory before tbe start of
the fall semester.

I

CUP 0' COFFEE and the morning mai) in the faculty lounge.

Jim Ranchino. profs58or of pal/tical science and a nationally
known pollster. brl!aks before his freshman course, Introduction
in to PolitiCB.

Hold On To The Memories!
live, sleep and eat here,
study, go to classes, meet
people and make £riends
and that is something we
all do together.
Sound £amiliar! Well
it should. Just take a look,
stop and think about it and
hold on to the memories o£

the year, a year o£
closeness that we were
£orced to accept. It was a
welcomed idea as we
opened our hearts to people that we care £or; it's a
bond we all share in common that shows the uniqueness o£ Ouachita.

Living on or o££ campus, Ouachita will never
live up to the quali£ications we have placed on being home, but we are one
big £amily, that plays,
competes, works, learns,
lives and shops together.

. . . we're one big family! 3

It's not exactly
ho1ne but •••
we're one
big family!

A

tter movlna the )uak lato the dorms and
sklpplq the first two days of classes, we
beaan to aet ased to each other. Glrll and 1ays
continued to complain about the datlna sltua·
tlon. but there had to be eonunoa p-ouad
somewhere - and we spent lots or time ftndlna
lt.
Somehow the weekend trips home left us
wonderlna why "everyone had chanaed so
much,.. We were aJad to eo.me home to OBU on
Iunday nlflhts. And altboulh that roommate
dill squeezed the toothpaste from the middle,
It didn't seem to maner too much as we
became •••
The family that

PLAYS
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INTERMISSION TIME at SELF event. maka.
mon•r for tbe orpllb:atfon. Tbey 11Bll cokas and
popcor11. Tb• profit . . , 11Hded to biU' a Dew
popcorll macblD•.

RETURNING to bis alma mater, 1978 ,.aduate
KllmJ¥ Yopp lllltllrtailtr at a SELF coflHboUH.

The family that Plays/ 9

continued ·

Hushed whispers of " wow''. "I can't
believe it," and "isn't he fantastic "
pulsated through the audience as it
watched the mime hang himself with an
imaginary rope and "take his head off"
and crawl inside as it grew.
Following his performance, Berger
said his first words-"! ta.lk." He then
answered questions from the audience and
told of his background and training in
mime.
The essence of mime was feeling what
was being done, not thinking about it, he
said.

"FLYING SAUCERS ARE REAL" i!l tbe title of nucl81J.l'
pby!licist Stanton FriedmtuJ s lecture. Friedman, who said
that be himself bad never seen a UFO, contends tbat
vi!litors from outer space ares res/ pOSSibility.
GOSPEL SOUNDS of the Imperisls sre well received by
a packed Mitchell Hs/1 sudience. Tbe Imperials made
their first appearance st OBU last yesr during Tiger
'
Traks Weekend.

10/SELF

Berger stated, "When you're doing
mime, you must feel inside yourself what
the audience is seeing you do. Every
action, every movement should have a
feeling behind it.
"Feelings are like little fish swimming around inside of you. You grab one
and you ca.n ride it."
Concerts were a.ga.in a popular SELF
a.ttraction with Dean Scott (here for the
fourth consecutive Homecoming concert),
Richard Lecea and Gene Cotton.
During Christian Focus Week, SELF
brought the Imperials, a. Gra.mmy-award
winning Gospel group.
Vincent Bugliosi, the prosecutor in
the Charles Manson case, who wrote
Helter Skelter, and noted nuclear
physicist Stanton Friedman, a strong
believer in the reality of flying saucers,
were the only SELF-sponsored lectures.
And, t.he SELF movies were a cheap
date on some weekends. "Romeo and
Juliet," "What's Up Doc," "Billy Jack,"
"Dr. Zhivago," "Patton" and " Murder on
the Orient Express" were some of the
stand-out favorites.

./OUBNAL/67' AT WOBJr· ./olul tfobl,._-, a
rrrtw tar u.. N - ..,_u, t.,.,.,._ DMD
a , . . _ , Ia UN Ill,.,_, a.e
..., ol Oltaol»>... ''211elw~ ...... t.elta, ,.,.., ..
, . taJ-.t alloul . . ~ lleiiMI . . , . . , , .
tr1e. eo ~Ia a .,.,...,_,__,..., /aiO

.._..lor

.,..,_._

IIIPmu#ONATIONB ARB IIOO'rl"8 IJP1IJCIA£TY.
. . ~ {IIMnr), Ill*~ aad
CIMII

JoluuiT

AN . . . . ., . , . . , . , . , . , , .

NATIONA££Y KNOWN ~rock llDPr Otra•
Ootton f)lrlOrt:DI lD Janury at M/tcball Hall.
8ooiJ alt4r bJ• app6araZJoe Ml'e, bl• NJCOrd " You
Oot M• Runnln11" blt tb• Top 40.
OOFI'BBHOUSB Tlil.BNT Bt.v• 0Myn• a/Dp
alolllf fllltb AJIV' And• noo aDd X•DQ¥ Yopp, a
J978 lf1'aduet..
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THB IIIPERIALS, a OriUIUIIy awrard trimJin1
,oepel lf"'OP· apPMNK} in OODc.rl duriD.1 Tlpr

by 11/ke Ooodwrl.rl

A

bike race and a winning team. C. C.
Riders; a trike race and a winning
team, Zeta Peddle Pushers; a celebrity
tennis match; a concert by the Imperials
gospel singing group and the awarding of
1500 scholarships to upperclasa students
endecl the second annual Tiger Traks
weekend sponsored by the Ouachita
Student Foundation. April 9-10.
The OSF promised the second event
would be bigger and better than the ftrst,
&Dd it was. It stemmed from the work of
SO foundation members who started work
on the weekend immediately following the
llrst event in the spring of 1975.
The second annual Tiger Traka
weekend was over. For 30 OSF members,
there were feelings of gladness, amaze·
men~. and some sadness. Gladness and
amazement because the weekend was
aucceuful and somehow went over
without a hitch. 8adn811 that a tu.u year or
bard work and planninr wu over, but it
wu worlh it all.
Beginning Friday night with the
trite race, more than 800 people filled
Walton Gym to watch the super trikera
battle it out. Between heats, gymnasts
rrom Little Rock performed with nips and

Trab wHiceDd. Tbey alMJ appMNid
duriDI Chrl•tiaD Foc116 W...t.

OD.

campll6

SIGNING AN AUTOOBAPH for Vir6UJ.ia Grwn
16 F - Parlier. Parlier, &loa~ tritb BoD Ely aDd
Clilr Harru, playtld Ia tlHt celebrity r.nm.

-tcb.

some two
months of practice by the women teams.
The lield of 21 teams had been narrowed
down to two teams after time trials and
the heats during that night. The Zeta
Peddle Pushers and Steam Tri.kers were
A RIDER IN THE GRUELING BIKE B.ACE
QQ. Tbe race,.,.., won by tbe C.C. Riden

pedals

team.

The family that Plays/ 13

~.continued from page 13.
ready and on the line; five black-andwhite televisions awaited the winning
team and digital clock radios for the second place team. The trikes were flown in
from Indiana State University, which has
a similar event as OBU, only two days
before the race af'ter trikes specially built
Cor the OSF seemed to fall apart during
practice and qualification time trials. The
Zeta Peddle Pushers won eaally over the
Steam Trikers as Chris Jackson rolled the
trike across the finish line into the arms of
exuberant team members.
Zeta Peddle Pusher team members
were Sharon Smith, Chris Jackson,
Sharon Bennett and Sally Harvey. They
won portable televisions.
It was too good to be true as Saturday morning rolled around and foundation
members somehow found a few hours of
sleep during the night following the trike
race; the weekend was half over and the
best was yet to come.
At 7:00 Saturday morning OSF
members met on the A.U. Williams field,
in preparation of the Bllre Race, the
highlight of the weekend. The morning
hours were spent drinking coffee and hot
chocolate and eating donuts, filling
balloons with heliu.m, sweeping the curvea
of the track, and removing loose cinders to
avoid slipping and sliding of the bike
racers.
It was going to be a long day.
OSF'ers finished field preparations and
headed back to campus to attend the
celebrity tennis match at the DunklinFreeman tennis center. Oliff Harria,
former OBU student and member of the
Dalla.s Cowboys, along with Ron Ely
battled a match with Fesa Parker and Jay
Freeman, friend of OBU and Adviaory
Board member of the OSF, before a crowd
of some 400 people in the bright morning

sun.
With time only to grab a bite to eat
before the afternoon bike race, OSF
members hurried back to the field in
plenty of time to take tickets and line bike
team members for the processional and
pre-race activities.
Then the people started coming. The
racers began to feel the excitement and
suddenly "just another bike race" was no
longer in the vocabulary. Foundation
members realized that the weekend was a
success
as
more
than
three

•.continued from page 1&.
timet the amount of people were atten-

tbe bike race than durine the first
The teama lined up in order of
with the faateat teams in
and the slower team brlnlinlr up the
In a cloud of smoke the green naa
waved: the pace car took otr and the
were racing to gain a spot ln the sebeat.
In the heat and brllfhtness of the day
fills watched their favorite team race lap
after lap around the track, watched the
ICOl'tl counter and watched the score
board to see juat what position the team
wu in. OSF members tired of all the rush
ud confusion finally got to sit doWD to
either enjoy the race, count lape, or run
errands.
Finally, a lonr exciting Saturday
afternoon was over: the 0. 0. Riders took
top hc.:1ors for the aeeood year, winning
Rlreo component systems.
Winnera of the 1lt'iDnlq 0. C. Rlder
teuD were: Jim Merritt, Jam" WWiama,
llrk Joae~. Jerry BouH, and Steve
Lewis.
Wlnnera of the OSF 1500
ICholarabips were announced and went to:
Beth Taylor, Anita Stafford, Sheree
Telford, Becky Huddleston, Liz Smith,
Renee Yarbrough, Mary Carole Gentry,
Carla Callaway, Richard Brackett, Gerald
Joblleon, Lynn Sellers, Brloe Wacner,
David Wilaon. Eddie BID11011, Carl Deaton,
Bon Burt, Mary Ann Marshall and Robin
McBride.
In a rush to clean up the fteld and ata banquet for OSF members,
~pients of the scholarships, Advisory
members and friends of the OSF
wandered in late durine the
quet with red nosu and tired eyes.
Then the tlnal event, travelinc in a
the guests attend.inlf the banquet
to Mitchell Hall for an evaDing
the Imperials, a goapelainlflnlr group
performed before a packed bouae
no standing room left.
Some slept during the concert.
others let\ at interminion, some eat there
and enjoyed it while one foundation
member was heard aayinr. "Do we have a
meeting next Wednesday nJabtP"
A LONG RACE t. tiN 111W1»D1 lor ~~ rldelw.
TIN biB~,... ,..n..d lor til• 111'17 'lYpr
ro .U• It ,.,.. ili,.IWUIJI &ball UU. -..

:rn..u

SUNSHINE BAND bib e-m -mber WJIIIAIIJ
Mlll•r n¥lll• b i - l l lor Ill• 1., of Ch• ~.
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No longer ·not allowed'

Refrigerators
& Wornen in •nen's dor1ns
ongstanding policies prohibiting re-

frigerators, women's visitation to
L
men's dorm lobbies and private telephones

NOW THERE IS NO NEED kl 8/t In
tbe cold baJJway to talk on tbe
dilapidated hall pbonfl-lf ylJIJ CIIIJI
a(ford a private teJepbOZJe. Manba
Oyle Verncm $bufl8 ber pbone with
ber roommate, •pllttillll tbe $8.00 per
month coet.

\

were abolished, but not without some
oontroversy and committee work.
As in years past, a number of
students violated the no-refrigerator rule
by either buying their own appliance, or
renting one from College Refrigerator
Company, the company Henderson used.
However, Bill Dixon, dean of
students, issued a memo to all students
restating t.lw University policy and saying
that the refrigerators would be removed.
A co-owner of the refrigerator company, however, refused to remove the
appliances without representative of the
school present.
Because Ou11.chita lawyers felt that
the University would be silently admitting
to breaching contracts between the
students and College Refrigerator Company, the administration did not want to
take part in the removal of the refrigerators.
Finally. an agreement was reached
and Dixon accompanied the co-owner in
the removal of the refrigerators.
A joint Senate,- AWS committee was
formed in the wake of the refrigerator
controversy to draw up guidelines for
student rental of the appliances. After
administrative approval, refrigerators
were rented to students by an Oklahoma
company for $28 a semester plus a $10
damage deposit. (The rental fee from
College Refrigerator Company, an Arkadelphia firm, was $21 · plus a $10
deposit.
Another Senate-AWS committee·met
with success by the administration in
allowing women to visit men's dorms. (The
regulation prohibiting such visitation had
long been ignored anyway.)
Private telephones were another
former "no-no" that met with administra-

a

MOVING IN 111 ont~ of tht~ dubious plt~asurt~s experienced at tbe beginning
of every semester. Fl'flsbman Carol Oreen mov815' Into Cone-Bottoms, hoping
that everything she brought from bome wi/J lit In the llmall dorm .M)Ol!l.

18 /Dorm life

tive approval.

,.
••

•

THOSE LAZY, HOT AFTEBNOONS-Tbe only lltbJif fo do lor
R.y '1'emplet4n, Jam• Oood110n and Verne Wickliffe J. t4 e/t
an the lamOtU beneh In front ol Conr•r Dorm and watob the
p&Nen-by.

'

NOW l'!''S OKAl'---Ob-1• can vlelt the .atQ'e dorm lobbJ• lep}ly.
Suttanne Herrle ue• Iter new rl11ht and ohate wftb FAron Rodpre
and RMIIY l'oWfl/1 In the Conpr lobby.

BEFORE THE REFRIOER.tlTORS oould be leued to the etudente,
•n•te member Carol Cann«ly bad to JneJ»>t them. Approximately
110 refl"lprat4n we"' 1~. On tbe /Met, tbe refl"/prafore an
•mall, but at le&lt one oould biiJ' CokH e.nd keep them oold, SJnoe a
oarkJn of eigbt ook• oo.te about .J.60, It u a con5lderable eav~
ovM" the Cob maobJne at 116 oenu a oan.
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Students complain not much to do
on weekends
that she needed to "grow away from Mom
by Tber- Cullin
tudents vanished into thin air as the and Dad.·· With few opportunities to go
weekends drew near on the Ouachita home, Trish learned to adapt to college
campus. Some "stragglers" were left life and find new friends. Lisa summed up
behind with the strangely s ilent dorms as Trish's happiness by saying, "she's got
their fellow students scurried home for her boyfriend here with her. no wonder
the weekends.
she is content."
Surprisingly though. the empty camJoey Williams of Gideon, Missouri
pus was populated with more than 50 per said that there was no reason to go home.
cent of the female students.
"All my friends have gone their separate
Siuce the men were free from the ways and are not home anymore," he said.
restrictions of signing out, it was hard to He was satisfied with the activities
determine their weekend habits.
provided by SELF a.nd the sooial oluba.
Many students stayed behind to work
The time restrictions imposed upon
on the Work-Study program, especially the women was a big hamper to weekend
the ones who worked in the cafeteria. Lisa dating. They. the women, complained that
Barber, a freshman from West Memphis it was difficult to have enough time to see
said that was the only reasou she stayed a movie. eat out, see the Gurdon light, and
- to work and ''it's always lonely here." take in the DeGray lake "submarine
But Trish Wilson of Fort Worth felt races."

S

Weekend boredom
&Boggled brains. •
Frustrationlots of work,
not enough time
-

he first two weeks as freshmen are
• fine. But then the teachers start
packing it in.
Dr. Smith wants a five page definition for Old Testament Survey. Dr. Wink
wants a "lengthy paper." And Dr. Downs
assigns a long feature story for Intro to
Mass Communications. When ts ttme going
to lend itself to get all of this done?
Those teachers o.nd o.IJ the others are
still giving those nightly assiguments that
take two or more hours to do. To think
that high school wo.s tough!
This is the type of frustration that
sets in when the freshman seems swamped
with assignments. There just doesn't seem
to be enough hours in the day to get
everything done.
Unfortunately. too many say, "I'll do
it later" and sit in front of the TV or go

20 / Weekends-

Frustration

•

down the hall for a bull session with some
other frustrated freshmen.
That is called procrastination. Instead of l':itting down and tackling the
myriad of assignments. the student puts it
off aud off. And each time he puts it off.
he feels guilty.
When the simple solution would be to
complete the assignment quickly. why do
students procrastinate?
According to psychologists, procrastination is a means of solving a
problem. And it does, temporarily. The
students bas rationalized not doing the
assignment when he should. Dr. Kenneth
Locke, OBU counselor, says that procrastination is the "easy way out." But
soon, procrastination becomes the most
difficult way out. When the due date for
that term paper creeps up, cramming at
the last minute to get it done "is awful"
says one freshman.
Locke theorizes, however, that most
students like to procrastinate. He says. "A

student will spend all night completing a
term paper due the next day and complain
about it. But when it is done. he is proud
of himself he has completed tb~
impossible."
While procrastination is not a par·
ticular p r oblem of jul':t frP.!':hmPn , the
effects of it are probably felt more by
freshmen because of other problems
typical to the freshmen.
Adjustment to new surroundings.
new people and new lifestyles had a great
deal to do with frustration in the class·
room. As Locke says, "The newne$$
catches them (freshmen) off guard."
A student who was very popular in
high school and made good grades may
find college different. Locke says, "The
competition is much stiffer than in high
school, and many freshmen aren't aware
of it. There isn't room for every high
school BMOC (Big Man on Campus) to be
a college BMOC."
Locke says that this adjustment for
most students is complete by the end oftbt
first semester. The students understand
what is expected of them.
Some don't adjust though. Accorcbn1
to OBU's registrar, an average of 19
freshmen drop out of Ouachita per year.
(This average was made from figur~
pertainiug to the school years 1973-74
1974-75 and 1975-76.)
Several freshmen interviewed said
that they were frustrated with their
classes. Many said that procrastination
was a big reason for their frustration.
Vic Simpson said. "I feel very bad
about myself for procrastinating. When I
put off studying for a test, I almost always
do worse than I am capable of doing.
Yet Simpson still procrastinates. A!
he was playing cards, he said that be
should be studying for a biology test.
A consensus opinion put forth b)
those freshmen interviewed is that
teachers make assignments without
realizing that students have other classes
and responsibilities.
Jerry Wilsou, freshman class presideut, said, "You don't come to college
just to study. There are so many new and
different things to experience at college
that studying shouldn't consume so mucb
time." He seemed to think that several
teachers do not understand.
Locke doesn't think that teachert
assign too much wor k at OBU. He say!

that because Ouachita has experienced
teachers. instead of graduate assistants
doing the teaching, the instructors o.re
sensible with their assignments.
Locke added that for every semester
hour a student carries he should spent two
hours in out-of-class study.
One freshman, Brent Polk. comes
fairly close to studying the amount of time
recommended by Locke. He also bas
adopted his consistent study plan. Polk, o.
pre-medical student. studies 20 hours a
week (he carries 16 semester hours). He
said, "I'm not frustrated with my clo.sses.
In fact. I enjoy most of them." P olk o.dded,
"I feel really good after a long study
session. And I enjoy my classes so much
more. I have a feeling of accomplishment."

BIIUWI Altboulfb ~winter-.. cold
ud •no.y for - t of the oount.ry,
lncludi..tJI ArbDaY. Arkadelphia hardly
fiWir -IIHid Co p t mucb of the white
nuft. But one weekend in November
lPN brljfhtened llrith ti01De old-fashioned
fun for Alan Ainley.

...

.but sometimes
the weekend
had s9me
surprtses

ONB OTHERWISE MUNDANE October
~ 6peDt marcb!IJ6 Co Hot
Sprinp by - • ROTC cadet.. OBU
prwJdeot Dr. Daniel Grant
acoompanied tbem part of the -Y·

FOOTBALL SEASON keeP" ~
...,.Md6 IDtereJICintf for quite a 1 nudent.. The fooCball pla:Ptn. of
covne: Cbtl Band, wbicb Taylor Brown
lead6 u drum aJ¥r ud the $pecC.Cors
all make fall WY1Hend6 -tbiDif of a

6p«Jtacl•.
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Cflomecom

<Renewin
the
feud
atc. .
a tarmly:
reunion!
I

t was a low-key Homecoming Wee
There was no Cessna to drop marshmal
lows and worse, no victory in the footbaU
game.
Vandalism-wise, it was a pretty qui~
Homecoming also. The Tiger got painted.
of course: and Henderson's new fountaiD
got "jelloed" (with grape flavored Jello.
what else?). But that was about it.
Hints of the "Battle of the Ravine
popped up on the Thursday befo
Homecoming Week as HSU
planted "Beat Ouachita.. stickers on so
OBU cars and over the SUB doors.
In case anyone forgot that it w
Homecoming Week, the Reddies got to t
Tiger early. on Monday with their cri
paint. After that, members of the fresh
class stood guard each night to prevea
another paint attack. They even put oil
the Tiger to keep paint from adhering
it.
On the home front, social clubs work
and worked and worked on floats for t
parade, sometimes until 3:00
morning.
Men from
buted some fire
when they caught a Reddie sophomo
Joe Childers, on the campus just a lltt
too close to the Tiger. Soon, Childers
(continued on
THE BEE SOCIAL CLUB float entitled "Th•
Train Tbat Could, ·• won the tint pi- in tM
oompeUtlon. In.set. Nrwt~print .tained nnpn
n _ , . t o r EBB member• Nancy Sbock, SuiUIJ'
BUMD Eldridge and Terry Hunur u &My
n,.,.paper into cbickBD wire lor tbeir noat.

"TRR BRST AUDIENCES -·vs sv•r bad bav• bHn at
Ouacbltll," D.e.n Scou ..Jd to an lnt•rvlsw. Soott, a
m11•JcaJ lmpsr110nator, maia hill fourth RomttCOmi0/1
appsaranos at OBU In a pen-game conCHJrt.

The family that Plays/
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TED COOK BLOCKS lor Rielly Remley while tbe,y slide
through th~ "mud bowl" of Haygood Stsdirun to pin a
lew ,yards. The ~die defense is toUJ!h though. Inset,
~,.. . ...,.
Mud-coveNtd and exasperated, George Hern waits lor th
defense to pe the balJ back.

111-10 written OD hLI lorebead, to remiDd.er

ol laat yet.r'• football pme .core. Tben
they made bim ..... ''Tbe Old Tipr

GRenewinq
the
feud
atr. .
a .amJIY:,
reunton.
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Spirit" to tbe tune ot "Tbt.t Old Beddie
Spirit" while ..ttiqon tbe Tipr. PID&llJ,
they let him p , but not without doulq
bim with to bucketful ot oold water nr.t.
By Thunclay, tbe ball .tarted to roll.
Date. for tbe pme were ping fut.. Tbe
float builden .tartecl dulfirac paper into
the chicken win a wbole lot Iuter!
Tbe vote for the Homecomintr queeD
IUid court came oo Tbur~t.J at u •rly
marniDC .-mbly. There were 18 conte.
tt.Dta to cbooee from.
And Tbunclay'• weather forecut. for
Saturday wu RAIN. Oroanl
Friday, the intea.lty trrnr a little.
Tbe Bed Shirta •tarted rintrlntr their bell
in front ot the Ttpr. and continued

th..oupout tbe n~trht. Their viiO oame
u end when tbe bell cracked abaat
boun before tbe pme oo Sat
Mt.ybe it wu u omen • • •
.Meanwhile, Dr. DaDiel Oruat. 0
president. prepared for the bol:aeoOIIII..
ot three ot the four UYiJaC put. DJ"t.sd..tll
ol the Univenity.
Dr. 8. W. Buba.Db (premd
1919-11). and Dr. Harold
(198-A) ...... boaorecl with Purple
Gold Heart Awarda for "OIIi.C&DCIIII
Mnice to Ouachita" at a ll.mDblll
..,.,...,.... bJ the PonDer SW.t
~lation. Dr. Ralph A. Pbel~
(1918-89) and Dr. C. P. .lob
(1993-38) could not attend.

GRenewinq
the
feud
atc. .
a 1affil1y:
t"eunion!
(OODtinued from page 24)

The graduating classes of '41, '46,
'61. '56. '61, '66, and '71 had reunions

during Homecoming weekend. Some of
the classes held special dinners and
'coffee'' meetings.
Saturday morning looked ominous
weatherwise. Friday night's rain left the
pwnd, including the football field at
Haygood Stadium, a muddy mess. But the
parade passed on without being rained

PERFORMING STUNTS at the Homecoming
Queen assembly are cheerleaders Karen
Gen try tuJd Rcney Moore.
PROBABLY THE BEST CHEERLEADERS for
tbe football players are their t6ammates on
tbe sidelines. Scctt Morse cheers the Tigers on
lor another liNt down.

OD.

Finally the big game was on hand.
Bonnie Dinkel was named Homecoming
Queen at pre-game activities. Martha
Jane Smith, Ginger St. John, Betsy Floyd.
and Brenda Batchelor were honored as
runners-up.
The EEE's were announced winners
of the float contest. The Former Students
Association awarded the social club the
new "Golden Hammer'' award at a later
ehapel.
And then the Battle itself. There on
U1e football field was the ultimate contest
Ill the week. The winner there took all of
&he pride. (Pride was the only thing at
.cake. Unlike last year, neither the
Tigers nor the Reddies were in contention
for anything except the Clark County
Championship.)
OBU sloshed through the mudtoaked field to score first with a field
pl. But that was it.
A combination of fumbles. interceptions, and the Reddie Defense spelled
disaster; HSU won the game 13-3.
Oh well, there was always the
Saturday night steak dinner to look
forward to at Walt's, and then of course,
musical impressionist Dean Scott. But the
loes took the wind out of an already quiet
homecoming.
Everyone just took comfort with the
old stand-by phrase. "There's always
II8Xt year!"

.tT AN ALUMNI BANQUET, Dr. GrtuJt
presents former OBU president Harold
Haswell witb a Purple and Gold Heart service
award. Haswell wu president in 1952 and
1968.
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Track star Masterson
wins races all across the
country
t is very seldom that you find attitude,

I desire. physical ability. and above all,

moral standards beyond r eproach all
wrapped into one in an athlete. But these
are just a few of the words that describe
Ouachita Baptist University track star
<lerald nda.sterson.
Masterson, a junior, is t be first
athlete from Ouachita ever to qualify for
the Olympic tr,ials: H e tried out in his
specialty: the 800-meter run, and was only
0.4 of a second from the qualifying
~
standard of 1:47.4.

Ouachita," said Ma sterson. " I love il
here, and wouldn't trade any other sch~
for it."
Masterson trains ten months out a!
the year, and also stays in shape by
playing softball, and by swimming and
skiing. He tries not to gain much weigbl
and feels that his 6-2, 175-lb. frame is
p erfect for running.
Gerald is also very optimistic about
the future. " With the Lord willing, I want
to go to graduate school and become a
physical therapist, or become a medical
doctor and use this profession in the
r ecreation area," said Masterson.
Listed below are just a few of Gerald
Masterson's top performances:

-

Gerald Masterson,
An Olympic h~eful7 le11ve it up to the Lord'
:---

Gerald is a very religious person and
credits his success to the Lord. "The Lord
gave me the ability to run, and so when I
hit the track I just leave it up to Him," h e
said. " When I ran against Olympic gold
medalist Mike Boit in the NAIA indoor
meet last year I had never been so soared
in all my life," continued Masterson. " But
I just left it up to the Lord and H e took
care of me." Masterson won t he race wlth
a time of 1:56.1.
Masterson also had high praise for
his father who is now retired from t he Air
Force. " My dad was an All-American in
basketball, baseball, boxing and track,
and I look up to him very much and thank
him for all the help be ha.s given me," said
Masterson. His parents now reside in
Biloxi, MS.
Gerald was graduated from high
school in 1973 from the American Cooper ative School in Lapaz, Bolivia, and had no
idea where h e would attend college until
he talked with his father. " My dad knew
OBU coach Bob Gravett and Dr. Ed
Coulter, vice president for administration
at the school, so I to.lked to them, got some
financial aid, and ended up here at
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1976 880-yd champion- Southern
United States Track and Field Federation
Indoor.
1976 880-yd NAIA Indoor champion
1976 Arkansas Intercollegiate
Confer ence mile and 880-yd champion.
New conference records in both event&
1976 Wichita, Kansas United States
Track and Field Federation- 800 meter
champion.
National AAU meet at Los Angeles·
800 meter champion. Qualified for the
Olympic Trials
1977 Southern USTFF champion
1977 USTFF Champion, All American
Jaycee Invitational- Albuquerquechampion- 1000 ya.rd run
Jack-in-the-Box Invitational-San
Diego- 3rd 1000 meter run

A8 USUAL, MASTERSON 18 COM/NO IN FIRST,
In a apri1J6, 1976 meet. Durln11 tbe 1977 Indoor
NaaoD. MMunon won four out o/ nve , . _ Ja;
the Southern USTPF obamplon•hiN. tbo
Nortbe. .t Loull/ana UaJverwJty lnvi&IJtiODaJ, tbe
Jay~ lDvltatJOD:al at AlbeQuerque and tbe
USTFF In Oklahoma CJt,y. He I»IM Ia tbJrd at
Ute Jact-iD· tblt-&nc lavi&IJUoaaJ Ia San Dle10 Ia
tbe 1000-meter run.

FOR WINNJNO THE HALF-NJLB RUN at tbe
Ou.cblta relap In 1978, MNt.I'IIOD r.celvN a
tropb)' from Dr. Daniel Orwnt, prM/dent of tbe
Ualwn-elty. Aleo iD tbe epr1D11 o/1978. MMU1r110n
r.celved tbe Oute&1Jadln11 Tract Atbleto Award
and wN one of tbroe reo/ploate of the Bob
Lambert Memorial Tropb)' wbJoh 11 provided bJt
tbe Beta IHU. 8otJJaJ 0/ub.

PRACTJOE AND PRAOTICB- MNteriiCD tre.JM 10
moatbe a y-Nr. He pla.y• IIOI'Iball, ewia» and etle
to belp ·~ In ebape.
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"What we did was very revolutionary . . .
we called ourselves persons. Women
followed on the heels of blacks . . ."
hen, not if, the Equal Rights Amendment is ratified, there will be a "conW
stitutional underpinning" giving women the
opportunity to escape the stereotypical role of
helpmate, according to feminist author Betty
Friedan.
Ms. Friedan, author of the bestseller
"The Feminine Mystique,'' spoke to an
overflow crowd of more than 350 persons at
Russell Fine Arts Center on the Henderson
State University campus Feb. 16. The lecture
was the third of its kind this school year sponsored by the Joint
Education Consortium between HSU and OBU with the Ross
Foundation of Arkadelphia.
Thirty-five states have ratified the ERA, not including
Arkansas. It must be ratified by 38 states by March 1979 in order
to become the 27th Amendment to the Constitution.
Confident of the amendment's eventual adoption, Ms.
Friedan spoke at length about how the amendment will affect
society, the history of the women's rights movement and what
steps are next for women after the ERA is ratified.
" It all started as a revolution in consciousness," she said.
" Fifteen, thirteen, twelve years ago, women were very isolated,
locked in by their consciousness. I called it the 'femiuine
mystique'."
Women's rights as a movement came of age when it stood on
its own and quit simply saying, "me too, me too," to everything
blacks were fighting for in the way of equality, Ms. Friedan said.
"What we did was very revolutionary," she said. "We called
ourselves persons. Women followed on the heels of blacks, just as
in abolition."
With the publishing of her novel on the roles of women in
society in 1963 and the formation of the National Organization
of Women (NOW) in 1966, "Women for the first time had to
define themselves in society," she said.
"It (motherhood) might be an overriding value, but in no
way can it use all of the woman's energies,'' she said. "Through
birth control, the courts . . . and the evolution of morality, she
could choose when to have a child."
Although Ms. Friedan stressed the importance of women,
"breaking
through
their
absolute
definition
as
a
housewife," she said one of the best things
about t he ERA is that it would recognize the
value of the married woman in the home.
"Right now there is no economic value on the
woman in the home," she said.
The possible consequences of the ERA,
which has in the past been one of the most
debated issues in the Arkansas legislature,
attracted both comment from Ms. Friedan
during the lecture and questions from the
audience later.
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Ms. Friedan said she thought restrooms for men and womr.
would remain separate and the draft, jf reactivated, could includ:
women.
"I do think the Equal Rights Amendment would mean tb&
if there was ever anything like the draft again, women would Ill'
be exempt on the basis of sex," she said.
"It does not mean pregnant women would be thrown into W
trenches. If it was a just and necessary war, everybody would c'
their part.''
One female student from OBU in the audience asked wba·
could be done about alleged sex discrimation at the school. 'lh
question drew scattered applause from the crowd.
Ms. Friedan advised her to look to the established women'!
organizations and organize on the OBU campus. Dr. Ed Coul~r
vice president for administration approached the studeut afle
the lecture and offered to help.

Women's basketball team; Tlgerettes
move to new sports conference:
AWISA
OBU's women's basketball team, the Tigerettes, had
difficulties in rebuilding as they began their first season
as a member of the Arkansa.s Women's Intercollegiate Sports
Association (AWISA).
Formerly a traditional Amateur Athletic Union (AAU)
power in women's basketball, the Tigerettes, according to Miss
Carolyn Moffatt, coach of the team, had only a handful of
practices before the season started.
"Adjusting to the AWISA schedule, which begins half a.
month earlier than onr schedules of previous years, has been
a difficult adjustment," she said.
Controversy continued to exist in the preparation of high
school players for college basketball. Coach Moffatt said,
''There's a lot of work to do. We'll be more unprepared for this
season than for any ever in the past. Since most of our freshmen
are from Arkansas and Texas where they didn't play fnll court
in high school . . . The s.e ason will depend on how fast our
freshmen come along."

Do you think women at OBU are
discriminated against?

~ ••
Y

es . . . Females are responsible
young adults just as the males are,
if not more so. Senior women still have
curfews, while freshman males stay out all
night. This is a rule that needs to be done
away with, or the males given a curfew,
making no preference toward either sex.
-Phyllis Harris

••

II o,thoughtdon'taboutknow.it.
I

I've never really

I go along with the
dorm hours; I think they are good. I feel

equal. Isn't that what it's all about, or I
don't know what discrimination is.
- Nancy Pinkston

1111
"One is from El Dorado and the other
is a girl."
ey. what's that girl doing taking pictures of us?" Anita.
Stafford, a mass communications major and political science
minor from Camden. became the first female photographer at the
OBU Photo Lab, hired during the fall of 1974
Jim Venema.n, director of photography at the time, said to
Kelvin Story, who was about to take over Jim's position, tbat they
had hired two new photographers. Kelvin immediately asked if
tbey wel'e good e.nd where they were from. Jim replied, "One is
from El Dorado a.nd the other is a girl."
There was some apprehension among the photo staff about
the hiring of e. girl. Most, however, kept an open mind to see just
bow good a photographer she was.
Anita has now worked with the photo lab for three years.
During her senior year, she will be promoted to director of the

H

pboto lab.

"You've come along way, baby," is the general reaction and
tbeapprenension bas disappeared long ago; after aU, it was three
yean ago when it ws.s first mentioned that we were going to bave
a female photog'!~her.
-

Iii Iii
D

iscrimination is maybe the wrong
word to use . . . there are differences
in this world; maybe that's just the way it
is supposed to be."
-Karen Watkins

--

es, whether t.h e discrimination is
justifiable or not is a matter of
personal opinion. But the fact of discrimination is obvious. Girls have hours,
guys don't; girls can't smoke, guys can.
The list goes on. But it's also the other way
around; guys have ROTC, we don't.
·
-Liz Smith

Y

1111
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SlOMA ALPHA SION.A

PLEDOES Kevin MacArthur

,.t

and Steve N aLau6blln are
to
the •llftatu,...
of Jim NaJoolm and other "S"
memben.
r«~ulrttd

.. ,.

FOLLOWING THE AOOBPTAN06 of b/IU,
EBB pJB<III- W8lk wltb mamber•~,
-Joomln6 f•llo-wahlp.
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Club Pledging

NEW

RUlEs

buT STill
A TRAdiTiON
D

f•

espite controversy aroused by a
faculty committee, social club pledging went on pretty much as usual.
Early In the year, a faculty committee headed by VIrginia Queen, music
~tructor, met to suggest changes ln the
traditional soclo.l club rush and pledging.
In January, the committee's suggestions were revised slightly by the administration o.nd put Into effect as policy.
The policies were: 1) That o. studentfaculty committee be developed to supervise pledging; 2) That two faculty
members be present at all pledging
actfvltlea; 3) That a detailed schedule of
pledging be submitted to the committee;
4) That an orientation session for all
pledges be conducted; 15) That hazi.n g in
any circumstances be prohibited; and 6)
That mistreatment of animals be prohibited.
Approximately 85 women and 55 men
accepted bids from the eight social clubs.
Outlandish costumes were the order
of the day during pledge week. And at
night, the club• pledged their initiates
with varioua a.esigned duties.
As stated by B. Aldon Dixon, dean of
students, at the orientation session, the
purpose of all the way-out pledging
activities was to get the pledges closer
together.
And when It was all over, the new
members got to wear their jerseys with
the funny Greek letters.
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Peoplle

dlo~ng

ltlhelr ownn tlhlng
Lunch-line checker
Peggy Karr-she knows
everybody
ven when Walt serves up liver, tbert

is always a smile to go with it.
E That
never-ending smile belongs tc
Peggy Karr, who punches the meal tickets
at every meal at Birkett Willia.llll
Cafeteria (except on Sundays). But tbe
smile isn't all she has for OBU students. A
friendly hello complete with the student's
name complements her smile.
Peggy's working hours, though, art
enough to put anyone at a. short temper.
But not so with her. She works from 7:00
a.m. to 9:15 a.m. (breakfast), 11:00 a.m.
to 1:15 p.m. (lunch) and 4:30p.m. to6:15
p.m. (supper). She is off in between meals.
The seemingly undesirable hours
don't bother her, though. In fact, she
enjoys them. "It gives me time to do things
I wouldn't be able to do with a normal9·5
workday," she says.

'
•

r

t

\

After 30 ·y ears, Claudia
Riley gets a degree

c

by Bill Sutley

laudia Zimmerman was fresh out of
Little Rock Central High School
when she enr~lled at Little Rock Junior
College in 1946. She freely admits that she
"had no idea" what she wanted to do.
Obviously.
Five colleges, four majors, one
husband and 30 years later, she is nearing
what she hopes is graduation. She is
known today as Claudia Riley, wife of the
political science department chairman.
"Unfortunately, I saved some subject
matter till the end that I am not very
familiar with," she said, registering a look
of sympathy on her face during an
interview at her husband's office.
" I started out under Harry Truman
and swore I would graduate under
Carter," she said with a grin. " Thirty
years isn't really a long time. 1'
Mrs. Riley made it through two years
of LRJC (now the University of Arkansas
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at Little Rock), maJormg in speech,
drama and English literature before the
outside world took over.
" From there, I worked five years in
public relations for Southwestern Bell,"
she said. "Oh, I took a few night courses,
too.''
But the night courses were secondary
to her first love- classical dance. She
performed around the state with a
semi-professional company aud later after
World War II died down, became
interested in interpretive dance.
Even dance was overridden, however,
when she met Bob Riley. The couple was
married in 1956, and went immediately to
the University of Arkansas where Mrs.
Riley assisted her husband in the writing
of his dissertation.
She enrolled at the University, only to
have her studies interrupted again when
Riley came to Ouachita Baptist College in
1957.
Chairman of a new department with
a seven-course load, Riley called upon his
wife to read much of the material he would

use in his new classes. A war injury bad
ravaged Riley's eyes beyond repair. Now.
he is legally blind.
The ever-increasing task of reading
aloud to her- husband (which she says she
enjoys) has devoured much of Mrs. Riley's
time since then. She has re-enrolled four
times and has been forced to drop out
three times, most of the time because of
her husband's political career. He i.q a
former governor (11 days following the
early resignation of Dale Bumpers to take
a Senate seat) , lieutenant governor, state
representative and parliamentarian of
the state House of Representatives.
Her major now, after a brief
interlude in languages where her husband
has studied in the snmmers, is political
science. She has also added courses at the
University of Mexico, the University of
Paris and the University of Pennsylvaoi&.
Mrs. Riley will complete all her
d.egree requirements-provided she
makes it through physical science.
How has Ouachita changed since
Clandia Riley first registered here?

Although Peggy is only 19, this is her
fourth year of work in the OBU cafeteria.
While in high school, she worked after
school and on Saturdays as "just a
worker."
She likes her job punching the meal
tickets the best. "I get to know just about
everyone who goes here," she said.
How does she know almost everybodj"s name? She says that after about
two weeks of seeing everyone's meal
ticket, she learns most everyone's name.
"It's fun to watch people and learn
their habits," she said. ~·It also helps me
learn their names."
Peggy said that coming in contact
with so many people has helped her
understand o.nd work with people and
"not be scared of them."
She sees her job o.s putting people at
ease to eat. Smiling and being friendly
creates a good atmosphere to start the
meal off, even if the student doesn't like
what is being served, she says.

Because she wants to put people at
ease, she doesn't wear the uniforms Walt
Kehoe, the food services director,
provides. " A uniform is too stiff and cold,"
she stated.
And she must do a good job at being
friendly. Throughout an interview,
students would come up and say hello to
her.
In the course of her job, she is to make
sure that no one cheats the cafeteria. She
says that cheating "really irritates" her.
Peggy points out that a few faculty
members sneak in the back entrance to
get a. peanut butter and jelly sandwich or
a salad so that they don't have to use up
their meal tickets.
Although not much is lost, she says
"they are being sneaky and I don't like
that."
She added that when anybody sneaks
in without being counted by her, it upsets
the records of food intake compared with
the number of people who a r e counted.

If the cheating were on a large scale,
it would cause the food prices for the
resident students to go up.
Peggy plans on going to either a
vcational-technical school or college next
year, and she is considering OBU. She
visited other campuses but likes Ouachita
the best. "It has a friendly atmosphere.
Most everybody is friendly and says
hello," she said. "And I think that is
important."
She wants to pursue an office
management career. " I want to be a boss,"
she said with a smile.
Who could refuse a boss like that?

"Well, of course the college is larger,
although r still feel that we have a. highly
personalized instruction level," she said.
"There's a. rapport a.nd comeraderie here
that you won't find at many other schools.
Part of the reason is that we' re basically
a small, Christian school in a small town."
Age has been no problem for Mrs.
Riley, she said, eve.n though her only
daughter, Megen , 18, is now also
attending Ouachita..

Just the same, majoring in the
department your husband chairs, has not
been a breeze.
"I've taken just about every political
science course taught here at some time or
another, and the only 'C' I ever got in
political science wo.s from Bob," she said.
School will not end for Mrs. Riley
after she has a degree in hand, however.
"I'll be around," she said. "I'll be one
of those proverbial students. There have
been a lot of things I've wanted to take,
but couldn't because I wanted a degree. It
was the age-old problem of lack of time."
These were the major obstacles
standing between enrollment a.s Claudia
Zimmerman 30 years ago and graduation
a.s Claudia Riley.
As her daughter Megen puts it, "It
just takes some people a little longer."

"The only 'C' I ever got
was from Bob"
" Most students have an edge on me,"
she said, " because they're coming fresh
out of a. learning environment. As for
Megen, we just avoid each other. We don't
have any classes together. She says she'll
be proud of the fact when I graduate."
The advantage Mrs. Riley, 49, has on
most students, at least in her major, is
that she had definitely read the
material-most of the time in preparing
her husband for his classes.
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LAST MINUTE PRIMPING, revlewlnif, and
hup for good luck eMe the tension lor the
conte.ttant.t, boats, and !fUests l)efore the
curtain goes up.

THE AUDIENCE GETS THEIR FIRST LOOK

at the oonustants durin(/ tbe parade

of

contestants. Each of the entrant• is weariiJIT
the sportawear she modeled earlier Jn the dy
for the Judf1SS. The set In the baokpound wu
desllfned by OVACHITONIAN staff member
Linda AIJdersoiJ.

A BANQUET AT BOWEN'S RESTAURANT wu
topped ott with the pr&entatlon of small girt.
to the judps. Ml's. Eve OreeiJ, the only female
}lldp, t - s Tomnur Chaflfn ~41U.fs she hM a
Jarpr (Ji/J.
"PUT ON A

HAPPY FACE" sllilfB Sheri

McMullan, Miss OBU. She tJinp the Jntl'Oductlon
to the BOIJif oompleted by the oonte.ttanttt.

RAYMOND AND AGNES COPPENOER introduce tb
competition as the pa1f8Arl t eiiJcee.t.

0lVJO~rhJO~Q(fi)0Q(fi)
OgalVJii')t

FUton a
happy
face!
S

mile, Sheila, SmJlel"
"Look out a t the audience the whole time you are on that
atagel"
"Let me help you with that number."
Help and advice and Instructions and questions and, oh,
the preuure were all part of the yearbook staffers who
aponaored the pageant.
Lighting, set building, picture taking, and organizing
were the added worries of the yearbook staffers who sponsored
the pageant.
The 16 contestants were nominated by various campus
organizations. This pageant gave an opportunity for women
without a special talent, or In this year's cue, married women,
to take part in the pageant. Contestant Pam Dunklin wa.a
married and bad a babyl She and Shawn Shannon were voted
by fellow contestants to share the title of Miss Congeniality, a
new award in the pageant.
(oon't on page 44)
PBESBNTBD WITH AN IJI8CBIBBD SILVER TBAl' AIJd .omtt nowen 16 tbtt
1977 Ouaobllozl.l an BHuty, Sb•ll• Oronll.tJ , Sbttlla Itt a junior from LIU/tt Boot.
lf .... bttr ..aoad OuacbltonJan pti6NDt.

THE BIGGB8T HELP to th• ooat.rtao&.t Itt MOb otbttr. Mona R.owtt h•lt»
8bttrrJ• Brown wltb bttr ma.lrtt-up.

l'••·

VASELINE ON YOUR TBBTHP
of oourH, P.ul• Woodall
to mat11 It •-'•r to ttmll• lor ion' period• of tim•.

u-

H

PAGEANT IS A HEADAOHIJ lor
!Con Mite Ooodwln and D.bbJ Bu-11.
• ai«J ban to worry about a y.arboot
!line Ollly a -.11 aw-.yl

I
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Runners-up
.AFTER BEING CHOSEN a
ev~nlntr lf"WD

com~tJtlon.

Hml·final~t. frNhman

VIcki &11 walb down th~ runway jn the final
Vfd;l wa. •pon«Jrlld by BAS&. T~ lneet picture wu UMJd In tbe

Judtrinlf.
AT THE RECEPTION foJkJwlng tb• p.,.ant, Paula Woodall, a eopbomore, chat. with judge• MJaba.I
Tidwell and BtU Tark/tJifen. Paula .,. . epol!M)~ by tbe BEB S«lal Club. The in.et photo .,... UHd
In tb• Judlflag.

PROBABLY THB MOST DIFFICULT CONPJn'ITION lor .apboJDare Carol
Short and all the otber oont...tant. I• tb• Jntervlew. Carol wu epcneorlld
by thll PI Kappa Z." Social Club. The lnHt pMio was u•ed In the
)udlf/lJif.
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Experience,
A Good Time,
Meeting New People
SLOW SPOTS In th6 pageant sr6 lf116d by emce6s LeElla
Ratcliffe's and John Ptmnlf16ton's jobs with the sud/enoe.

by Cindy McClain

was scared to compete for Miss Arkansas. But it was
different from what I had pictured it to be," said Sheri
McMullan, Miss OBU of 1976. ''There was a friendliness
and common bond between all of the girls.''
After being crowned Miss OBU in March, Sheri
represented Ouachita in the Miss Arkansas Pageant in July.
Sheri, a junior from Little Rock was selected as one of the
top ten finalists.
··
There is more to gain from pageants than Just the title,
Sheri has learned. Poise and stage experience were two
benefits she gained. For her talent in the Miss OBU pageant
she sang "Since I Fell For You" and in the Miss Arkansas
competition she sang "Who's That Girl" from the musical
"Applause.''
"Winning isn't everything,'' Sheri .said. "I'm happy with
the outcome kuowing I did my best. I'm delighted to be able
to say I 've been in the Miss Arkansas .P ageant.'' She has been
asked to be in next year's court of honor at the pageant, an
honor some people consider equal to being chosen Miss
Arkansas.
First runner-up in the O.BU pageant was Mona Rowe, a
junior Secondary Education major from Hope. Mona later was
chosen third runner-up in the Miss Arkansas Pageant while

I

VOTED MISS CONGENIALITY by the other oont8JJtants, Oand
"Come on Over'' for t.he talent competition.
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Work study Jobs till up
spare time, h e lp pay the
billa
or about 600 atudentll, the day didn't
end with the lut clue. Jobs either
downtown or on campus filled up the day' a
hours (and night's for some). Studenta
wor ked either for some extra spend ing
money (maybe to cover the coat of the
long-distance phone bill) or to pay off
their school bill, which waa no amall
expense.
Ouachita offered two worlt-etudy
programs. College Work-Study (OWS), a
federally financed pro~rram, wu for th0111e
who were in financial need. The atudent
aids offioe placed these atudenta wherever
the University needed help. The oaleteria,
one of the largeat atudent employers,
along with maintenance, the library, and
various department., waa one of the many
placea that CWS workera were employed.
Dawn McCown, who worked in the
cafeteria, said, "I'm· ilad I work. It filla up
my time. And It helps me with my bill."
The other program, OBU work~study,
waa designed for students without a grea t
finanoio.l need, but who have a apeolalskill
or service that the university needs. Some
members of the Signal and Ouacbltonis n
staffs, photographer. and lab workers in
the science department. were on OBU
work-study. However, CWS workers alao
worked In these areas.
Although the amount of work-atudy
varied, moat received S42lS.OO per semester which was worked off at 13 hours per
week. On both pro~rrams, atudenta earned
11.96 per hour.
According to the student aida office,
400 student. were on the OW8 program
while 200 were on the OBU pro~rram.
If a atudent wanted a job ~owntown,
he had to contend with aome competition.
With two univereities and a hleh achool in
a small town like Arkadelphia, t h e
teen-age job market' waan 't too open.
One student, Howard Weaver, a
freshman from Bentonvllle, ~rot a job at
Big-Tee restaurant. Working about 24
hours per week, he aaid, "I don't min d
working. It puta some dead time to good
u.te, while giving me some extra money."

F
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Faculty, students
give nod to Carter

0

uacbita student, faculty and staff voters went with
President Jimmy Carter two-to-one over ex-President
Gerald Ford in the November 2 elections, according to a survey
conducted by the OUACHITONIAN.
The survey, to which 533 persons responded. also showed
that 20.5 percent of the students eligible to vote did not vote.
This is in comparison to only 10 per cent of the faculty and staff
members who did not vote.
Many of those wbo listed reasons for voting for Carter, a
Southern Baptist, favored his religious stand. The want of
change in the White House was also given as a reason.
Ford supporters said that they were pleased with his
efforts at "unifying the nation" following the Watergate
scandals.
Approximately half of those who didn't vote were
registered but didn't get an absentee ballot from their home
towns.
One frustrated freshman didn't vote because. "I was lost
about the election. I just didn't understand."
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1976 Election
How Ouachita ·voted

Students
65o/o
Carter
35o/o
Ford

Facultl

Did not vote

20.5°/0

10o/~

(percentage of those who responded)

This information was compiled from a survey conducted b)
the OUACHITONIAN. Each student was given a survey formal
chapel. Faculty 11.nd staff members received their form by campu:
mnil. Five hundred thirty-three persons responded.

Photographer Gets
Folks rushed up to shake his hand, photographers ran all
Up-close to Carter over themselves taking each other's pictures (their cameras
At Convention weren't aimed anywhere near the right direction). I stood
happily underneath the ABC camera and watched the proceedings, getting a couple of goodies of a. great smash-up.
Carter eventually made it to the stage and started his
speech. The atmosphere of the whole thing was getting to me and
I was beginning to feel just a tinge of excitement.
by Anita Stafford
About that time one husky tJPI photographer, trying to look
important and not succeeding, barreled up the platform. He
walked into the crowded convention auditorium trying to look looked down his nose at one of my photographer buddies who was
like I took pictures of presidential cand.idates every day of sitting next to me and said, "Sorry that you're in my wa.y and
tbe year. With me came the attitude that I was not going to be that you're gonna have to move.'' We just looked at him with our
iinpressed with anything that went on at that place. After all. best stick-your-lens-in-your-ear expressions. The guy at the ABC
what does a Democratic peanut peddler know about running the camera gave him the same look and the guy finally left.
country?
Carter said something a.bont foreign policy and I wondered
I pushed my way through the
if that CIA fellow standing front and
excited convention delegates, half a
center ever smiled. His eyes were hard
million CIA agents, and a forest of
and cold and seemed to drill right
Carter signs. My press pass, displayed
through you. I wondered if be had a
in a prominent position at mid-torso,
family and if he'd ever shot anybody.
allowed me down front, next to the
Carter waved and grinned and I
VIPs. I mean "next to 1' literally
snapped his picture. All the other CIA
because I was on the front row of the
men looked just like the first one.
press section, all right-directly
There were a few who tried not to be
behind a six-foot platform that was to
so obvious-like the one in the Adida
become the hot spot of ABC, CBS, NBC,
T-shirt and the faded jeans.
AP. and UPI.
The delegates were going wild
ner.iclin_g tha.t what was good
over SOIDP. remflrlc- tha.t T miS!'Ier'l. By
enough for ABC was good enough for
then I felt all excited and patriotic and
this Ouachita photographer, I climbed
everything. He must be a pretty
up the platform steps and sat down
decent guy to get that sort of response
from people.
underneath the ABC camera with my
Carter closed 'his speech and was
ieet dangling off the platform edge in
a manner of which my mother never
being hustled off to the rear stage
door. Being the shy, introverted perwould have approved. This was a great
..,.
l
vantage point because I was close up
~
(.J '\.
son 1 am. I bounced up the stage steps
through the entire CIA and Secret
and high, too. I didn't especially want
''"
to be at the convention but I figured I
Service, smiling to see if they would
might as well make the best of it. Any
smile back. Tbey didn't.
way, they were passing around pean({
I stayed within six feet of Carter
uu and I was hungry.
the whole way out, snapping pictures
The master of ceremonies proceed~ , t:,
~ ~ ~~
~
out of sheer enjoyment. That is until I
:.!~
·~ ~ ~1 ~~.J:.
ed to do whatever he does-just the
stnck my hand in a blob of grease on
general speech and introductions that no one ever pays attention the door of the loading dock. That happened to be the shortest
t.o. The crowd was getting anxious and excited. The lights were way out. The perils of a photographer.
dimmed and a fihn,"Jimmy Who?," blazed out in technicolor. I
Carter got in the back seat of his car and I was standing at
could hear sirens outside and knew the long-awaited peanut the opposite w.lndow stili snapping and wondering what be'd do
if I hopped in there with him. 1t wouldn't have been any trouble.
peddler was due through any time.
And I was right. Suddenly there was a stampede by a. bunch He obligingly smiled and waved for my last frame. 1 snapped,
oi photographers for my platform. The film went off and guess waved back, and decided to sort out my thoughts of a political
who wandered in? Right! More CIA men! And finally, Jimmy career over a box of McDonaldland cookies and a Coke.
himself.
Edit<Jr$ note: lD October, OBU photographers were sent to cover tb.e Arkansas
Democratic Convention on Hot Springs. One oftbem, Anita Stafford, recorded b£Jr
111:pn!l$iOn$ of the event.
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Presidential
debates-fun to satirize,
but who actually won
them?
, . he peanut farmer from Georgia
with the big smile, and the clumsy
incumbent, engaged in the highly touted
presidential debates during the campaign for president of the U.S.
But no one really did know whether
Jimmy Carter or Gerald Ford won the
debates.
''Saturday Night" on NBC satirized
the debates, of course, and so did some
OBU students.
At a. chapel, fr,eshmen Jerry Wilson
(Ford), David Jack&on(moderator) and
Don Carter (Carter) hammed it up in
their "debate." Wllson a.nd Carter
picked up on each of the ,presidential
candidate's fa.mous tdiosynora.cies:
Ford's clumsiness and Carter's smile.
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IN A BREAK in tbe football action, Sandra Hughes talks to ber little cousin, the mascot
of the cbserle&d.ers. Both are from Arlcadelpbia.
TIGER CHEERLEADERS TRY to spin up some enthusiasm at a footbaJJ game. Stunts
like tbis one were a main feature of their repertoire.

"Pep rallies and practices take up a
lot of time for everyone, but for the
cheerleaders, traveling to every game is
what is really time consuming,'' Moore
said.
The cheerleaders, who were sponsored by the administration and the
Student Senate, traveled to every away
game, sometimes leaving Friday and not
returning until 2 or 3 a.m. Sunday
morning.
"And if we don't leave on Friday, we
spend all day Saturday traveling to
in-state games,"said Moore, adding that
"the crowds at away games this year from
OBU have been larger and more spirited
than I've ever seen."
The band, on the other hand, didn't
travel to away games.

"Rather than travel to away games,
we go on a two to three-day spring tour of
high schools in the state to create interest
in the band program here," Brown
explained.
Marching band rehearsals were a
one-hour-a-day Monday through Friday
occurrence as well as a one-hour session
on the Saturday mornings of home games.
The majorettes practiced an extra
hour every weekday besides band rehearsals to perfect twirling routines.
Although technically a home game,
the joint homecoming game at Henderson's Haygood Stadium against the Henderson Reddies climaxed tb.e football
season performances for both the cheerleaders and the band.
Homecoming brought with it many

added responsibilities and activities,
especially for the cheerleaders, Moore
noted.
The special chapel Thursday before
the game, held to vote for the homecoming
queen, was conducted by the cheerleaders
as well as the pep raly that evening. They
also marched in the homecoming parade.
"Homecoming takes much more planning on the part of the cheerleaders since
there are so many activities connected
with it,'' Moore noted.
And for the band, homecoming involved "preparing an especially good
halftime show,'' according to Brown.
Although football ended with the
homecoming game, the band and cheerleaders didn't go into hibernation.
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For the cheerleaders, basketball
season followed close on the heels of
football and although the band didn't play
at basketball games, it did begin concert
season immediately following the end of
football.
"During concert season the entire
band will rehearse for one hour on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and
only a wind ensemble. will practice
together on Tuesdays and Thursdays,"
Brown said.
Special Section rehearsals wet'e often
called during concert season to help band
members improve techniques of playing on
special pieces of music in preparation for
concert performances, Brown said.
Meanwhile, the cheerleaders performed approximately two nights a week

at every Tiger basketball game.
When the games were away, the
squad had to leave at 3 or 4 p.m. and not
get back until midnight or 1 a.m.
"This puts a strain on the time you
have for study as well as eliminates
opportunities for many of the simple dates
at OBU," which Moore maintained involve
sports, adding that, "it is especially rough
when you have two away games in one
week."
Games and concerts weren't the only
activities these two ot'ganizations were
involved in promoting.
The band performed in November at
Barton Coliseum for the Arkansas State
Baptist Convention along with the OBU
choir which the band accompanied occasionally.

The cheerle~ders performed sucb
necessary tasks as meeting with the
freshmen every morning at 6:30 a.m
during freshmen initiation week, serverl
as guides for high school students o~
campus ~uring Choir Day and helped wit~
the dedication of the new Eddie Blackmoc
Fieldhouse.
During April, the cheerleader;
worked for three weeks teaching stunts
and cheers to all those interested in trying
out for 1977-78 OBU cheerleading squad
Cheerleading and playing in the baM
required time and dedication but accord·
ing to Moore, "you get a chance to develo~
special relationships between tbe
members of the group because of-the tim~
you spend together and the experience;
you share."

THE AWARD-WINNING CHEERLEADERS performing in tbe 'lfO's pep ra/Jy are: Busty Simmons, Pa~n Hall, Bonnie Moore, KaNin Gsnt:;
Brice Wagner, N11ncy Whitten. Terry Olover, Sandra Hughes, John Evans, DeAnn Glover, Rand,y Thomas and Brenda Batchelor. ·n~
placed second nationally among 51 college11 and universitiell in a National Oheerle11der Association competition at Southern Metbodir
University In Dllll.:
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"TURN THB BEAT A ROUND" u played on the trum~t by
PriiiCilla Lal'tuty durhll ba/NimB. 'Ibe band play«J all pop aonp In
ltll el><><in lutBad of mAI'Cbe..

INSIDE OUT- Brenda S.tobBior'e partner, .R.nc(y Tbomu, bold• bu lBI aJJd pue/JM up
bBr l»ck for tble •tunt. There were •lz men and •be women on the equad to make
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OUACHITONIAN
L EADERSHIP
A\NARDS
ho knows students bet ter than other n omination of candidates for this award.
The
Ouachitonian
Leadership
students? Probably no one does. So
with that idea in mind, the procedure for Awards began a.s a. supplement to Who's
selecting winners of Ouachitonian Who that would be open to all classificaLeadership Awards was re-designed. tions of students. Its purpose was to
Students were involved in the initial recognize students for achievement and

W

participation in a. Ouachita organization.
club or cause.
The selection process began with
departmental chairmen a nd campus clubs
nominating students. The list of nominees
was se.n t to a committee of students and
faculty to be voted on by secret ballot.
Each committee member selected 10
people. The top 50 per cent of the
nominees completed information sheets,
on which points had previously been
assigned for the various activities.
Originally, there were to be 10
winners but, due to a. tie, there were 12.
The winners were kept secret until
distribution of the Oue.chitonian in Ma

Mike Carroll
ike Carroll, a senior accounting
maj or, was president of Blue Key
(1975-76) and of the Ouachita. Student
Foundation. He was a. member of the
"Student Senate, the Accounting Club,
FCA, and Beta Beta social club.
Mike was senior class treasurer in
1976. He has made the President's List
four times and the Dean's List once. He is
a past winner of the Oua.chitonia.n Leadership Award, and has been listed among
Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities.

....
-.

Charlie Cook

C

harlie Cook is a senior accounting
and business major. He was a. threeyear member of the Student Senate where
he served a.s treasurer and as vice
president for External Affairs.
He was Beta Beta social club president, and a member of the Accounting
Club and FCA.
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David DeArmond
avid DeArmond, a. senior music
major, was a. member of Blue Key and
Kappa. Delta. Pi honor clubs.
He was a Student Senate member and
sophomore class president. As a member
of the BSU, he served a.s chapel coordinator. He worked with the Contact Team for
two summers, and was a member of Beta
Beta social club.
Dav.id's music-related activities included participation in the OBU Choir,
OBU Singers, JCP&L and Phi Mu Alpha
national music fraternity. He was selected
to Who's Who.

D

onnie Dinkel, a. senior English ali
physical education major, wa.s tb!!
year's homecoming queen.
She was president of Gamma P~
social club, and a member of Kappa De~..l
Pi. She was also a. member of the AWS
FCA, SELF coffeehouse committee aJt
President's Forum.
Bonnie was a starter for the Tiger·
ettes basketball team. She was also ;
contestant in the Ouachitonia.n Beaut)'
Pageant. This year, Bonnie was selec~
to Who's Who.

B

Becky Huddleston
ebecca Huddleston is a senior
communications and speech and
drama major. She was vice president of
~ationa.l Collegiate Players and a member
of Pi Kappa Delta honorary speech
iraternity.
She was a member of Verbatim,
Carousel Players, the forensics team and
the University Choir.
Becky was also a member of the BSU,
a writer for the Signal and News Bureau,
and Student Senate secretary. She was
selected to Who's Who.

R

Randy Sandifer
andy Sandifer, a. senior communications major, edited the campus newspaper, the Signal, this year.
Randy was a member of Blue Key and
Alpha Chi honor clubs. He made the
Dean's List four times and the President's
List twice. He performed with the OBU
Band and Stage Band.
He was listed among Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.

R

Bob Peck

B

ob Peck, a senior accounting major,
was president of Blue Key. He was a
member of Alpha Chi, the Accounting
Olub, and the BSU.
Bob was vice president of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA), and was
business manager for the Ouachitonia.n
and the Signal.
He participated in the honors program, made the President's List five
times, and was selected to Who's Who.

Wesley Lites
esley Lites, a senior religion and
philosophy major, was vice president of the campus BSU, as well as
president of the State Baptist Student
Union.
He wa.s a member of the Ministerial
Alliance, and was chaplain of Beta Beta.
social club. Wes was also a member of Blue
Key. Student Foundation, Student Senate
and SELF.
He worked two summers as a Contact
Team evangelist, participated in the
honors program and was selected to Who's

W

Who.
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Martha Jane Smith

Shawn Shannon
hawn Shannon, a senior sociology and
psychology major, was president of
the Association of Women Students
(AWS), and founder of the Panhellenic
Council for girls' social clubs.
She wa.s a member of the Student
Senate, BSU and the EEE social club, and
sang with the University Choir, the OBU
Singers and the Ouachitones. In addition,
she was a member of Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Chi and the honors program.
Selected Miss Congeniality in the
Miss OBU and Ouachitonian Beauty
Pageants, she was also selected to Who's
Who.

S

artha Jane Smith, a junior music
education major, was a member of
several campus singing groups: the
University Choir, the OBU Singers and
"
the Ouachitones.
She was a member of the BSU, AWS
and Chi Delta social club, and worked with
the Contact team for one summer session.
Martha Jane wa.s in the homecoming
court two years, and competed in the
Ouachitonian Beauty Pageant.

Ronny Yowell
Yowell, a senior biology majo:
R onny
was president of the Student
Senat~

He was member of Pershing Riflf;
Rangers, the Rifle Team and the Dr!:.
Team. He was honored hy the RO'I(
department with the American Legio:
Auxiliary Medal and the Academlr
Achievement Award.
Ronny was president and rush chai:·
man of Rho Sigma social club, a memlr.·
of SELF and was a cartoonist for th
Signs.l.

Kelvin Story
elvin Story, a senior communication
major, was director of photography
for the Ous.chitonis.n and the Signs.].
He was a member of J:o'CA, Rangers,
Pershing Rifles and Young Democrats.
Kelvin's work won a first place
photography award in state yearbook
competition in 1975.

H
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Shannon
ach yeai" the Association of Women

Students (AWS) elects an OutstandE
!Dg Senior Woman. Every girl on campus

IB e. member of the organization, so the .
.election is the choice of all female
Jtudents.
Shawn Shannon, a sociology e.nd
paychology m~or from Little Rock, was
.aected Outstanding Senior Woman.
Shawn was president of the AWS. She
n.s a member of the Oua.chitones, the
ltu'dent Senate, the BSU and the EEE
IOCial club.

esley Kluck, o. chemistry and mathematics me.jor from Arkadel_p hia,
was elected Outstanding Senior Man by
Blue Key.
Blue Key, of which Wee was a
member, is a national honor fraternity for
men with outstanding leadership ability
and a 2.8 grade-point avere.ge.
Wesley was also a member of Beta
Beta Beta, Alpha. Chi and the Ouachita
Student Foundation (OSF). He was
chairman of the OSF fund-raising committee.

W
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BESIDES SPEAKING IN Noonday, &.y MoKJ.alo alMJ led att.rtJoon dJ.cuJMJon•.

ORAMMY
AW~
WINNING Imperlflh ent.rtabwd
a lull bouee OJJ M«~day DilbC.
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and sang during the week at Noonday
s~rvices, discussion sessions and dorm
devotionals.
Richard Kleinman, associate pastor
at Wilshire Baptist Church in Dallas,
served in several capacities during the
week, preaching, leading discussions and
singing. Ray McKissic, pastor of Union
Baptist Church in Hot Springs, led a
discussion group and spoke in Noonday as
did Sheila Rodgers, who also sang. A
graduate of OBU, she is working at
Stephen F. Austin University.

TALKING SINCERELY WITH a studeZJt, Dr. F.r&ll.t
Rcughton enterttJJned OBU a// week by his preacb/D.tf
and dramatizations.

CHAPEL MUSIC WAS provided by Rcpr
Copeland each day.
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Focus Week

The student reactions to all aspects
of CFW were mostly complimentary. "The
speakers this year were the best I've ever
heard. They appealed to all types of
people. It was very organized," said
sophomore Pain Pollard.
"I enjoyed the Midnight Special,"
said Henry Goldmon. It was a. Friday
night combination of CFW team members,
local talent and OBU students.
All the organization for the week wa.s
done by Coy Theobalt, chairman, and his
committee. Vicki Lowery, a member of the
CFW committee, said before the special
week, "It is our hope that through the
week we can learn new and fresh ways to
reach out to other people and share the
love of Christ.

-.n,

CFW NOONDA :1'8 WEBB atunded by Jarp crowds.
Obar/111 C.rvce
cn11 di\Y tu1d b/s wlft, Debb/11,
played the p(tuiO.
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Puppet team

Making people happy
BSU organizes puppet ministry; team
performs in stat·e churches, schools
by· Donna Kirkpatrick

ore knees! Cramped arms! Happy hearts! A love for the Lordi
The 15 students that had all these characteristics in common
were members of the Baptist Student Union (BSU) puppet team.
The team was formed dnring the fall semester under the
direction of Robert Turner, a sophomore from Blytheville, and
Elmer Goble, BSU director. The team consisted of two smaller
groups: "Sewn to Serve," which had six members, and ' 'No
Strings Attached." which had seven members.
The team traveled to schools and churches around the state.
Even though they performed for all age groups, the puppet team
specialized in c.h ildren's Sunday schools and children's .churches.
A puppet program consisted of skits in parable form, magic
tricks with a religious emphasis. sing-along songs and
pantomimes.
The team, which practiced 11/11 hours each week. performed
both secular and religious items but the main objective of the
team was to introduce Jesus Christ to people of all ages through
the puppet miuistry.
"We tell a lot of stories in parable form with a moral or
lesson," said Steve Phillips, a freshman from Pine Bluff and
director of the group. "Puppets can make a difference. A person
may be hardened toward a. subject but the puppets can break the
ice to the Christian concept."
Several of the members had participated in hometown
puppet teams, but the majority of the group never had worked
with a puppet before. The new members learned the techniques,

S
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such as "walking'' on stage, coordinating mouth movement wi1
sound and keeping eye contact with the audience.
The puppet team did everything independently. 'n
members made their own props, wrote and recorded scripts ar
sewed the puppet's clothes. As Phillips said, the membe1
realized the value of the puppet equipment when they had'
make it themselves.
In addition t .o performances, the team also conduch
workshops for churches interested in beginning a pup!Y.
ministry.
The puppet personnel consisted of five people-puppe~
Rudy, the ringleader and Ralph, a pink worm. The five puppeb
three boys and two girls, didn't have definite names since th~
played a wide variety of characters. Rudy was slightly largt
than his fellow puppets. He required two people to " work" bk
while the other puppets needed only one person. Rudy's han~
were gloves into which a team member slipped his own han6
This allowed Rudy to scratch his bead, "eat," or grip the stac'
The only animal puppet on the team was Ralph, who, in hl
words, was the lowly worm. Ralph taught Bible verses a~
choruses to children in the children's churches.
Seeing a puppet performance from the view of the audienr
gave the impression of a smooth and ordered show; howeve;
behind the curtain was an entirely different story.
The atmosphere was far from calm. Members were alm~
trampled in the shuffle to speak into one of the tbr:
microphones. Clothes were ripped off the puppets and new ow.
frantically slipped on for the following script. All of this bedlw
went on simultaneous)y among the members and in complete (a
near complete) silence.

Puppets can turn a disaster into an amusing and funny
·xperience. Early in the year during a performance at an area
·burch. the one disaster occurred that terrifies all puppet
nembers - the stage fell. Luckily the director was nearby and
aught the falling side before everything behind the stage was
evea.led. One puppet thought quickly and popped up and began
o hold the stage together with his "mouth" as the show
ontinued. The audience was so amused at the antics of the
ouppet that the teusion of the moment was quickly forgotten.
Occasionally a team member emerged from behind t he
urtain to participate in a skit with the director. In one
.eriormance the director, Steve Phillips, chose a small boy
.amed David to portray David in t he Bible story of David and
loliath.
After Phillips explained to the boy tha t David was to fight
he giant with only a sling shot, he asked the giant to come out.
loliath (Steve Buelow, a sophomore from Hot Springs) emerged
tad in a long black robe, a shield and sword - made out
Juminum foil and cardboard.
Apparently, the reenactment of the story was too realistic
lr little David. Instead of bravely slaying Goliath with his
lingsbot. he began to cry. "That was the first time anything like
hat had happened," .P hillips stated. "We've learned to be more
areful. We don't want to scare the kids."
Another pitfall occurred when a puppet's swinging arm
tt team member Becca Danner in the eye. "I had to go through
lle last half of the performance with no contact," Becca
xclaimed. "I couldn't even see t he script we wer e doing." But
~en with all the people moving around behind the stage, she
rund the contact after the show.

RUDY, PLAYING THE GUITAR. is tbeleaderoftbe puppets, and requiru two
people to OJ)6rate him. At a couple of ChristiAD Focus Week chapels, Rudy and
tbe other puppets read tbe announcelDBnts.

THE PUPPETS don"t have specific na.mBS, playing a variety of characters.
Although the puppets that the team now uses are manufactured ones, the team
membe'! hope to eventually make their own.

Members of the team expressed their views of their
involvement with the BSU activity.
Marla Ingram of Texarkana, TX. said, "I enjoy the· team
unity. We are all close and no one puts up any fronts. We are
honest with our feelings."
Terri Edmonson of Harrison said, ''I'm excited about being
on the puppet team. It's a way to improve my Christian witness."
Becca, of Searcy, said, "I can express myself through
puppets in a special way. Kids listen to puppets when they won't
listen to older people."
Buelow said, " I enjoy it. It's my way of working for the Lord.
It's a different type of ministry."
Perhaps the feelings of the entire team was expressed by
Mike Thibodeau, a senior from Hallsville, TX, after his first
performance: " My knees hurt and my arms are sore, But it's all
worth it. I like to make people happy."
The other members of the team are: Mark King of San
Diego, CA; Mikt- Buster of Texarkana; Stefan Eubanks of
Harrison; Lou Barton of Gurdon; K. C. Rupe of Waldron; John
Medford of LiJlcoln; Janis Knipmeyer of North Little Rock: and
Donna Kirkpatrick of Van Buren.
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'"I 'he ~ioht
~I 'horeau Sp~1t
•
••
111 Jail
"( iodspell"
·:-\11. \\ il()et·lless''
'llncle \ranva"
''l{evnard the l;,x"
1

-

FOLL OWING THE CRUCIFIXION scene in "Godspel/," MarJe Allison, Kenny Sugp,
Kenny Yopp, and Randy Sandifer carry Jesus (Steve Cheyne) off the stage. Tbe
audience cheered when Cheyne returned to sing in the fiDS/e of the play.

70 / Drama.

" Godspell" sets
1ttendance record; actors
receive awards
he Theatre. People can love it, attend
It, involve t hemselves In it for years,
ud never seem to be able to explain its

.agic.
'

Tbe theatre is the place where people
experiment with dreams, where they
1111 do things they never thought they
tlllld do: where if they're brave enough, in
t11r process of finding other characters,
t11ry find thenaelves.
Meanwhile. back at Verser Theatre
, , . the budget's been shot, we're loalng
Jlr. Caldwell and Harry Pattison has the
81rve to think that he can do "Godspell. ''
This was the scene for the end of the
JPring semester in 1976. Dennis Holt
directed "The Night Thoreau Spent in
Jail" by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E .
Lee to ronclude the bicentennial season.
Tile play's set was simple, but the message
tl individuality was strong. Senior Jon
GrtJton played the title role with the
1111

paasion and humor that the pace-setters
the play was about- Thoreau and Emerson
- must have bad, to walk to "a different
drum."
" Godspell;" based on the Book of
Matthew, started out o.s an outlandish
possibility in Harry Pattison's mind in a
moment of boredom during his sophomore
year. And two years later it was on
Verser's stage. It was a mixture of
Michael Tebelak's sc r ipt, Stephen
Schwartz' music, a lot of borrowed sound
equipment. a very assorted cast of mainly
non-mnsic and non-drama majors, and a
production just controversial enongh to
make some cast members hold their
breaths during opening night.
The controversy concerned the portrayal of Jesus " not as God who died on a
cross, but the man who loved with us,"
according to Pattison.
But the play was accepted by record
breaking audiences. And, after the summer and fall performances of the play,the
cast was invited to perform at the
Arkansas Southern Baptist Convention in
Pine Bluff.
Franc Ta.mboli, who joined the faculty in the fall, was initiated right off by
directing the first major play of the
season, Eugene O'Neill's " Ab, Wilderness."
O'Neill's only comedy, the play bad all
the gentle ingredients of the " Good ole
days" - your pape.'s cigar, your bratty
little sister, and (sigh) your first love.
Verser's entry in the Amerlce.n
College Theatre Festival was Anton
Chekov's "Uncle Vanyo.," directed by
Dennis Holt. The play dealt with futility
of men's lives- and how some can rise to
exist with it in dignity.
Two of the CQ,§t members, Joe Burnett
and Rebecca Huddleston were recognized
for outstanding performances in " Uncle
Vanya" at the state festival in Little
Rock.
The Carousel Players performed
" Reynard the Fox" in area elementary
schools as Verser's 20th annual Children's
Theatre production. " Reynard" was directed by Dwaine Clark, an elementary
education major who had combined two
loves in the Carousel Players: the theatre
and children.

JOE BURNETT IN THE TITLE BOLE of " Uncle VaDy.a "
aDd &becc.a HuddlesUin were recognized for ou ut.anding
.acting at tbe stata drama festival in Little Rock.

AfX'JOUNTiliO TEACHER Jon Kelly '• toll T -Jon
Jltii'UV' Rlalpb Waldo Emenon • .an In a -ne
trJtb RnJty David TboNIIlu (Jon Ora/eon).
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.,., John Wiley, a transfer from Arka.ns~s
!ecb. When he was making plans to
~:-ansier, he was "warned" by other Tech
11~dents to watch out for the OBU girls.
Their noses are so high in the air that if
1: rllins they'll drown," he was told.
Then there's the girl who invites guys
:c ·Just" after her yet turns "cold turkey"
when the guys want to take her out.
Guys say they prefer to keep things
Gl1 a friendship basis, but girls have a.
~endency to feel "glued to you" after
r,e~eral dates. And if the girl doesn't get
~erious, her friends get serious for her a.nd
:-olin the whole relationship.
"Speaking from the black perspective." said Herb Hanks, a. senior, "it's
pr!tty dull for the blacks on campus."
alack guys outnumber the girls so females
fee! they can pick and choose who they
n nt to go out with. "But at Henderson,
it's a different situation. The · girls
:r.~tnumber the guys and they're more
Cnendly," Hanks said.
"If you're black and from Ouachita
7011 can get a girl at Henderson," Hanks
lolld.Itseems that somehow the HSU girls
:a~e gotten the impression that OBU guys
&re sophisticated, according to Hanks.
The restricted hours seem to be

another problem with dating a.t OBU. The
biggest part of a date is spent watching
the clock to make sure the girl is in the
dorm on time. Also there isn't any place to
really be together and "just talk" since
guys cannot go to girls' dorm rooms. At
Henderson they have "pop ins" when the
guys can visit the rooms.
Well there you have it. The majority
of girls here are stuck up, unfriendly,
possessive and plastic, according to the
guys here. Girls sit in their dorms and
wonder why the guys won't a.sk them out,
a.nd the guys say that the girls think
they're too good to go out on a. date simply
for companionship.
It's a. vicious circle. At OBU, girls a.re
girls a.nd boys are boys. And unless some
cb.a.nges a.re made, seldom shall the twain
meet.

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN over a botdOfl at
Walt's cafeteria. Tisb Burke and Marlr LoA"man

are enlf8l/6d in friendq

coavert~ation.

"WHY CAN'T GIBI8 bave friends tbat are

gu.y.P" Vicld &lJ and Cbarlet1 Barber are jWit

tut.
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the girls=

''There are a lot of nice
though I don't know where they

·

gu~s

sta~ ..."

here·

by Janet Adams

-hey only like to date the prettiest girl
• on campus and if you're not Mil
Superstar you don't get a date, and I don·
like them," seethed one incensed so
phomore. She was referring to thi!
campus' male gender.
The guys here and their dating habi~
seem to be a topic of quite a. fe1
conversations among the girls on cam~
One of these girls is Beverly Collier,
a sophomore from Brinkley. "Ouachilt
guys fall into three categories: the too bol
the too cold, and the just right," she said
Beverly feels that one of the hang-uJ!
where dating is concerned is that studenli
just can't afford it. "Guys fail to reafui
that an evening in the game room followel'
by a Coke from the grill, or even a. movi;
at Mitchell, can be just a.s much fun as at
evening at Ca.sa Bonita."
Generally, most girls feel that OBU
boasts some "outstanding guys and goo!
leaders," but they should date more. TbeJ
also feel that the guys here are "nic~;
than most," "reasonably polite," but
"some are not very mature."
Terri Kuhn, a sophomore from Gu!'
don, thin.ks the boys are easy to get w
know and talk with. "This is a Southero
Baptist school and most of t.lletn are not &
wild as guys at other schools," Terri said
Speaking of religion, one of tbt
categories Mary Mann places OBU guy!
in is "religious fanatics." "They carry sil
Bibles in their pockets and think you'rt
not saved if you don't carry six Bibles."
Her other two categories are "nice guys,''
which are the best and "in between
religious fanatics and football jocks. W<
have our dummies hiC!re ju$t like evf!.ry·
where else, but there are less of thel!.
here," Mary said.
From a freshman's point of view, Kim
Holstead thinks "OBU guys are really
great, most of them, but three-fourths dQ

AN EVENING IN THE GAMEROOM equala a /11JJ
date for Mike Ferguson and his fianc8e, Psm
Shepherd. They have a choiCU~ of playing biUllper
pool, foosball, table tennis, air bockey, billiards 01
bowling.
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not take people out. I have a lot of guy
rriends," said Kim, "and I'm glad. They
will do anything for you."
She feels that most guys want to be
brother-type friends rather than boy
friends, and Lou Barton, another freshman, agrees with her.
Both Kim and Lou feel that social
eiubs influence a guy's decision as far as
l"hom he dates and whom he doesn't date.
·Social clubs give girls certain repute.lions, and guys date girls according to
wbatsocialclubtheybelongto,"Lousaid.
The guys here are "good to share
your experiences with and they understand. They are not conceited and are
out-going, but they don't seem to date all
that much," Lou said.
"I think it's unfortunate that most
people are either going steady or not

dating at all," said Dena. Hall, a. junior.
"And if one guy from a group dates you,
none of his friends will ask you out."
Dena said she is not suggesting that
anyone should interfere with serious
dating relationships among friends, but
"don't put girls out of circulation" simply
because one guy asks her for a date.
Comparing OBU guys with guys on
other campuses, Cynthia. Moore feels that
they are not any different here than any
other place. "There are a. lot of nice guys
around here," Cynthia. said, "though I
don't know where they stay. A lot of them
are hypocrites. They say they're one thing
and then you go out with them and they're
something else.
"This is very disillusioning to me.
Guys on campus say girls make them act
the way they do; so therefore I feel like

they're weak and won't stand up for what
they believe. They allow us as women to
manipulate them if that is true," Cynthia.
said.
There you have it
truefrom-the-heart opinions. Will the dating
life here ever change? Will boys and girls
begin to form more than brother-sister
relationships? Your guess is as good as
mine-but it is certainly an entertaining
idea..
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It's not exactly
honte but •••

we're one
big

la~nily!

S

omethlnl lor e verybody. That's what sports was
like lor us. Whether we were a big varsity footba ll
letterman, an a gile tennis bull, a lanky basketball
player, or a le an pole vaulter, we each found a role to lit
Into.
Some ol us lit Into Intramural competition, an Important phase ol the spor ts program. Others specialized
In thinas like air hockey, foosball or chess.
Whether we were Involved In contests aaalnst each
other, or were pitted against other Khools, we exce lled
In belna •••
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be Tigers earned a taste of glory last season by rolling to a. 9-2
season record, defeating Henderson State University 21-20 in
the process. The effort was rewarded by a berth in the National
Associa~ion of Intercollegiate Athletics playoff tournament.
' A.n invitation to the Bicentennial Bowl was offered to the
T1gers, but that would have meant foregoing the chance to play in
the NAIA tournament. A team vote said, "We'll go with the NAIA."
The gamble paid off.
Competing in the playoffs added a special meaning to the
seJl!i-final game. It was a first in Ouachita's history.
Actuafly, the game was a first for everybody: Ouachita's
Tigers, Salem's Tigers and Arkansas. It was the first time Ouachita.
~r Salem had been in the N AlA playoff tourney, and the first time
Arkansas had played host to an NAIA playoff game.
But Ouachita's hopes of an NAIA championship were smeared
on a muddy field under the pressure of an effective Salem offense
led by their own Tony Dorsett, small college All-American, Jack
Deloplaine.
Tbe Tigers surprised Salem on the first play from scrimmage
oy throwing long to then freshman split end William Miller for an
SO-yard scoring pass. That touchdown was the only spark the
Tigers from Arkadelphia could muster on that cloudy day, and they
imally succumbed to the Tigers-from-the-north, 16-7.
OBU's defensive tackle Jim Cox made eight unassisted tackles
and four assists in the game to be voted the outstanding defensive
player. Delaplaine was named the outstanding offensive player of
~he game.
Alas, the cup of glory passed over Ouachita's fieldhouse this
season. Finishing with a season record of 5-4, the Tigers were not
:.l!owed to taste the victory that had been theirs a year before. That
bonor was saved for UCA.

is definitely !l.n experience
C inheerleading
itself.
is a lot of hard work and
It

practice but the fun outweighs both.··
-Nancy Whitten
don't think I can pick up one memorable
experience as a cheerleader at Onachita.
because just being a. cheerleader in itself is
one big experience. It's just not tbe same
sitting in the stands.··
-Brice Wagner

I
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ooial Clubs provide an important part

S of football games . • . spirit. Members

a.re sometimes required to attend all home
games as called meetings. Usua.lly the club
will sit in a block in the stands and
compete with the cheerleaders for the
yells.
Rho Sigma sponsors the Victory Hoop
at all home games in which the team
makes their entry onto the field. The Red
Shirts are also known as the men with the
cow bells . . . a. sure spark for school
spirit.
Sigma. Alpha. Sigma. completes the
social club activity at games with its
cannon located at th east end of the field.
The "S's" fire the cannon upon 11 touchdown by the Tigers or sometimes just for
fun after the game.
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.A BISON DEFENDER lftretobea to block the

pUB of
Ouaoblts. quarterback Ronnie Bruto12.

THE OFFENSIVE LINE opens a hole

blfl MOUflb to
drive • fNI11ht train tlu'OUIIb for KM StuobJ'.

OuachitB was neve; able to generate an effective offense
and aided Harding's AIC top-ranked offensive attack by
fumbling twice and giving up three interceptions, one for a
touchdown. Coach Benson pointed to e. lack of blocking as the ,
Tigers' undoing.
The Tiger defense shut out a non-conference foe by
defeating Mississippi College by the score of 6-0. Both the teams
slugged it out defensively most of the game, playing in e. steady
drizzle.
The University of Central Arkansas Bears unleashed the

86 /Football

-4

•

number-one defense ln the NAIA on Ouachita, holding the
Tigers to 58 yards total offenae and winning lG-0.
The Tigers threatened midway in the third period after
moving the ball to the UOA 26-yard line. Robin Hooks
attempted a 38-yard field goal, but the kick sailed off to the
left.
A late TD pass from quarterback Neal Turner lifted the
Tigers past Arkansaa Teoh by posting a score of 14-8.
Indeoialon on Teoh's part may have cost them the game; they
tried four qu~rterbaclra before settling on veteran Randy
RoUer late in the third quarter.
The Tigers gave HSU a fight to the finish in the season's
final game. Continual fumbling, due to terrible field conditions,
and a key pasa interception for the ReddiN smothered moat of
Ouachita's scoring efforts, whjch resulted in a 13-3 final season
loea.

K

elvin Story, director of photo lab,

.spends many long hours taking and
developing piotur• for OBU publlcatlona

and meeting the university's needs.
One Important part of any football
pme Ia plotu.ree. Photographers continuously roam the sidelines looking for that
picture that will bring them fame and
glory . .A. In any event on campus, picturu
tell the 1tory after the event bas oome and
pno.
Kelvin, a aenlor communications
maJor, le planning a career in televi.eion
filmlllJ' In Little Rook after graduation In
May.
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The UCA Bea.Ts knocked the Tigers
out of the AIC Tournament in Conway
with a. resounding 80-59 victory. The win
broke a seven-game Ouachita. winning
streak over the Bears, that dated back to
the '73-'74 season.
Hopes of a berth in the NAIA District
1'7 playoffs did not elude the Tiger
roundba.llers due to the rMking given the
team in the Dunkel Rating System.
The top rated- team in the district
draws an automatic berth i·n to the
District 17 playoffs, with the winner of
the playoffs representing the district in
the national tournament in Ka.nsa.s City.
Should the first-rated team win the
AIC tournament, the second ranked team
will go to the two-team district playoffs.
That team was Ouachita, since HSU won
the AlC tourney.

&ynolds goes ovel' a UOA dslsnder
oo score two poJn ts.

YIN I
90/Basketball

they've been in
the playafls far
23 slraifa};l years!

L.~ - -

-he most important thing to me is the
• free exPrN•lon and excitement you
can experlenoe u a cheerleader. You feel
aa if you have a. direct relationehip with
the people In the crowd and the people are
really what make it."
-Brenda Batchelor

to me has meant mnny
C heerletldlng
long houri of practice, long tiring
tripe, more practice and lots or etudying
mi81ed; but given the chance to d~ it all
over, I would do it the aamo way.
-:Ruety Simmons
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DRIVINO THE BASELINE, &t.lldJ' Terry
Joob I~ the "mldd/e man" ADd lbe
hllb-Pfll'e»Dt.p

~ot

OH.ALK UP ANOTHBB DUNK lor DoiUUe
Wlllla.m. u be bAD. . fi'Om &be rim.

Tiger head coach BHI Vining said be
wo.s " pleasantly surprised" with the
ratings. SAU coach W. T. Watson, whose
team had been ranked second in AIO play,
said he thought, "It's ridiculous when you
can rate a team that has a US-10 record
ahead of a team that has a 21-4 record.
Thanks to the Dunke l Ratings, the
Tigers took on HSU in a best-of-three
series played in Arkadelphia. Hendersoxr·\
swept the series winning first on the
Tigers home court, 85-70, and following
up with a 78-68 win at Wells Field House
at Henderson.
Donnie Williams, 6'1 N center for the
Tigers was named to the 1976-77 All-AIO
Basketball Team. Williams was the leading rebounder this season, pulling down
170 from the boards.

9 2 / Basketball

uat because I waa tall caused no

J problema on double-etunts. With a tall

partner like Terry (Glover) and a little
coordination we could do any stunt as well
as anyone else."
--8andra Hughes
chlng musclM, Iota of prMaure and
barrel& of fun ia what the aquad
found at the cheerleader clinic at SMU at
Dallas thia po.at summer. We left very
tired, very aore, but we also left winneral"
-Randy Thomaa

A

1'1'"8 TWO POINTS &II RaDdy 'hrry 60#111
up lor a jump aboe a~raJa•t HsadtmiOn
Sf&ts Unlverlllty.
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The Tlgerettea jumped to a 4-0 lead behind the hot inside
shooting of Marilyn Stanley, who toued In 29 pointe altogether
for the winning Ouachita effort.
The !COre, from a tsfS-fSIS tie, exchanged hands seven times
in the final four minutes u the Tlgerettes, on two final inside
be.skets by Stanley, made the four point difference and won
64-61.
Marllyn Stanley wae hot again a,aainat Tech as she poured
in 26 J>Otnte and grabbed liS rebounds to lead the Tigerettea to
a convincing 53-33 victory over Tech.
The Tigerettes built a 26-US lead at halftime, but could not
increase tt any until the final ten minutes of the game. From
the ten-minute mark on, they increased the lead and won going
away.
The Tigerettea, led by Marilyn Stanley's 30 pointe, upped
their seuon reoord to 3-1 with a 65-60 win over Arkansaa
College.
Arkansaa College jumped to a quick ten point lead In the
first half, but behind Stanley's shooting, Ouachita rallied to
t&ke a 31-30 lead at the hall.
Led by M&rHyn Stanley's 17 pointe and nine rebounds and
Nina White's 14 points, the Tigerettes posted an easy 60-38
victory over the University of Arkansas at Little Rock Trojans.
Ouachita streaked to a 27-16 lead &t halftime behind
Stanley's inside shooting and White's medium range jump
sbota. The Tigerettes' biggest le&d during the first half W&S a
00-6 advantage with 5:155 to play.
In the Tlgerettea' firet year of participating in AWISA
they continued to play 10me old AAU rivala including Seminole
College of Oklahoma and Louisiana Teob University.

a obeerleader baa been a very
llelns
exhllaratlns experlenoe.

Ma,y I aleo

aay that t.bla year at OBU baa been the
very tte.t. I would hope that every penon
enterlns t.ble unfverelty ebould saln the
feeUos and t.houshtfuJn. . of the et.udent
body u I have aa a obeerleader.
-Xann Gentry
J lut. ,Year u captain, and what an
aooomplwbment. It waa Jut one
more Utt.le thins that abowed me that even
tboush our .,boo! w amaJl oompa.red to
"
othere,
II we work together we oan
aooomplleh an tblnp.
- Bonnie Moon

VIO'I'ORF. HOW SW.m' It J.. 1'IHI TileNCt..
-b~...,.. <~'- . .- .
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Volleyball team ties for
third in AWISA during
regular season
fter f~lling to Southern Arkansa.s
University and the University of
Central Arkansas, OBU placed a disappointing fifth in the Arkansas Women's
Intercollegiate Sports Association (A WISA) tournament in Jonesboro.
The team did tie for third in the
AWISA during the regular season, but
tournament jitters and lack of togetherness, according to Coach Tona. Wright, led
to the pair of defeats on the first night of
the double-elimination meet.
Arka.nsas State University, undefeated in ugula.r season play. won the
tournament, while HSU finished second.
Carolyn Conley of Ouachita. was
named to the all-state squad and Patricia.
Calhoun was named an honorable mention
to the 12-girl team.
The volleyball team made a. clean
sweep in taking three match victories at
Arkansas Tech during the regular season.
The girls defeated Arkansas College
16-4, 16-14, in the first match; handed
Arkansas Tech two losses; and cla,imed
wins of 15-10 and 16-14 against SAU.
After finishing the sea.son with a.l5-6
record and a. 12-6 mark in the Arkansas
AWISA, the volleyball team tied for third
with the University of Centra.! Arkansas
in regula.r season conference standings.

A

UP ON HER TOES, Carol RoPer Sf!' juat the
right touch to follow throu111J .on ~ llbot.

98/Volleyball

A PERFECT SHOT Co d•l•nd

an HSU player PNI»ra

a •Pih by a Ou.aoblt.a front liner.

DOWN TO HER KNEES ,oa Candy Harvey to
U7 Co d•l•nd an almolt J»rl«Jt aplk• by the
oppoa/Jv

e-m.

WATCHINO THE BALL aJJ tbe way I•
to maklnlf a rHJ»~ab/e •bot
and •Hplnlf up with the paa. ol the
pm•, tU Trl•h Calhoun and Carozyn
Conley do.
~tlal

-1''- - ---

.

•
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Tiger harriers finish
second In A•c race
Brding College, the defending Ar-

H kansa.s Intercollegiate Conference
cr088-country champion, finished in first

place by carding a one-two finish in a
erose-country meet held in early September on Ouachita's north campus.
Ouachita's Randy McFarlin, who
finished in sixth place, put Ouachita. in
third place in the overall team standings
behind Harding and Arkansas College.
Finishing behind the Tigers were Henderson, UAM, and Arkansas Tech.
Randy McFarlin and Jeff Holt finished ninth and tenth to lead Ouachita to
a. second place finish in the AIC-NAIA
District 17 cross-country meet ln Magnolia at SAU.
McFarlin clocked a time of 19:24
while Holt wu half a stride back, carding
a. 19:25. Gerald Masterson, James
"Spider" Williams, and James Merritt
finished 13th, 2oth and 93rd respectively .

... AND RUN, AND RUN, AND I
100/Cross-country

GJnTINO HIGH In tM aut. a ~~JM<Jiale¥ of Jim
Bankm All b• vault. U!l•r eM drlpP«J t.r. cJ-.rln1
" llrltb appannt - ·

OUACHITA RUNNER Gorald
Afa.tor.on takoo a br6&tbor
with Uto tapo from a
ftr•t-plaex~ llnl•h wrapped
around bltl waJ1t.

RinD TOinED PHYSIIOUES
The

raJliJ-W'a~~is/103

OUACHITA fMPTIST tiNIVERSfTY

E
Tiger tennis team
pounces on AIC and
NAIA
ua.ohita's Tiger tennis team, under coa.ch Larry Payton,
O
finis hed second in the AIC (Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference); but more importantly, was the district 17 NAIA
(National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics) Cha.mpions
with a 15-7 tea.m record.
In the NAIA's 25th Annual Tennis Tournament played in
Kansas City, Kansas, on June 1st-5th, Ouachita's tennis team
finished in 28th place o.mong 57 participa.ting schools. Victor
Almara.l, freshman from Guadalajara, Mexico, was named to
the Honorable Mention All-American Team during the tourney.
Almaral added to his string of victories as he won the
d ivision I singles crown by defeating Charles Lane of Southwest
Ba.ptist College at Hendrix College Invitation in Conway.
OBU was third in the overall team competition with 8
points; but led all AIC teams In the meet. Finishing ahee.d of
OBU were Southwest Ba.ptist with 13 points, and ASU with 9.
A good recruiting season has helped to strengthen the
team's overall power; and aga.in, the Tigers should prove to be
a powerhouse in the AIC, the NAIA, and the 16th Annual NAIA
Tennis Tournament.

WATCHING THE BALL all the WlfV' to the raclret help• ensure a (fOOd
shot. Victor Almaral wlltche• the bllll all the WilY·
SOMETIMES. alm011t ballet-Jilre move11 are used to appi'O/fjch the •hot. R01111
Grant strstohes for contaot.
MEN'S TENNIS
OBU
4

9
4
6

e

'

9

1
3
0

e
e
0
0
8

a
a

2
9
8

0
8

0
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SAU
Oe.nt.euary
Cqtlege of the Ou.rkll
Ha~~g
East Texas Baptlat
Texarkana O.C.
UALR
- ·uoA
Hondrllt
HSU
Hendrilt
Harding
Arkanau OoJiejJ8
HBU
Oeut.e-ouy
UOA
SAU
College of tb4! Oarb
UALR
Souih-t Baptlat
UMO Rolla
Principia
Mo. Wees.rn

OPP
6
0
6

'

7
6

0
8

6
9
7
3
9
9
1

7
7
7

0
9
1
&

DRTY uv

A BAOXHAND SHOT appeartJ ""Y for Olga Palafox, at m•tchu
4!1t H111Jd6rt10D.

pl~

THE SERVE I• au !mpru-taac part of ever¥ tennis matob. Jerry
CoiiWIJ !f>dd• • lfttlll lift eo hi• •erv11.
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Soccer team finishes
aeaaon with 7-1 record
fter handily defeating the University of Central Arkanus and Hendrix
Oolle.re in Conway, Ouachita's aocoer team
finished the season with a 7-1 record.
Ouachita eocoer, which Is not school..uppb~ed. has done well In forming and
organizing a team.
"A powerful Ouaohlta team piled up
a solld 7-1 aee.eon," said Hugh Redmon,
sophomore team coach.
Soccer, the world'a moat popular
sport, Is now steppin.r out of the shadows
across the U.S. onto college campusea, and
becomtnr more than just a kick in the
grass.

A

•

-

NAIIEUVBRINO THE BALL !HitwHn opJKMIDI
pl.,_,.. I• • •kiii!UI arl. Jim 8p&JJn u - bJ• faDoy
footwork e., mow tb• ball arou11d • .., oppc»UJg
pJII¥•r.

..
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Golfers most Inexperienced group
Taylor's ever had
oach Frank Taylor says that this year's golfers are the

C most inexperienced group he's ever had, but added that it
is also the hardest working bunch he's ever had.
Only five men are allowed to participate in each matQh,
and according to Taylor the competition is really keen.
Only one member returned from the 1975 team, senior Bob
Peck of Camden. Last year's mainstay Mike Smith decided to
skip the fall seuon in order to concentrate on his studies, but
rejoined the equa.d in the spring.
Other members of this years team included Tom Anderson,
a freshman from Pine Bluff; Mike Branson, a sophomore from
DeQueen: Mandel Brockington, a freshman from North Little
Rock; Mike Fowler, a junior from Brinkley; Kirk Jones, a. junior
from Bonham, Texa.s; Phillip Rickles, a. freshman from Pine
Bluff; Rickey Self, a. freshman from DeQueen, and Steve
Wernecke, a. junior from Sweetwater Union, California.
Ouachita's golfers, behind medalist Mike Branson's 74,
won the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference Fall Invitational
Golf Tournament for the second straight year at Degray State
Park in the fall. Ouachita finished with a 316 total.

BENT KNEES, wrl11t aotloD tJZJd • i1ood
&boulder ~ltlon are Important to a tH-sbot,
A CLOUD OF DUST aDd a nyi1J6 f101/ IM&JJ
U.t• leave ol tbe Mrtb UJJder t.be fiWIIDg of

golfer &:.. B/okli!J/6.
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New head coac h tor Tiger kegglers
uachita.'s bowling team got off to a good start this year

0 under a new Head Coach Bill Harkrider.

In their first match of the season, the Tigers slipped by
the Arkansas College Scots by a. total of 2~ points, 29HS to 2895.
Larry Root, a freshman fram Ar;kadelpliia., led the OBU bowlers
with a. three-game total of 545. Ken Humphries, a junior from
Arkadelphia, rolled a 498 to capturt runner-up honors for the
Tigers.
~ The Tigers dropped their second match of the year to
perennial power Harding College by a margin of 2686-2470. At
the Harding match, Charlie Martin, a junior from Jonesboro,
led OBU with a. total score of 543 for the three-game series. Bob
Morrow, a senior from Mena, who was the Tigers' top bowler
a year ago, finished second with a 525 total.
Besides Root, Morrow, Martin, and Humphries, Harkrider
alao expects senior Jerrold Bradley from El Dorado, sophomore
Hardy Reynolds from Little Rock, and junior Bubba Na.shviUe
to add depth to this year's Tiger squad.

AN A.L MOST PERFECT •bot ezJter•
tbo pJM dead Oll tbe DUmber Ollll pJD.
Tbo JdlltAl pootot l• }rut to tbe ri,b t
of tbe

Oflfl

piD.

.

'

As few as four men
swim for Tiger Sharks
In swim meets
- h e Ouachita swimming team defeat• ed Henderson State University in
the Tiger Shark's season opening at
Ruth Lamb pool on Ouachita's campus
by a score of 59-36.
Ronnie Yowell ofOBU took two first
places as he captured the 200 yard
breaststroke and the 50 yard freestyle.
Other first places for OBU were Mike
Steinberg in the 200-yard freestyle,
Robert Cawthorne in the 200-yard
intermediate medley and Richard Edds
in the 500-yard freestyle , and the
Ouachita medley team of Cawthorne,
Yowell, Steinberg, and Edds.
According to Tiger Shark Coach
Jim Miller, the team has struggled this
year because of a lack of swimmers.
"Lately we have been swimming with as
few as four men in our meets, and it is
just hard to oompete with this number."

me11t.

'I
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111

UP AND OVBB-Pi Kappa Zeta Leeann Shadd u•e.
• unique •tyJe to .h.ilfh jump durinlf the women'•
jntramunl traalr meet

first time, tra.ck. Basketball began near
the end of January. A bowling tournament
was held in March, softball began late
that month, and a track meet was held in
April.
Swimming and track are the two new
intramural sports and replaced tennis
and handball, which did not generate
enough interest last year to be continued.
All the sports were open to both men
and women but were sexually exclusive.
For most sports, both men's and women's
categories are divided into two-team
divisions - social clubs and independents.
Tournaments were held for the more
popular team sports ·and an All-Sports
trophy was awarded at the conclusion of
the spring sports for the academic year.
According to Miller, over 550 women
participated in at least one of nine sports
last year. He said that a m~ority of men
students were involved and in basketbalJ
alone there were 96 teams.

114 /Intramurals

It's not exactly
hotne but •••
we're one
big lantily!

W

e can make It happen," was the leellna we
carried with us Into our clubs and oraa nlzatlons.
Whether we were bound toaether by service Ideals,
re1111ous Interests, educational aoals or social ac·
tlvltles, we were Involved. Some ol us joined toaether to
slna, to debate, to march or Just to have l un. But
whatever our reasons, we were active.
Althouah we were members ol so many diverse
IP'OUps, we were able to work as a unit when we needed
to. That's what It meant to be • • •

The lamily that WORKS together!
In this section

Service & Governme nt/ 124
Religious/ 128
Honor/ 130
Drama/ 134
Journalism / 136
ROTC/ 140
Music/ 144
Social Clubs/ 154
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We're one big famil y

I
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There are
special
people . . .

bEitiNd
EVERY. •
ACTIVITY
BASS SPONSORED a talen' show k> raise money lor tJiolrle oe/1
anemia In Ook>bor. Char~ Tho111J»>n model. his favor/'- co.at.
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Service=
more [hOin IT£mbershlp
-

he presidential election brought plen• ty of activities for the Young Democrats. Faron Rogers, president, and the
members took on a project to encourage
students to register and vote for the party
of their choice. Democratic speakers came
throughout the year such as Winston
Bryant, secret&.ry of state; Ray Thornton,
U. S. Representative; and Bill Clinton,
state attorney general.
Many studentl come into contact
with the AWS Judicial Board when they
violated school and dorm rules. The
Association of Women Students helped to
give fellow students' opinions of vlolatiollB.
A style show w&.e presented at the first of
the year to help freshmen aee the campus
fashions first. The AWS also took student
problems to the Senate for help In
improving situations.
Eight members from the four
women's social clubs were brought ·
together to form the Panhellenic Council.
A main concern of the council is rush week
and pledging. A mixer that gave freshman
women an opportunity to meet club
members wu sponsored In the fall. Skits
were presented and r efreshments were
served.
Alpha Obi is an honor organization
consisting of the upper ten percent of the
Junior and senior cluaes.
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Cha~l

SWIMMING ENDED th• BSU fall
retreat at Brookhlll Ranoh In Hot
Springs.
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uppets? On a college campua? You've
got to be kidding! No, it's just one
of the many ways OBU's BSU tried to get
their message across.
The BSU touched every area of
student life. There were off-campus
ministries to the aged in local nursing
homes and to the people in the Children's
Colony. On campus, the Freshman Council
presented a Creative Worship service
twice a month, which presented the word
of God in unusual ways. On one of the first
weekends, the BSU sponsored a fall
retreat a.t Brookhill Ranch in Hot
Springs. Two hundred-fifty students
attended the weekend of devotions, Bible
study, entertainment, and just plain fun.
The puppet team, just one of a number of
BSU sponsored outreach groups, presented programs in chapel, ln churches
around Arkansas and in Noonday.
One of the most popular of all BSU
activities, Noonday, gave studentB B
chance to take time out from their daily
hassles and join together to sing, hear
speakers, share a few minutes of silent
meditation, or just praise the Lordi
Another important BSU function was
aponsorl!'hip of summer missionaries.
During Twirp Week, the BSU held a.
hayride and money collected from the
sale of tickets went ·to summer missions.
The BSU also ohoee not to enter a float
in the Homecoming parade and money
allotted to this was also given to summer
missions.
Ministerial students had their own
organization, the Ministerial Alliance.
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I

For the Senate presidency . . .

TRYING TO 8~IM RBLAJCED duriJll &D
Jnurri- wltb Ju~ tor tbe Mia OBU
~t tor Paula Woodall.
K~11 WeiMr,
ttm.
UHt Jnurv/ttw

Can three
times be
the charm?
LEADING THB STUDENT 8BNATB &bS. y~~&r ru Bonnie Yowell, prealdttnt;
Bddle HJneotJ, trwuurer; ~~~ Kinnaman, viae preeldent; atJd Obarl/e Ooot,
!rlae pN/IJde I.
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lagued with resignations, the OBU
P Student
Senate saw an almost complete turn over of senators and officers.
In September, sophomore representative, Mark Ferrell realgned resulting
from his transfer to another school.
In early October, the senate defeated
an amendment that would have allowed
the AWS as a voting member of the
senate. Sophomore senator Pam Morgan
commented that "The different cliques in
the Senate played an important part in
the vote as well as the fact that some were
treating the A WS as a special interest
group instead of a. representative one."
December 9, Student Senate president John Garner resigned hls position
and dropped out of Ouachita., due to an

---------~
""-7~

llln888. Lynn Kinnaman, Vice President
for Internal Affairs moved into the
presidency. Senator Ron Robinson also
resigned due to a part-time job he had
taken.
In their first meeting of the spring
semester Student Senate members accepted the resignation of President Lynn
Kinnaman. It was the second time this
senate saw a president resign since the
school year began.
Kinnaman's resignation made Ronnie
Yowell, Vice President for External
Affairs, the new office holder. Oharlle
Cook filled the office of Vice President fb;.
External Affairs.
Blue Key national honor fraternity
for men with outstanding leaderahip
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ability again sponsored the Miss OBU
pageant in the spring. At homecoming the
club sold corsages and selected Wesley
Kluck as outstanding senior man.
Beta Beta Beta a national biology
fraternity encouraged professions In the
biological sciences. The club · assisted
non-meJora with problems in biology and
conducted extensive research in the labs
of Moees-Provine.
A natlona.l honor fraternity for
.education maJors, Kappa Delta Pi invited
students to a lifetime membership in the
organization. The club worked closely
with the SNEA providing information to
education majors about job opportunities,
new t rends In eduoaion and problems in
student teaching.
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drama at OBU and Becky Huddleston, a.
senior communications major. They performed many times during the year for
prospective students during choir Day
and Captain's Day.
The Debate Team "came the closest it
ever has to winning the tournament" at
an ASU tournament in November. The
t~am won four out of five and three out of
five debates which sent both teams to the
quarter finals. The competition came from
erba.tim, described a.s "verbal colleges all over Arkansas and surroundgymnasts," is the only group of its ing states. Novice debators were Cheri
kind in the state of Arkansas offering a Sneed and Beth Patterson, Rich Brown
v·o cal alternative to musical programs.
and Amy Nichols.
In a reader's theatre type perforThe people behind every OBU play
mance which incorporates both movement were the National Collegiate Players.
and vocal interpretation, Verbatim pre- They helped to promote the productions
sents a variety of materia.! to social, by participating in the plays, by having
church and civic organizations around the receptions for opening night perforstate.
mances, by charging admission to pay for
The group is under the direction of future plays and by being responsible for
Francis Tamboli, instructor in speech and Children's Theatre.

Y
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ork on the 1977 Ouachitonian
began long befor e school started in
September. As soon as the last page was
finished last April, ideas were fashioned.
I n August, Debbi Russell and Susan
Chesser went to Athens, Ohio to spend
4 days of thinking and planning for the
yearbook.
It was not unusual to see staff
members working at night and on
weekends just to "meet the deadline." In
between· deadlines the staff sponsored
t he Ouachitonian Beauty Pageant. The
stage had to be decorated, judges had to

W

Meet
the
Press

AS SOON AS THE YEARBOOKS came out. students
flocked to get them Blld leisurely poured over tbe
books.

AS A SECRETARY, Suzanne Harri s bas to file all
the negatives. Emmett Price piclr.!l the one be needs.

138/Clubs

be chosen, rehearsals for the girls had
to be scheduled and other miscellaneous
things had to be done.
The 1976 Ouachitonian received a
Medalist rating from Columbia Scholastic Press Association. The yearbook
placed second in general excellence by
the Arkansas College Publications Association.
Almost every picture in the yearbook was taken and printed by five
photographers. They not only worked for
the Ouachitonian but also for the Signal,
the News Bureau and OBU in general.

THE RANOBBS WBNT
to LouJ61an,a with the
uUouJ IIU&rd and tb•
8711Dd MtNJJvao S.tt.lloa
to parl/ciJ»t. ID riot oootl"'O tra/JJinfl. Helloopt.n

- r• UMHI lor the tralalq.

THE "COMMANDO CMWL" II uHd •ltbout a elln11 to
oreN • oa,_ro~ brldp 111 • burrr . . R.;y Wlllll&lrlll ill dolrJ./1
ID Ja.per, Ark.

BIT-UPS ARB PART of the ~r/Bf)lioW Forot~~~
Pby•lcal Flt11- Ttr•t. Bob p.,-,..,d dot~~~ b• raqulr«l aumber
.. 8-r WJIIII&IJJ8 •atc.bN.
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PHI IJIU ALPHA m_,IHJr 8'-"• MoLa111bliD •billtl
araund Bob Harpar durlD' u mCn..mural football
, . _ .,altud tiHJ S.C. S.ta SccJaJ Club.

ROWS AND ROWS of ca~~dl• JJo• tb• ..aw.r fo
BvaM Btud•IU Otnc.u on tb• nJ,ba of tb• Oa11dJ..
lt,~Jt &moe ·~ br tb• two miUio lrat.rnl·

u...
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OBU Singing Groupe Spread the Gospel

by
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rriving on an empty campus, the
members of Reconciliation lived in
the true solitude of OBU. The elevenmember tea..m began practice two week.s
before school started, singing daily.
The group has traveled aU over the
state doing weekend programs. Friday
nights were usually fellowships, followed
by a special Saturday night program on
Christian marriage. Sunday morning is
filled with a variety of sacred, inspirational and contemporary music.
Revised Edition cut it's first of maybe
many albums last spring. The album
seemed like a dream come true to the
members when it finally came out. The
group, composed of vocalists and instrumentalists, spent many weekends on
the road singing in churches. They
entertained OBU students at the BSU Fall
Retreat in September.
Psalms enlarged its singing group
this year. The group also spent time
traveling to churches for weekend
revivals and services. They also
performed for the Christian Focus Week
Midnight Special.
The Jesus Christ Power and Light
(JCP&L) team made trips for church
services during the week and on the
weekends. At Choir Day, prospective
students were entertained by the group.

A

VARIOUS GROUPS ENTERTAINED at tbe Brookbill
Ranch BSU Retreat in tbe fall. Michael HOtfUe, Mille Rtly,
Randy Granderson and Marc Bzoemer of Revised Edition
sing durirlg one of tbe session11.

SCHOOL
DAY offers
an opportunity lor
campus groups to
perform balore ~
tential OBU studentll. JOP&L perform
at
Evans
Student Center.
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LINB CAPTAIN, Beolry Davu, lt~ads eb11
mlfo/orsteu in a tw/rllnl routln11.
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AJIONO THB SIOHTS tiN Sln,W1 lien
.,t.JW .,.. a Polt.b Folk. l'..ef..,] I.D ~._
Hen ol *IN PoJ_t.b P«~Pl• aps--r I.D
-tlve oo.tume. TIN SI.Dif{Dif IIHD trl-'kltl
Poland ..tth two otber lfrocJPI fi'OIII tbe
UnJW Sta~ on a lfJOdwl/1 CQur,

OUAOHITONBS IIODBL ok>tbln1 turllhbed by Morro- and
ObiUidlere, at a 6f.yle abo• beld I.D NJtohe/1 Auditorium. TJ>. ebo•
duri.Dg tbe laJI aemHter feetured aoop and routfDH by tbe
membera.
DIRECTOR 01' THE SJNOJNO MEN, Paul Hammoad, /eade ble
Jn au lmproJDPtu ooace.rl lor a Polleb oltlcer •bile oo

IITOUP

tbelr tour Jut euiDDJer In Poland.
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Alpha Dmerja Ela
7 ennis
buffs had a chance to prove
their sk1lls when the Alpha Omega
Eta Social Club held their annual Tennis
Tournament in October. Men and women,
singles and doubles played for trophies of
first and second place. AOE members
organized and carried out the tour~
na.ment. Randy McFarlin, the club president, oaJled the tennis tournament their
biggest event.
The nineteen members of AOE also
had many club bush parties.
The " Mean Green" was the club's
Intramural footba.JI tee.m. Alpha Omega.
Eta alao participated in the intramural
basketball and volleyball program. Several members in the club ran In the Turkey
Trot mlle race in November.
Shelly Brady and Michelle Boshears

..................................
,,.,....,.
.,,. ............
,..........
,

Gil. . . . . . . . . . .

OVERALL WINNERS wen awarded trophfM by .40E prwldenc Rand
MoFilrl/n. Don Phllll~n defo11t1K1 Lo,v JontNI for !frat place, and Lo,v receive
$DOOnd plllco. JN THE WOMB.'{'S dlvlaton, Jo Stinnett toot tlrat place honor
1111d Booky FAulltner wuln IH!Cond place. JamSII MerrfttpreMmted th• trophJ..
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'OE's Involve Students
n Tennis Tournament

AOB llliMBBII8 ARB (oa •tp) SC..., Co•. (Beclt ro•) /Jioloa/o Wtaltllo. .lbta'- W/at/o, Jt>baftl
~.. Delton ICit<tb•ll, Ploul /Ja•lo. ( - d tv•) Laaoo BoArd • .llob hrNAd, &oil¥ Brod,l
< - - t ) , SoNIIIIIf O'Brlu, lll4bolo
<•-lbNrl) Muir Wrvbl,
ro•) Kin
.....,.., J . _ Jtorr/U, BMd)' McTai-Jia.

-ro.

<"'-•
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Chi Delta's Sponsor A
Night At Ruby's Truck Stop

CHI D.IUTA IIAMBER.!I aro (IHI<>t ,.,.,) 8 - 1"14yd. Jl• Al..x../1>1 (too. .) , Olt.ro(fn ~. 8horl
/lhMul/aa, J1011k:a ,.,...,,., An 1/Wt""' Oa/W..,.. OanaJ.-1. O.n• H-rlll, z-1 """"-· Mare~
JanSIIJJUt, S.UIWIIIU. BuHn OroJ!oo, Mfllotq It'll~ touralhlno-ll, ,.._ 1'1>/lt.rd, Cuo(yn
IIOI'ri.. Joo/ K&lipotml (boau), !All H.,,orc, DWJ/ a.-rill>, 8,..,... llyr4. (Utlrd raw) NJr;.m
BJ/., V•Mn, Orea S.I'NIIJ., DHnn 01.,...,, /ll&ho Woodall, llorli towGJo.n (boau), Salldn
H opoo, Jill J - Z.,nn lrby, II>M,_ BIJ,_Iln, PotiiJ' 01&,.., 0/np r 81, John, !JuH n /'od.,., Suu n
l l h - . Blwldo Boloholor, J ofHlUf BIJI/t~, Kl111 II( - d row) Z.,nn Klnn,...n, ~
(boou), L.U• l'l•ck, S....aon• HatiU, Po• Dvnt lln, Owon lllollrld., Juq O...lr, Suou
Brvmi•.Y• XM'fln c..mpHI/. (fMnl t'OW) P•t WMn•t', Ne~tO¥ F#r,VMHt, . .tb C.t'tH, Dobllle l'lutt

w.,.,.,,

w-

llprll Dnl..
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Gamma's Win Intramural
Football Championship

OAMMA PHI MEMBERS an (l>e<tt """") Torr/ &rap. Klo)' Sprt•dlln, Pall/ Burh, DlonJia Chlr,
CJ>•ryl CM&rd, Debblo Hill, Nina Wh/C., Candl Huvoy. (lhlrd """') K•,..,. Oetr;,, Jorrl Tl>&r~.
SuJMn A.nderaon, P• tU H•l:wt4.. M•JIIC.a MaxveJJ. Nu1J7 Ja--. h u EtnHI''• IC&ll\y JIJJJ•r. C.ndy

c.r,-. 'IIJ•rle SJuJitleld. (HOt>nd row) Boeni• Dlnk•l. 841•11•n WIJooxM:, BI"Md• lC.t••r, P•u1•

W•cJ.,

JCJm Ban-. (frottC row) Oql• BN>Wn, L.ann Dunbam, JUIJ• Jo/t.rt~. Donna thllen, An/C. B,.. ._,,
KoiJtr SWllDIO•
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Pi Kappa Zel:a

klahoma wo.a brought to OBU when
~he Pi Ko.ppl\ Zotl\ social club presented "Pioneer Do..ze'' In Oc~ber. The Zeta's
show was B takeoff on the fBmous show
"OklahomCL." Foot-stomping music and
square dancing were part of the event.
Earlier in the fall the Zeta's put on
''The Games People Play." Members o~e
o.udicnce were Invited to 'come on down'
nnd po.rt!olp!Lto In the TV spoof games.
Carol Short, the Zc-:a'a entry .In the

O

OuachJtonian Beauty Pageant, wae named
one of the four runners-up to the winner.
The club chose Betsy Floyd to repreaent
them in Homecoming royalty and Betsy
was voted fourth runner-up. The group
captured third place in the Homecoming
float contest.
In sports, the Zeta's were active with
an Intramural football and basketball
team among other athletic events.

Barbara Bradford 11110 an unu11ual ,...pon"
from Jim Oloud u VIe .Sn11• for the Z11t11 '•
"Pioneer ~B."

164 / Clubs

hether it's a spirit hoop, thirty

W ringing bells or just a lot of noise, it
was the Rho Sigma Social Club generating
spirit at football and basketball games
and at pep rallies.
The Red Shirts were there at every
game with a huge circle hoop for the team
to run through. They were also there with
their red cowbells.
During the year, the womens' dorms
were visited by the Red Shirts with their
spirit of ringing bells. An all night bell
ring was held for Homecoming eve and
day. Members stayed at the Rho Sigma
bell and took turns ringing in Homecoming.
A very helpful part of tbe beginning
of semesters was the Red Shirt Book Sale.
Students could sell their books to the club
and in turn the club could sell the
students' books.
Fall semester activities Included a
Freshman Women's Mixer, a fifties
concert during Twirp Week, and an
off-campus function.
Rho Sigma Sweethearts were Susie
MIIJwood and Roxanne Hargis.

DECOR.A TED HOOPS u•ed 1o w61come the football ttlam bao.t on thtJ fttJ/d afttJr
ha/f*ID't• WIJrtl ontJ of tho Rho 8/lfm• '• projtlcu In promotln11 110hool •plrlt.
ROLLBD UP JBANS, T-•blrl8, and fTT6MJ' Jsalr were tbo order of the day at
the lfO'• pt~p rally; and the Red Shirt$ came ~ed for the OOOMion.

166/ Clubs

It's not exactly
hoane but •••
we're one
·i aJnil

I

t's a bla step! The chanae from hllh sc hoot to
colleae courses, or from freshman to senior
classes. But we made the learnlna process work lor us.
Classes were usuaUy small enouah that we could aet
to know each other and the teacher. It was not unusual
to see classes meetlna on the lawn In front ol the Chapel.
Instead of sltttna In the classroom and starlna out the
window, we often went outside lor lectures.
And althouah we still complained sometimes about
the required General Education courses, we found value
In being • ••

The family that
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By Milre Goodwin

lasses were a lot more than regular
:o.ttendence, listening to a dull lecture
or taking precise notes. Class involved
hours of preparation, sometimes research,
maybe some extra money and even once
and a while a little "brown nosing."
The "higher educational process"
starts way before even attending a cla.s,s. .
Remember filling out an application for
o.dmission?
Soon after, a letter of acceptance and
all the information you need to report to
college arrived. Freshmen always arrived
on campus a couple of (lays earlier than
upperclassmen for workshops and sessions
to ori~nt them with the ' 'big, bad college
world~'_- Then a first meeting with an adviser,
figuring out what courses you would be
taking during that all~important first
semester. Remember how bard it was to
really understand a credit hour? And bow
surprised you were to find out that a class
only met three times a week?.
By this time the pros were on
campus-the upperclassmen. They all
seemed to know what they were doing, or
at least acted like they did. Next thing you
knew, you were standing in line with a
handful of papers and forms trying to
grab those precious little cards, insurance
of a sort that you oould attend that class
at the time you picked.
There were probleDUI: one "class
closing" but that is the breaks. Reg!stra~
tion-its own "big, bad world."
Attending classes for the first time,
with a new book purchased from the book
atore in hand, along with pencils, pen.s and
spotleas notebooks. This wouldn't last.long
and we really didn't realize that, but soon
those books would be marked and worn
out, the pencil& and pens would be lost and
begging to borrow one would soon start
and those nice notebooks would be soiled
and fllled with scratches and scrawls
-notes.
As classes progressed we experienced
staying up all night cramming for exams,
purchasing blue books for essays · and
spending a few hours now 'a nd then in the
library, needless to say even paying those
ridiculous fines for a late book.
One thing that sometimes slipped our
thoughts was how in the world we were

C
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8IO.N HERE . •· • Jaclrle 8ummerlln, unci to tbe
baMle of arrang1ng o/... oan:f• Jn HQuenoe and
fJ/1/nff out form• Jn triplioate, 11Dd• re(TI• tratlon Jn
LJ/e Hall a little time oon•uroiTJg._
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Liberal arts Includes wide
variety of courses
a liberal arts education
G etting
Ouachita involves becoming a

at

'well~

rounded" student. Exposure to various
subjects, which may not directly rela·te to
one's major of interest, does provide at
least a smattering of .knowledge on topics
that will be encountered in day~to-day
living.
The general edw:p.tian~.,j;,gl.ent oi
the Schoot - ;( ~ 111111
concerned l'wttti tlliment&l,
cultural and spirit
students. qQ~ -·
literature, philoso h y , r~Jj,[ion,
sciences, and physica~ (duo~tfon are
among those that are required.
For students who preferred not to
take all t he GE r equired. OOUI'HB, there i8
an a.lternativ&-1!.hf CLEP t estl. 9tudu.te
partic1:Pii1jli In this Callege Level
ExaminatJd Program co.n receive credit
for up to ea
praetioally ftfpplna
t hJf frell!una.n yee.r

boalr•.

Student agrees General
Education courses give
over-all appearance to,
liberal arts education
think that the GE courses give

I the student a good overall view of
education in its various forms.
The students are m~de,..aware of
the different fields of study ).nd the
various methods of discovering these
truths. These courses m~y also motivate the students to persue some
field of which they were generally
unaware. I guess that's why they~ll
It general ed.
-Steve Pjpllips

180 /General Education De artment

1

Academic Skills Program
offers Advanced
Reading Course
ncrea.sed reading speed and greater
I comprehension
wore goals of the advan·c ed development reading lab at Ouachit;a and the program had a very good
res~nse, said Mike Arrington, direotor of
~
.
the OBU Academic Skills Developmeot
Program.
''Teachers say the program is really
going well, and that's a good sign. People
are recognizing there's nothing wrong
with taking skills claseee," Arrington
said.
The advanced developmental reading
lab began as an extension of a class
designed to help an average student
become a better reader. Several faculty
members and students wanted advanced
reading courses for a. ·variety of reaso.ns,
including pre-med students who were
preparing for med-school exams and those
who wanted to increase their speed and
comprehension.
Graduate school evaluations consider
reading ability, and a survey has shown
that reading skills are golng down
nationwide, Arrington said. Problems in
reading may be speed, vocabulary or
comprehension.
Ouachita decided to experiment, and
offered the developmental lab as an
advanced class primarily for "good
readers who want to be excellent
readers," according te Arrington,
Increased free time is one incentive
for taking the lab, he said, noting that if
a person doubles his reading speed he can
cut his study time in half.
The class has a capacity of 16 and
those in the class a.re spreading the word
that the possibilities of two more sections
were scheduled in the sprh\g.
"I a.m sold on the skills development
program", Arrington said."lt works."

-

SENIOR G.B. COURSE.
~on-Making, ~u~rbt

by Dt'. Jim
Ber.rymao, draws all senior stud,.nts
during lbeil' •nlor ye&r Into the
oou..... Tile courH deals wltb planning

the lltudent. future and malrlll8 Jonll'
"aDJ!" piiiiJ6. Tbe uour•e 1'8qulres ebe
BNidf>nt to utiltu all area.t of .bUIJllllJ
Inquiry rmd knowladge iJJt!J the
experlwn'N o£ dJK'IB/Qp·malr:lng.
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OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
student Sheree Atkinson pta
first-he.ad experience with the
automatic text-editing typewriter.

Students work in
the spring, go to
school in the
summer.

No Sleeping on the Job Here I
, . radition is the hardest thing to overcome," according to Dr.
'Richard Mills, coordinator of Coope.rative Education at OBU.
Getting students to accept working in the spring and going
to school in the summer. opposite of what they've been taught
since. first grade, was the biggest problem when the Cooperative
Education program began in July 1973, and is still the most
prevalent problem of the program, Dr. Mills said.
The program offers students an opportunity to work in jobs
related to their career interests on a salaried basis and for
academic credit.
Seven OBU students have been placed in positions across the
United States for the fall semester.
After three years of operation involving an estimated 85
students, the OBU Cooperative program underwent several
changes this year.
Requirements for involvement in the program have been
changed, allowing a sophomore with a 2.1 GPA to participate.
Previously. the requirements were that a student be a
second-semester sophomore with a 2.3 GPA.
A second change is that the program, originally fuuded
through Title IV of the Education Professions Development Act,
will be funded entirely by the University beginning last Jnly.
Dr. Mills noted that the University's willingness to give
partial funding to the program since its beginning and now to
take over complete financing of the program was an indication
of the success of the program.
"A private institution does not put money into a program
that is not successful," accordiug to Dr. Mills.
Formerly the director of the program, Dr. Mills title was
changed to Coordi nator of the Cooperative Education program.

184 /Business

& Economics Dept.

Previously handled through Dr. Mills' office, the progr1
allowed the departments of the University that have stude=
involved in the program to take over the recruitment, counselt
and placement of those students.
Department heads or appointed faculty members work 1111
any students in their department who have an interest in l
program. Through the department heads, jobs are found 8!
supervision of the students while on the job is maintained.
The advantages of these changes are more diversifi
program for the student aud a chance for the faculty to re!DI.
in touch with the working dimension of their fields.
Other aspects of the program will remain the same. T.
students will receive up to four-hours credit for each six-mot
period he works whether it is during the fall or spring.
The summer program for three months will give a studf
up to two-hours credit. According to Dr. Mills, most of I'
students involved in the summer program find their ownjobss:
then get them approved for credit through the university.
"Everyone needs a job during the summer a.nd we can't bq
to find as many positions as that would require," Dr. Mills stat;Finding openings for the studentt. is a matter of worki·
with the student to determine what he wants to do and li
researching to find that particular position.
Most of the employers that have worked with Ol
Cooperative students have stayed with the program bir~
students year-round.
''This is another sigu of the success of the prograr
according to Dr. Mjl!s. "But the greatest measure of suc~ss
the students who have been involved in the program and 11.
benefits they've received from it."

I

MASS COMMUNIOATIONS m-.}or Todd ~rner
diBCUS168 with Dr. BIJI Down11 the trip to Little
Roc.lr the Introduction to M.- Oommunlc.tlon•
cJ- tool in Nov11mber. The ol... toured KLAZ

radio 11tation, KABK televllllon 11Uelon and the
ArbMu Demoo;~t bu/Jdln1.

By. the way!

I

English Department Is
not only striving, but
also thriving In
Instruction
bile some of the more significant
OBU'a

departments on
campus
W
are stagnant and lacking In leadership, the English Department Ia not
only surviving but it ts thriving. The
instructors are Intelligent, creative
and encouraging to a. falling aa well a.s
a passing student! The classes e.re
taught by men and women who really
care and caring for people is what
puts the English department at
Ouachita above other departments
and far above other universities in the
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math but they were told to completely
discard their old ideas.
"There was a failure to incorporate
the good aspects of the old method in with
!.be new math concepts," Dr. Carnahan
stated.
"What is needed and what I feel is
evolving is a combination of both methods
where students memorize the necessary
material and at the same time learn basic
math principles," he said.
Recently another new trend, known
as "individnaliza.tion," has developed in
the field of math instruction. The basic
purpose of individua!iz.ation is to allow
each student to work at his own rate and
eliminate classroom lectures by the
teachers.
Ouachita has incorporated individualization methods in its Applied
Math course taught by Bill Allen, associate professor of math. In this course
students work through a workbook at a
pace set by their own ability.
Before the individualized program
began, students could take the applied
math course, listen to the lectures and
bluff their way through the semester
without learning the material, noted Dr.
Carnahan.
The advantage of this self-paced
program is that students must do the
work in order to pass the course, explained Cr. Carnahan.
Not only are there new trends in
methods of teaching but also in what is
being taught in math courses. Ouachita
now offers four courses that deal with
computers and computer pr<;~gramming.
"Computer courses are not so much
like math as they are like learning a
foreign language to enable you to work
with the computers to solve mathematical
problems," he said.
Since coming to Ouachita in August,
1973. Dr. Carnahan has added new
courses in math, accelerated the calculus
courses and brought Ouachita's math
program more in line with the National
Science Foundation's guidelines for undergraduate math degrees.
High schools do not provide students
with a. uniform knowledge of math skills so
to insure that every student leaving
Ouachita has a. good applicable knowledge
in math, Dr. Carnahan would like to see

g,, the wa,f!
.J

------------------
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Natural Sciences
answers many
of the unanswered
questions
believe tha..t the field of Natural

I Science is one of the most important
factors in the development of a society. Of
the many people that attempt to be
natural scientists, only a. few continue
because it seems to take a certain
inquisitiveness to find the answer to
questions such as; Where does it come
from? Where is it going? What is it going
to do when it gets there?
-Wade Harris
programming.

-----------------"more departments put emphasis on math
requirements."
Wanting to develop a more demanding math program at Ouachita, Dr.
Carnahan sa.ys, "The important thing is to
maintain a math program that will keep
the students con~ing to Ouachita."
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THAT GOOD OLE TIME
Senior Religion Major
Spends Time Not
Only In Classes But Also
With His Congregation
im Horton a. 21-yea.r-old OBU senior from Magnolia. is a
pastor as well as a student. About 100 other OBU students
serve in similar capacities as pastors, music directors, and youth
directors across Arkansas.
Boughton Baptist Church near Prescott, where Jim pastors.
is a small rural church with an average attendance of about 25.
Many churches of this size call ministerial students in as their
pastors.
Being a part-time leader of a full-time rural ministry bas
presented Jim with what he believes to be "very valuable
experience."
"I'm learning in my church how to deal with people and their
problems,'' Jim said. "That's often hard to learn in the classroom.
Majoring in religion at Ouachita, Jim believes that his
church experience also gives him an opportunity to apply what
he's learning in the classroom.
The added responsibility of pastoring a church has not
greatly affected his life as a student eit.h er socially or
academically , according to Jim.
"I think if my chnrch has affected me as a student at all, it
has motivated me to study more seriously,'' Jim said.
Coming from a Christian home and a strong local church,
Jim's decision to enter the ministry was a gradual one.
" I had always wanted to be of service to Christ but I gueso
I made a. definite decision when I was in high school," Jim said.
Most of Jim's time a.s Boughton's pastor is spent in visitation
and sermon preparation. Despite his youth, Jim feels that he ha.s
established a mutual respect between himself and church
members of all ages.
''I really feel that if I'll just be myself and love and respect
my people then they'll return that love and respect to me," Jim
said.
"Even if it means getting a haircut," Jim grinned.
As a counselor, Jim often refers his members to other people
that he feels could better counsel with them. Jim always listens
carefully to their problems but if he feels inadequate to give the!!
advice he seeks help from other more experienced sources.
The additional income that a pastorate would bring did no:
influence Jim's decision to pastor a church.
"Of course I don't have the financial pressure of a wife and
family to support, but I personally can't see how money can be
a determining factor in a pastor's decision to accept a. church,'"
Jim said.
"If a person is directed by the Lord, then he's only happy
if he's where the Lord wants him, regardless of money,'' be added.
Many small churches may have suffered as a. result of
undedicated students who think of a small church as a "stop-ofr'
on their way to "bigger and better things," according to Jim.

J

Members Of The Religion
Department Attend
National Convention
-

wo associate professors of religion and
• four religion honors students from
OBU attended the annual national meeting of the American Academy of Religion
a.ud the Society of Biblical Literature in
St. Louis, Missouri in November.
Dr. Robert Stagg, who has taught at
OBU since 1968, and Dr. William Elder, a.
member of Ouachita's staff since 1971 ,
and the OBU students joined with approximately 2,954 delegates from all over the
United States and other parts of the world
for the conference which lasted four days.
The honor students attending were:
Martin Thielen, a senior from Hot
Spriugs; Bob Parsley, a junior from
Sheridan; Ross Brummett, a. senior from
Port La.vala., Texas and Jon Poteet, a
senior from Little Rock.
PREPARATION FOR THE ministry involves many
courses in the religion department . . . Dr. Vester
Wolber speaks to fre!Jhmen religion m~jors on the
steps to becoming a pastor.

1 9 2 /Division of Religion and Philosophy

DB. LAVELL COLE 11peab wltb Ter.ry Ryan about
a m8Jor in biBio.ry. Dr. Cole '/11 known lor billlltuditJB
of the.IJis·t o.ry of the M/11111118/ppl valley.

MEMBERS OF THE 1roup tourln8 Wasbfn,-ton
D.C. visit the Supreme Court bu/ldins-. on their
second dtJ¥ in the na tlons capital.

AN EXHIBIT of Waterpte mementos attractll
Rickey Sell In the Smith110n/an Institute in
Washington, D.C.
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ROTC~i!~~?nr~='I

dem·e rlta to the OBU prog;;:_;: _

bolishment of the Reserve Officers Tra.inin~
Corp (ROTC) a.s a. requirement for freshmen ·
guys a.t Ouachita. is a. subject often discussed but
rarely with strong enough emotion to result in
action.
As a.n entering Freshmen I was relatively
unimpressed with the whole idea. of ROTC.
After registra.'tion, (now there's a. "freshman
experience"), one upperclassman fed me stories
about excruciating physical fi.tness tests, endless
platoon and aquae!' drills, "Kay" push-ups, and the
DRAFT! Did you know that if war should break out,
the members of Ouachita's ROTC would be on the top
of the draft list?
The terror bega.n to ease and my eye balls
returned to their sockets as my "friend" gave in to
laughter. Needless to say I didn't find the overall
experience extremely humorous.
I don't mean to be too harsh on the ROTC
program, there were some benefits.
To name a. few, the feeling of accomplishment
that comes from being promoted to corpora.!,
appointed squad leader or receiving a merit for
having the shiniest brass.
ROTC also provided entertainment and occupied time-it gave us something to complain about.
-Brent Polk

A

IN FLIGHT training, Ray Wmfams 11tud/es his /tlrum•ry for his solo
flfgbt. Although the night pr0f1ram Ia offered by Ouacb/la, t.he cadets
must take t.he tr.Jnfng programa at Hende1"80n.
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It's not exactly
holfte but •••
we're one
big

la~nily!

W

e started to become part ol the lamlly when OBU
barraaed us with letters as soon-to-be freshmen.
As freshmen, we were made to be part of the family
by our elders (the seniors) at the Tlaer every mornln1
durln1 freshman lftltlatlon week.
As the middle kids (the sophomores and juniors)
we felt sandwiched ln. We weren't experlenclnl the ex•
cltement of belna a freshman or the lull responsibility
ol a senior. We aot Involved thou1h. We had to.
As seniors, we had It all. We had the responsibility
lor maklnl the ll'ade and lor maklnl the tun as we were

...
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The Dean believes in contractual In response he only says h'e must "use a
•J.!Cipline. If he and a. student in trouble certain amount of judgement."
"Since only a third of a student's time
An come to a fair agreement, he's all for
t In some cases, a letter of probation is is spent in the classroom, it is important
~ld on file rather than sent home if the
to have other activities on campus during
~dent agrees to improve. If any more
the rest of the time." Dixon believes as
:roblems come up though, the letter goes much is learned outside the classroom as
inside. If college were only in the class..!! to the parents.
·'Discipline is not just the slapping of room he says there could not be much
1 band, but instead, it is getting to the
difference in schools. This is one of the
::ause of a p-roblem." Dixon understands main reasons Dixon supports church•hat many discipline problems stem from related schools.
;-ersonal problems. Lots of times a good
Dean Dixon feels dorm living is an
:eal of counselling goes with a discipline "experience for life." Not only do students
nperience. In some cases, he refers them learn to get along with others, but they
~ Dr. Kenneth Locke, OBU's coordinator
have a lot of rough edges shaved off as
i counselling.
well. He says "college is a time of
Before Dixon came to OBU in 1970, re-evaluating attitudes, values systems
41scipline meant set rules with set and past backgrounds." Many people put
penalties. When Dr. Grant, who was new Dixon down for being so much against
•.o>tbe school as well, asked him to come to off-campus living but he still feels every
Oooacbita., the Dean made it clear that he student should experience dorm life.
~uld not and would not operate with pat
On housing, Dixon has done a lot for
..'lswers. Dr. Grant agreed.
married students. During his stay here he
This does create problems sometimes, has increased the number of OBU trailers
oowever. Many feel he is "playing God." from 16 to 60. He has raised the number

of apartments from 16 to 76.
Roger Riffey, one of two students who
live in the Dean's home states, "We are
really like a family." Riffey went on to
talk about how they joke around with him,
he's almost become a father image to
them. For almost ten years Dixon's have
had students living in with them. He has
received some criticism for this but he
replies that it has been "very rewarding."

Phyl Brinkley/Graduate Aalllllte.ni
Martba Burll8(ln/Conger Dorm. Mom
Tommy Bub/ATAC
Shirley Cal/a-y/Buelneae Office
Dr. Don Ca.rnabiLII/Matbematice
SOM Henry C.asey/Milltary Science

Dr. Dewey Cbspel/O..n of Graduate School

Dorothy Cbapei/Lfbrary Staff
Louie Cbristi/Jes/Weet. Dorm Mom
Bc.emary Cbu/ Francie Crawford-West Dorm. Mom

Levell Cole/Hiatory
MAJ Balelgb Coppedp/Military Science

A/(Des Coppenpr/ Alumni Placement

Dr. Ed Coulter/ V.P. for Admillistratlon
FreD Coulter/Hinory
Evalyn Cowari/ Boolaltore Mana.pr
Brenda Curry/ Secretary to O..n of Students
Virginia Danner/Piacement Offlce

BJJJ Dbcon/ Dee.n of Studenta
Dr. Bill Do1VIUJ/DI.rector of Public Relations
Bobbie B.uter/BooUtore
Dr. Bnl Elder/ Religion
Dr. Ben Elrod/V.P. for De9elopmellt
Mabel Eppenon/Secretary In Military Science
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Dr. Jack Estes/Foreign Languages
MSG Donald Fairburn/Military Science
Neno Flaig/Doan of Women
Jame$ Ford/ ATAC Aaaoclate Director
Joyce Frances/Business Office

Joseph Franz/Busineas Manager
Holen Frazier/Office Adminiatration

Patt.i Gaither/ATAC
Elmer Goble/BSU Director
M artin Gonzales/Businese Administration

Glen Oood/Pbyaics
Dr. CorJ Ooodson/V.P. for Academic Affairs
Dr. Ray Granade/History
Dr. Bob Gravett/Pbysical Education
&verly Guinn/Speecb Pathology

Dr. Raouf Halaby/English
Dr. Paul Hammond/Music
~nn Hansard/ Assistant to Registrar
CPT Lymon Harrold/Mllltary Science
Mar.v Holiman/Payroll Clerk

By Jobn Schirmer

ery seldom does a community theatr~
group present the premier perfor·
mance of a play by a professional writer.
But Clark County's performance of
" When the J ubilee Sets In" was all
exception to that unwritten rule.
Written by Dr. Daniel Stein. a
professional playwright, the play dealt
with the first 100 years of Clark County'>
history, and used local people to portray
figures from the area's past. The produc·
tion was a. project of the Clark County
Bicentennial Commission, the Ross FoWl·
dation, Ouachita Baptist University url
Henderson State University.
Dr. Jim Berryman, professor o!
religion and philosophy at Ouachita, bas
been involved in community theatre here
for the past six years, and he felt tbis
production was unique.
"This is the first play I know of don&
by a. professional playwright about e
particular community and location,''
Berryman said. "There are a lot of
dramas and so on, but not one about t
region like Clark County."
Stein, his wife Peggy Cowles, who ~
a professional actress, and stage mantWr
David Semi non of Louisville, KY., were all

V

''When The
Jubilee
Sets In''
A hand-crafted bicentennial
gift for Arkadelphia I
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Dennis Holt/Drama
Jaolt:Je Hughes/ Financial Aid Advisor
Joe Hundley/ ATAC
Dr. Joo Jeffers/Chemistry and Biology
Katbryn Jones/ Ma.thell'l&tica
CPT James Kay/Military Science

Jonathan Kelly/Business Administration
Gloria Kin(f/ ATAC

Corli.s Klinlcner/Seoretary to Student Aids Director
Edith uwis!O.C. Bailey Dorm Mom
Kstby Martindale/Speech
Marilyn May/Library Stalf

Dr. Fr.ncls McBetb/MWiic
Dr. Clarll McCarty/Chemistry and Phyaics
&tty McCoD11DaB/Engl111b

SSG Larry McCrory/Military Science
Mari'U6t McLaugblln/Dovelopment Olfloe Secretary
Jill MoMJllan/Speecb

Jame. Miller/Physical Education

Dr. Richard Mills/Sociology
Dr. W. C. M/ms/Elementa.ry Education

Joyce Marebead/Rome Economle5
Pat Murray/Buaineu Office
Dr. Aler /iisbet/Chemiatry

involved in the production of "When the
Jubilee Sets In," giving local actors a
chance to work with professional people
that they don't usually have.
"We usually don't have that kind of
close contact with professional people,''
Berryman said. "The cast, along with the
director (Miss Cowles), developed the
characterizations, and everything besides
the script. The cast participated in the
full development of the play.
The play was historical, yet there
were attempts to present the culture of
the area., Berryman said. "Vignettes a.re
interwoven into history. It presents
everyday things, such as singing, square
dancing and celebrations."
Included in the play were such
"firsts" as: the first train to come to town,
electricity coming to Arkadelphia, and the
area's first telephone.
"It's a good picture of life in the last
century," Berryman said. "It depicted the
county in a. fair way, showing the good
things, and the things not done. There was
& scene on the relocation of the Indians
that really does disturb you."
Berryman had three or four roles in
the play, including some substitute parts.

He portrayed an 1812 politician, one of
the city fathers in 1872 and the mayor
when the telephone service came to town.
There were 25 to 30 persons in the
cast, he said, along with the Arkadelphia
Com.m unity Choir. A number of "significant historical characters" were
represented, including Louis Randolph.
Jacob Barkman and Harris Flanigan, who
was governor of the state during the Civil
War.
"In addition to the historical persons,
there are the stereotypes, such as politicians and community leaders," Berryman said.
Arkadelphia residents, faculty and
students from Ouachita and Henderson,
and persons from other cities in the
county made up the entire cast. They
ranged from Ph.D.'s to second and third
graders.
The play's title "When the Jubilee
Sets In" came from an expression used by
one of the county's pioneers Dr. Willis
Smith. It meant "when the celebration
begins," according to Dr. Stein. The
writer made two visits to the county
gathering material for the play, and it
took about a year for him to write it. From

his research he got the idea. that the area.
would still look as it did in the 19th
century, and it was "a shock to see how it
is modern."
Stein said he met a number of
interesting people working in Arkadelpbia,adding that it was "fascinating to
use divergent things" in a production.
Stein noted that there are a number
of differences between community and
professional theatre.
"In professional theatre everyone has
a professional function such as lights,
props and so on which are assigned at a
meeting," said Stein. "A tremendous
amount of effort is required in community
theatre by those who have not done it
before. They come in after a hard day at
work. Theatre is a. luxury to them that
they do after hours."
"When the Jubilee Sets In" is a
hand-crafted gift for the community," be
added. "It's about Clark County, acted out
by Clark County people for Clark County."
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background to all this that makes it s.
right with me. I wouldn't have it anyothtr
way."
Explaining, Mrs. Benson said her
husband had always wanted to be e. coa·:~
"At one time he was out of coaching anl
his personality was different. He was ~
unhappy he made me unhappy.'' :Mr~
Freshmen usually have a tough time Benson realized that it would be easierio:
adjusting to Coach Benson, said Honnell, her to adjust than him, and in order ic:
but, after working under him for a. couple both to be happy, "he had to do what ::r
of years, players begin to think of him as loved," and that was developing yow
men to their fullest potential.
a father-type friend.
During football season, Benson oo:
Benson goes to the dorm to see his
centrates
totally on football unless !:
players, said Jim Cox, Tiger linebacker,
knows
his
wife really wants to do so:r..and they feel free to go see him. "He's not
thing
and
then he finds a. way w de :
the type of coach that you can't go talk
After
the
season, "he becomes i!
to,'' said Cox. Benson is always ready to ·
dedicated
to
his family as he is ~
talk with anyone about problems and help
football,"
said
Mrs.
Benson.
in any way he can. ''He isn't as hardBoth
Johnnie
Johnson
and Frar·
headed, stern and mean as most people
Spainhour,
assistant
coaches,
agree llu·
think he is," said one OBU senior.
at
times,
"it's
tough"
to
work
for
Bensr."He's a powerful human being,' ' said
But
this
doesn't
bother
them.
Benson
is
Honnell, "who motivates a person to the
"highly
emotional
individual
who
gr:H
extent of doing more than he thinks he
personally involved with players," su
can."
Janet Benson doesn't seem to mind Spainhour. and is an "overall good" ac·
the life of a coach's wife. '·Yes, his job is "all right" person.
first," said Mrs. Benson, "yet there's a
Ronnie Bruton, OBU quarterbad

Coaching:

More than just a job
By Janet Adams

p and down the sideline Benson paces
like a caged tiger, deeply committed
to his one objective or main goal in life: to
be a successful football coac}J.
"He generally calls a spade a spade
and tries to get your potential out of you,"
said Brian Carroll, an OBU graduate.
Benson said that he expects the very best
the players can give him and will not
settle for anything second rate.
Benson's dedication, high expectations, and hostility toward losing are well
known to the OBU football players. "We
respect the man for these things, •· said
Ken Stuckey, "because he puts his whole
heart into his coaching, which gives us a
sense of security."
The OBU Tiger football team refers
to Benson as "The Man,"mea.ning he's
"the boss," and respected as such, said
Howard Honnell, Tiger defensive end.

U

Randy Noab/Dantel South Head Resident
Kathy O'Byrne/Secretary to the Dean of School of Music
Sb&roll Otwell/Graduate Assistant

.V.SG Henry Pananpnan/Military Science
Larry Payton/Student Activities Direc1.or
CPT James Plttli/ Military Science

Vera Prince/Secretary to the V.P. for Administration
Don Purdy/Physical Education

Virl'inis Queeo/Mualc
Jane Quio.t/English
Dr. Randolph Quic.t/ SoclolOQ
Jf'IUJ Baybon/ Library Staff

Pbs.rn Ra.ybon/Art
Jim .Raes/History
Dr. Bob Riley/Political Science
Helen Roark/Secretary to the President
Susa.n Robut$0n/ATAC Secretary
Dr. Paul Boot/ATAC

Lee Royce/Busini!'BB and Economlca
Dr. HerDJaD SaDdlo.rd/Englisb
Janice Savage/Library Staff
John Savage/Printing Supervisor
Oaro/ Soott/Matbematica
Frances Scott/Music
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;aid that Benson has been very under:canding with him, and he respects Benson
..sa man and coach. "He comes up with a.
.1! of things that blows my mind," said
Btuton, "but it always seems to work out
;.; he knows best."
Bruton said that Benson "respects
•:eChristians on the team," and depends
2 them for leadership. This is one of the
·nings he admires about the Tiger coach.
Benson said that he respects the beliefs of
~ny man, no matter what they are, and
!:oourages his players to attend the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes because
tt'S "good for them." However, Benson
mid, some of his best leaders have been
·Jn·Christians, as well as Christian.

·'Anything that I deal with
"He is a complex person, but the good
in
him
is tremendous," said Mrs. Benson.
I have to give it
"He's
not
afraid to stand alone if he thinks
everything I have . . ."
Benson tries to train his players to be
eaders in all areas of life and his
;~ilosophy, which he endeavors to instill
.l them, is "Anything that I deal with I
2~e to give it everything I have or I'm
neating myself and everyone around

"A POWERFUL HUMAN BEING," Coach
Benson c&n motivate a person to the
extent of doing more th&n be thinks he c&n
do.

he's right and if he's made a mistake he'll
be the first to admit it. He's a nice
person-1 like him."

me."

Dr. Jake Shamb&rger/Education
Mary Shsmbarger/Muaic
Mac Sisson/ Assistant Director of Public Relations
Dr. Everett Slavens/Hiatory
Frank Spainbour/Pbyslcal Education
Dr. Robert Staa-/Reltgion

Katherine Sumerlin/Periodical Librarian
Nancy Summar/Development Office
Dr. Cecil Sut/ey/ Religion
Frances Tambeli/Speech and Drama
Frank Taylor/ Registrar
Larry Taylor/Military Science

Dr. William Trantham/Dea.n of the School of Music
Bill Vining/Physical Education
Dr. Weldon Vogt/Psychology
Edith Warren/Secretary to V.P. of Academic Affair•
Sherrell Watson/Secretary in ATAC
Dr. Thurman Watson/Education

Dr. .41/en Wetberinpon/Education
LTC Billy Williams/Military Science
Bonits Williams/Home Economics
Dr. Vester Wolber/Religion
Dr. Charles Wrigbt/Mualc
Margaret Wright/ Accounting
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Richie Actkinson/Van Buren
PR.tti Jldams/St>srcy
Julia Allen/Sheridan
Stan A/len/Malvern

Phyllis AJJison/Memphis, TN
Michael Ames/ Arkadelphia
Norman Anderson/Texarkana. TX
Tommy Armstrong/Forrest City

Dorothy Arnn/Dermott
Floyd Arnold/Arkadelphia
Clifton Avant/Ashdown
Joyce Ball/ Alma

Terry Barber/New Orleans, LA
Karen Baskin/Little Rock
Bill Bates/El Dorado
Paga Belongy/ Arkadelphia

Sharron Bennett/Cabot
Doney Blackerby/Prattsville
Thomas Blackerby/Prattsville
Pat Bo/ding/El Dorado
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our college yea.r s can be some of the best years of your

life. You'll experience successes and failures, questions
Y
and answers, temptations and inspirations. From these we can
learn to pray and think and live.
There is so much more to college education than just
academics. I'm glad Onachita believes and teaches this.
I like the words of Norman Vincent Peale, "Love life. Be
grateful for it always. And show your gratitude by not shying
away from its challenges. Try always to live a little beyond
your capacities. You'll find that you never fail."
The Ouachita staff is truly committed to our total
Christian development. Be tha.n kful that you have the
opportunity to learn at such a fine school.

Tricia Bowles/Crossett
Richard Brackett/ Arkadelphia
Jerold Bradley/Hardy
Terry Brockington/North Little Rock
Lynn Brooks/Pine Bluff
Vicki Brooks/South Daytona, FL
Gayle Brown/Benton

Lisa Brown/Hope
Ray Brown/Croasett

Dena Bruedigam/Fe$t.us. MO
Ross Brummett/Port Lavaca. TX
Laura Buczkowski/Little Rock
Frankie Burke/Hope
Ronald Burt/Mena

Bill Byers/Nashville
Carla Callaway/Lewieville, TX
Karen Campbell/Red Wing, MN
Mike OarroiJ/ Arkadelphia
Ptun Carroll/ Arkadelphia
David Carter/Warren
Robert Cates/Fort Smith

Michael Chesser/Malvern
Steve Cheyne/ Abeba. Ethiopia
Ksren Claiborne/North Little Rock
Dwaine Clark/Bald Knob
Lisa Clay/Camden
Earl Conzel/Malvern
Charles Cook/Mt. Pleasant, TX

~Jia CoirtDer/Beavener, OK
Deborab Coucb/Antoine
Rickey CourtDey/Blytheville
Susan CourtDey/Blytheville
Judy Creek/ Jonesboro
Shirley Crumley/Arkadelphia
Georp Crump/Ward
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by Becky Huddlestcn

-

alking with Ross Grant and Keith
• Rutledge about their music means
asking one question and letting them do
all the rest.
The two senior music majors from
Arkadelphia arrange a great deal of the
music performed by the OBU Marching
Band. Three of the six musical scores
performed at the Ouachita-Henderson
homecoming game were theirs. And,
according to Keith's quick finger tabulation, the band bas performed 15 of their
arrangements in the past two years.
Arrangers-in-residence are generally the only way a self-respecting college
ban can operate. Keith said, "All of the big
guys who are arranging music professionally are too commercial. If you buy their
stuff, you know every high school in
America will have it.''
"Colleges are supposed to have
harder material. So most colleges arrange
much of their own material. Some schools
can afford to have a man paid to arrange
their music. Some schools can't . . . that's
us .
Keith wrote his first musical arran-

gement, or chart, when he was in high
school. Both of them agree that it was
terrible.
Several crumpled charts later, during his second year at Ouachita, Keith
wrote an arrangement for the Arkadelphia junior high band. Marvin Lawson,
OBU's band director was impressed. He
asked Keith to keep working, and Keith
"kept trying a little harder."
Ross began writing charts his sophomore year in college. He never had as
much trouble getting started on charts.
Keith said it's because Ross learned from
his mistakes.
The two know better than to try to
arrange instrumentals together. Ross
explained why as he stood in the lobby of
Mabee Fine Arts Center, trumpet in hand.
"If we were both trying to do the
arrangements, we'd end up arguing all
the time. Once in a while we'll suggest
something to the other because we know
what each other is doing. But it just won't
work for us to try to change each other's
mind about the scores.''
"Our charts are pretty simple," Ross
said. "But this is fine for marching. A

Craig Curry! Arkadelphia
Linda Daniell Ashdown
.&oky Davi-t/Searcy
Priscilla Dawn/Bea.nien
DoulflM DHJJ/North Little Rook
David De&rmond/Littlo Rook

Carl Deaton/ Hot Sprlnp ·

Rodger DUian/ Au.tln
Dobbi Ditdricb/Camoron, TX

Bonnie Dinb//Ma.ndeville, LA
J&aJes Dobbll/Arkadelphia
MicbtUI DowM/Hope

Marsba ~/Malvern
Larry Dub/ Arkadelphia
Ricbard Edds/Va.n Buren
Jos .Edwards/Hyatt.ville, MD
Sb&rWJ Edward•/Nortb Little Rook
Oennie Eldridge/Little Rock

Faynrne Elrod/Malvern

Tim &bJeman/Lewiavllle, TX
Cammy Evers/El Dorado
Lloyd Farmel'/er-tt
Obad Farrl•/ Arkadelphia.
Jayne Farris/ Arkadelphia.
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simple melody with a big sound makes the
band look best."
The two use what they call the "Sears
and Roebnck'' method of arranging. They
start with a piano and vocal copy of the
song they want to arrange and assign
parts from the melody and chords.
But sometimes they have had to start
from scratch. "It's easy to find sheet
music from groups like 'Chicago'," Keitb
said. "But for most songs, especially the
disco music, we have to listen to the record
over and over. We did that with "Turn the
Beat Around" and "Takin' it to the
Streets," two songs we've performed this
season. Pop and disco music are al!
structured about the same way, so it's not
that hard," he said.
Both would enjoy pursuing a career
in arranging instrumental music. Ross
said, "I think someday we could publish
stuff if we wanted to. But it's political. It's
just hard to get started."
For now the OBU Ma.rohiog Band bas
its own arrangers a.nd Ross and Keith are
doing something they love. Education at
its best.
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- h e only constant thing in the world is the process o1
• change." For this I am very thankful. It allows me tc
wonder what the future holds for me. I must realize that I an
part of this changing process just as is every other individua
and have the opportunity to help make the changes. I fee
change should take place gradually from internal sources t
This offers a challenge to every student of Ouachita.
Students are often very defensive when changes are placed
upon them. We as students have the opportunity to make
·changes for onr own benefit, so let's take the first step. Just
as any other organization, our school has a decision-making
body and the proper channels for which to reach this point.
Let's take advantage of this golden opportunity and be a part
of our own future.
Charles Cook

SUMUJ Fay/EI Dorado
Mike FerlfUOnl Arkadelphia
Bob Ferr1111d/Ban Pedro, CA
BenH Fio-.nr/Nortb Little Rock
Douua FJ'Illlklhi/Gurdon
Debbie Fraub/Nortb Little Rock

Diazuul FrH/Daytona Beach, FL
CaUI,y Funderburk/ Amity
Angela Oarner/Preaoott
Mary Geuh:y/Nortb Little Rock
Nucy O.Orp/Bartlenille, OK
JoluJ Gibollon/Para.,ould

a.car 0/oor/Bot Sprlnga
Gloria Gonzalez/Arkadelphia
Mike Goodwin/Little Rook
Cbrhl Grabam/North Little Rock
Bou Grant/Arkadelphia
BebJu Gravar/Bot Sprinp

Virtrillia GrHu/ Arkadelphia
Buaell Gripon/Llttle Rock

Tom

Guellicb/Bw~nemede,

N.J

Debra IUp.a/Llttle Rock

Berberlllarlla/Weat. Helena
Jlacl- BarrWArkadelphia
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Wade Harris/Hope
Ronald Hatch/Sherwood

Armand Hayes/Louisville. KY
Jim Bob Hightower/Arkadelphia
Edward Hinson/Stuttgart
Robin Hooks/Pine Bluff

P0111e Hope/ Arkadelphia
Becky Huddleston/Thayer. MO

Deborah Hu!!tfS/Arkadelphia
Rbonda H&~Kbes/Plano. TX
William Humpbreys/Midweat City. OK ·
Nancy Huskey/Midweat City, OK

Johnny Jackson/Arkadelphia

Larry Jester/Gurdon
Dale Johnson/Clinton
Gerald Johnson/Brinkley

Julie JohDson/Hot Springs
Loranel/e Johnson/Warren

Ronald Jobnson/Altheimer

William Johnson/Brinkley

Terr,y Jones/Doniphan. MO
Lynn Kinnaman/Little Rock
Donna Kirkpatrick/Van Buren
Delton Kitobell/Wataon

-hi~ school and I-we have quite a love/hate relationship

•

gomg.
I've been here three years, two summers, insisting all the
while that I would transfer, loving the school for the
opportunities it has given me, the ways its people have helped
me grow . . .
. . . despising it at times for trying to mold its students
into "socially acceptable Christians." More blase than
different, more predictable than outstanding.
Christ set guidelines-not a mold. Christians have minds
that deserve to be recognized. But OBU has lent itself to social
mores that make survival oh so easy. Especially if you just
travel with the majority opinion.
And the majority opinion isn't wrong, really. It's that when
we've gotten our diploma and have gone from the campus, will
we be able to make our own decisions again? After four years
of being told when to come in, who is good, who is not, what is
approved spiritual activity, etc., will we be able to decide for
ourselves without the comfort of the sheltering OBU fortress?
Will what we do just be done out of habit, without a
continual questioning of our motives, our values?
It's almost too easy right now. We've been overprotected,
and we may be in store for some culture-shock.
Rebecca Huddleston
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Faye Klitzke/ Arkadelphia
Wt~t~ley

KlucJ:/Arkadelphia
Bandy Lamb/Leola
Don Laoe/Pioe Bluff
Robert Lewis/North Little Rock
Wesley Lites/Pine Bluff
Miriam Loby/El Dorado

Len Lowman/Cabot
Mark LowiDSli/Cabot
.Tim Maloo/miLittle Rock
Tina M&DJJiDg/B)Irioglield, OH
Alfred Marb/Sberveport, LA
Mary A.DD Manball/Bat.vllle
Charlotte Mariln/Malvern
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Georp Mayo/Benton
K&re McCiendon/Brioldey
Tilllotey McCowao/Hot Bpriop
8uBaD Mcero..t.y/Bot Bprlnp
Band,y McFarlln/Booham. TX
Garole McKso.zie/Hugbea
Pbllip McNulty/Pine Bluff

Jam• Merrltt/LewtsviJJe. TX
DaiVIJe Mi/Jer/Uttle Boc1l.
Peyllis Mltchaal/Port Bmltb
C,yuUJia Moore/ Ada, Ok

Ronald Moore/North Little Boc1l.

Tim Moran/Arkadelphia
Carolyn Morru/Dallu. TX

chall~g

res~•biiity
rew~~rding

experience
ach day people are faced with many opportunities and
responsibilities. The problem always arises as to which
ones are important enough to take on. As a junior at Ouachita.,
I was given the opportunity to become a member of the
Ouachita Student Foundation and also to become the chairman
of the Fund Raising Committee of this organization. For the
past two years I have seen this opportunity and responsibility
turn into a challenge, but also a very rewarding experience.
The challenge has been in the goals that the OSF has set
each year. These goals have covered various categories, but one
that stands out particularly is for the student scholarships to

E

be raised. By following through with this challenge, the
rewards have come in seeing fellow students receive financial
aid to help them further their educations.
The Ouachita Student Foundation has meant a. great deal
to me. Not only has it given me the chance to strive to achieve
certain goals, but it has also given me the opportunity to work
with fellow students who have all shared in the common feeling
of wanting to help other students. It is these lasting
friendships that have given me a very priceless reward.
Wesley Kluck
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n May I will be leaving Ouachita after what seems to have
been four very short years. One thing that Ouachita has
accomplished with me is that now I am prepared to face the
reality of life and I am ready to start fulfilling the many dreams
that I have.
I consider myself lucky to be able to attend the only School
of Music in the state of Arkansas and also to be able to choose
a degree in the field of Church Music. I only wish that all the
students and faculty on campus could realize what a
prestigious staff the music department has. It is an honor to
be a student under Dr. Francis McBeth, who is one of America's
outstanding composers.
I will miss Ouachita but I think I would be a failure in her
history if I do not start reaching out fOf" the things that she
has prepared me for.
Brad Rountree

I

lucky
enough
to reach
out

Robert Morrow/Mena
Tomi Motley/Devalls Bluff
Shirley Murphy/Chidester
Gregory NicboJs/Clintoo
Joel Olive/Paracould
Richard Orrick/Arkadelphia
CecllJa Overto.II/Little Bock
Lee Padptt/Malvero
Jobn Peebles/Little Rook
Patsy Pettus/Okolona
Elaine PbilliPII/Hot Springa
NtuJcy .Ptnbton/Tallmadge, OH
Sarab PJrtle/Lexington, KY
Robert Platt/Arkadelphia
JoD Poteet/Little Bock
Lilla Poteet/Arkadelphia
Jeff PoutJders/Powell/Prescott
Beverly Primm/Camden
Lamar Packett/Arkadelphia
NtuJcy Puckett/El Dorado
Terr.y Purtell/ Arkadelphia
PblJllp Qui.nn/Louiaville, KY
Larry Baint~t~/Hot SpriDp

Mike Reynold.s/Benton
Jeff Bboadet~/ Alma
Jerr.y Rigp/Metairie, LA
Carol Roper/Little Elm, TX
Jam6B RotbweJJ/Fordyoe
Brad Rountree/North Little Rock
RaymoDd Rowe/Hot Springs
Keith Butledge/ Arkadelphia
Banl(y Sandifer/Arkadelphia
Melinda Scarborout~hl Alleene
JobD Sobirmer/Nubville
Robert Scott/Bot Sprtnp
Lanna Sorotr1f/nii/Harri8on
Sarab Sorugp/Little Bock
.Rbonda &a(y/Friendabip
AIJIJS &aw.riS'bt/Siloam Springa
Shawn SbannoD/Little Bock

Busty SillJJZions/Benton
Ptullela Sima/Arkadelphia
Ranl(r Sl.ms/Brin.ll:ley
Dale SirJes/Fort Smitb
JamfiiJ Bmitb/Arkadelphia
Kri6ta Bmitb/DeQueen

Linda Smith/Camden
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resbmen couldn't care Jess. Seniors that's not bad. I'd much rather hire
care too late. Students of all clas- someone somebody knows i11 a nice kid
sifications seldom use the office to its full than just pick a name off a list." Take the
advantage.
initiative-tell everyone you know that
But there are some desperate you need a job.
students playing the job hunting game
Mrs. Coppenger reminds students
who find Ouachita's Placement Office the employer is an unpredictable animal.
very helpful-in a situation where " Some want a college graduate who is
students feel very much alone-in looking specifically trained for his job. Others
for the first job.
want someone with a general education so
Mrs. Agnes Coppenger beads OBU's they won't tell bim bow to run his office."
Alumni and Placement Office. Her warm,
Half of getting a job is convincing the
calm voice is a relief for the students and employer that your are right for it.
graduates who frequl'nt her office, jobless Selling yourself. The prerequisite for this
and in a tense framl' of mind.
is knowing yonrself, Mrs. Coppenger said.
Here's what she'll do. Offer them a
Remember that activities and accnp of coffee and ask them to fill out a complishments about yourself that you
College Interview Form, a nationally may take for granted may be used to your
recommended r esume. The resume and advantage. Volunteer work Is Impressive
written recommendations will be filed in to the employer. So are summer
the office and photostated and mailed for jobs-with good recommendations. so
the student free of charge upon his or a Mrs. Coppenger advises to take thl'm
potential employer's request.
seriously.
The advantages are obvions.
Your potential employer may not
Students don't have to make a dozen even glance at your college grades.
copies of resnmes, don't have to pay lustead he may. like Jay F r eeman, an
postage for them and professors like Jim OBU gradnatl' and Little Rock businessRanchino don't have to write 14letters of man, ask if you eat a good breakfast. Did
recommendation over a 10-year period you skip classes in college?
while one of his bright young political
Arkadelphia Ed Snider, president of
science students advances from OBU to the OBU Former Students Association,
law school to whatever else.
once applied for a job with Geueral
Mrs. Coppenger also patiently Motors and was asked to list everything
answers the age-old question: "What do I in the room where he waited for the
put ln a resume?'' She will provide a interview. The moral of the story is to be
gu.i de letter and all necessary informa- alert and in control at the interview.
tion.
Ouachita provides its seniors with
"The Job Hunter," published the opportunity to talk wltb people
regularly by the office and sent to all OBU established in their fields of interest on
students through campus mail, lists Alumni Career Day. On Febraury 15.
teacher openings, civil service jobs, and a alumni visited classes to tell about job
few private business prospects as they are prospects and to talk about- with experreceived.
ience-the facets of their careers.
"Right now, it's remarkable the
Mrs. Coppenger knows for a fact that
number of teachers needed in math." she you can't start thinking about a job too
said. "We don't just sit on this informa- early. Nor can you act too early. And you
tion... their own.''
can never have enough help and encourThen there are the people who have agement from other people either, in
no idea about their real job interests. seeking out the best job for yourself In the
"Some people know from age 12 what they best way. That's why she's there to help.
want to do-some are stiJI wondering the
day they pick up their diplomas," she
said.
As far as getting the break to get the
job . . . "it's a. lot of who you know. And
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camer'a, a diar'~.
and some good waiting shoes . ••
~

by Jim Browning

11 Suellen Wilcoxon had planned w
do was spend five weeks with a
family in Germany. But when she and a.
friend arrived, they realized all of
Europe was waiting to he seen. So they
stored their luggage, made back-packs
and took off on a tour of eight countries.
Suellen and her companion, Lila.
Garrett of Crossett, had originally
planned to stay with the family of Uwe
Gerdes, a German exchange student
living with Lila's family while in
America..
"When we arrived at the airport in
Holland, I knew we just couldn't stay in
one country all that time. After all, it
could be my only chance to see Europe,"
Suellen said.
So the two stored their luggage at
the airport, taking only four shirts and
two pairs of jeans each. They had their

A

feet and a. Eurail pass which would allow
them to ride anywhere on the TransEuropean railway. From June 7 to July
19, they covered Germany, Austria, Italy,
France, Spain, Switzerlll.nd, Belgium and
Holland.
The girls did stay with Uwe's family
for a. week. There they got tips on
traveling, mapped out their trek and
wrote their parents about their change
of plans. Of course, it would be three
weeks before the letter got to the States.
From Germany, the two went on to
Austria. While in Innsbruck, they
climbed one of the mountains that was w
be used later for the Winter Olympics.
And they found out that the cliche "it's
a. small world" might have some basis in
fact. There, at the top of the mountain,
they met two girls from Little Rock that
Lila. knew.
The cliche came true again when

Liz Smith/Tulsa., OK
Ter.ld Smith/Benton
John &rNII/Auetin, TX
Janioo Sorre/la-/KncuviUe
K~n Sp/IJ.yardii/Pine Bluff
CatberlDfl Spittlfi/Htlo, HI

Ginpr St. John/Batesville
Thomu Stivers/Beebe
Kelvin Story/Hatboro, PA
KfiiJ Stucby/Slloam Springe
Bill Sutley/Arkadelphia
Tonita Tackett/Bainrldge. IN

Jeff T-.ue/Dumu
Sberree Telford/ Arkadelphia
Miie Tbibodeauz/ Arkadelphia
Terri 'l'blbodNuz/Arkadelphia
Tbomaa Tbr'B61J/Allhdown

F(JQja Van C/eve/JOIJfl8boro

Carol Verser/Eudora
Cindy Via/a/Little Book
Terry Vials/ Autin

Brloe Wagner/SIIoem Bpri.Dp
Mlcbtu/ Walker/Texarkana
YvolliJe Wallaoe/Ha.vana
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they visited the Tyrollean Nights
production in Austria. The audience was
seated in sections by countries, and one
of the cast members came down to see the
American girls. "I've visited Monticello,
Arkansas. Do you know where that is?"
he asked.
That's only thirty miles from
Hamburg," Suellen said. "He moved us to
the second row. There we were in our
blue jeans, With everyone else in formals
and minks. They led us in songs from all
the countries represented there. When
they sang 'Yankee Doodle,' we found out
we didn't know all the words."
They also didn't know the language.
In an Austrian restaurant, Sue11en
ordered one of the house specialties, even
though she couldn't read the menu.
"The people in the restaurant got
real excited because I had ordered one
of the native dishes. The man at the next

:able started saying something like
lllver, lover.' I couldn't understand him
.ntil I got my food. Then I found I had
Jrdered eat's liver," she said.
Most of the time the diet was more
iown-to-earth. The girls limited them;elves to $10 a week for food, eating at
~ostels and snacking on apples. They
•ould make long trips at night, so they
rould sleep on the train and save lodging
~xpense.

The trains were very comfortable,
SueUen said, and the terminals were like
American airpor ts. In Europe, the train
.s one of the major types of transporta!ion.

After passing t hrough Italy- "tbe
were awful" and Switzer.and- " there wasn't much snow" they toured France.
p!U88

" I learned a lot about the art and
history of Europe. When I saw the East
- West boundary with its barbed wire and
guard towers, I began to appreciate our
freedom more," she said.
Suellen has no regrets about taking
a pack trip instead of a guided tour. "I
talked to people over there who were on
those tours, and they didn't get to see
many of the things we did. We were freer
to see what we wanted.''
T he main advice she has for
prospective back-packers is to take as
little as possible. A camera with plenty
of film, a diary and some good walking
shoes are essential. A jacket and two
changes of clothing are all you need to
wear-she sa id to forget the make-up.
With a Eurail pass and membership in
the youth hostels, you're all set.

"The most valuable thing I took was
a copy of 'Let's Go to E urope.' It had the
addresses of all the hostels, cheap places
to eat and lots of other tips. I would
rather someone had stolen my money
than lose that book," she said.
An extra back pack for souvenirs
would be handy, she said. Hers was used
for gifts she bought for her family, and
special souvenirs for herself. She picked
up a rock in every country to_ bring back
to the States. Thought she advised
traveling light?
"They were small r ocks," she said.
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PA& WarDeJ"/ Little Boat

7bar.aJ.y w -1Arkadelphia
Paula Wae/e/llaeyl&lld Relrbt.., MO
KANII Waeklu/Pine Bluff
SllaroD Waten/ Llttle Rock

Paula 11'ei11Nr/ Norib Lhtt. Book
.su..NtiJ WMat.oal.._....
Oharl• , _ _ ., Arkadelphia
z-.r.Jae WII/N/Hope
Veme 'WiollU/t.tRope

Jrevm 11'-'-/~ 101
S.elltnJ ~llambQ...
JGim Mlv/A~

Jranm 1Vllllai./Hope
.c..t.r WlllJ--tc.bot

0«Jrtre W//ll&auv.a/llui1'0p. LA
David WllloD/ El Darado
Debbitt W.U.On/ Ltttle Bocll:
Gary WllMm/Sprlllfdale
8Ctlllfl Wi.okle/Ho\ Spribll

D.an.v Wr.,..,.I/ GieDwood

.a-

l"arbrou6b/Bearcy

JllJI l'Dder/ Arbdelpbla.
Joe llac YOIID6/ Bope

/lllaq Y-.11/Peadn&, TX
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AT A PARTY Ji'OB iPIBrDatloDal •tudeDtB from
OBV and Hede-"'D, JaDet Woo, from PeDSDI'•
Jlaltq~~Ja, ohat.. llf/t.b DonDil AJeJtauder, au MK
(l'OID

BAD6I'OI', 7'hallllDd.

Hannu Junttlla- .twice an
International student
ittle did Hannu Junttila of Finland

L know two years ago when he became
an exchange student at Booneville High
School that he would later attend Ouachita on a similar basis.
When several of his friends at
Booneville decided to come to Ouachita, he
visited the campus with them. With the
help of "Skip" Wofford, youth director at
the Booneville Baptist Church First and
the Rotary Club, which sponsored Hannu
at Booneville, he was able to come here.
Hannu said, "I really like Ouachita.
Everyone is very friendly.''
When asked if he had any trouble
with English, Hannu said, "Well, my
friends used to make fun of my accent, but
I got them back by making fun of theirs."
Hannu, an art major, said that he
would like to return next year if be can
arrange to get some financial aid.
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a special year
by Becky Huddleston

, . he last thing Alan Ainley saw as his
plane ascended into the clouds in
August 1975, wa.s a sky-view of the
megastructure a.t OBU-an appropriate
last glance, since Alan and his compan:
ions Jeff Ponnders and Charles Cantrell
were on their way to J a pan as exchange
students.
A year later, Charles is a. graduate
at Baylor University. Alan and Jeff are
back at Ouachita.
On the flight that day, Alan had no
idea what to expect for the year ahead
. . . be didn't even know enough to get
nervous, he said.
The three were enrolled at Seinan
Gakuin University, the first OBU
students to go to Japan as a part of this
exchange program.
Before their plane landed in Tokyo
they had made three stops and had their
first grueling initiation to chopsticks.

Jeff ate all his food plus that of th~
passenger beside him and Charle!
managed to spill his orange juice all ove:
himself.
The stewardess came to help, bu;
they couldn't understand anything s!r.
said because she was Japanese·.
Alan admitted that when they
landed he was a little apprehensive. "l
couldn't even understand it when they
said 'sayonara' -good-bye, something 11,
all had heard. I thought, how in the wor~:
will I ever learn any of this?"
"I know what the OBU exchang;
students this year are going tbrougright now," Alan grinned sha.king ha
head. "We were so green! We'd get I~
in towns . . . but we'd never gr.
separated from one another.
"If we were in a marketplace, Jet:
would be up ahead and we could spot b~
blond head real quick. We were also 1
head taller than everybody. We could jtr
stand there and see tops of heads.''
The honses, like the people, a."'
smaller. The guys spent the first part !l

.
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ne of the usual questions Jeff Pounders and I hear this
year is "Well, how was Japan?" We are asked to describe
places we visited, people we met and experiences we had; to
describe something so different that before our "special year"
we had no concept of what it was like.
The exchange program to Japan offers a. unique
opportunity to "broaden ones horizons.'' I find it hard to share
exactly what it was like but I do know that I'm glad that
I was fortunate enough to get to go.
Alan Ainley

0
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Je year

with bruises on their heads from
.;Ding into doors, and on their knees
".!!! the tables.
Alan said the shortness of the
~ry-way was not only a matter of
wight. The Oriental custom is to be
.mble when you enter someone's home.
"At the genkan, or entry-way, you
:lie off your shoes and put on house
ppers. It makes the house much
raner. I still have trouble putting my
.:ny shoes on a carpet," Alan said.
Jeff and Alan have to laugh when
:.oy hear Americans talk about how
.;civilized the Japanese must be, because
:.<! Japanese think the Americans are
!Ubaric in many ways. Such as eating
::~bits.

"They think a knife and fork are
because we're stabbing and
.tting. Chopsticks aren't as cruel," Alan
il!d.
It took the three of t hem about a day
;o master the art of eating with
;~psticks. "We were getting pretty
:1ngry ••• " Alan explained.
The menu of seaweed, raw fish and
rbale meat became as common to them
15 our hamburger and fries. And there
il~e

'

was rice. Rice at every meal. " It's like
air," Jeff said. "you don't notice it after
a while."
Eating was not the purpose of the
year in Japan, however. One major factor
in the exchange program is the comparison of education systems.
J eff said Japan's education process
was opposite America's in priorities. " In
Japan, you study hard in grade school to
pass the entrance exam into junior high
and then again in high school.
"The big bottleneck of students
applying for the universities have a hard,
hard entrance exam but once they get in,
it's easy to graduate."
Most of the classes had either
English-speakjng teacher s or interpreter s. By studying the language at
school and with the pressure of learning
it for survival, they soon could handle any
general conversation.
On the weekends if the choice was
Tokyo or the mountains, Jeff inevitably
beaded for the quieter parts of the
country.
"The coolest thing I did," be said,
"was go hitch-hiking.'' It wasn't quite
respectable for the Japanese to hitch-

hike, but Jeff was obviously not Japanese
and t he drivers knew what he was doing.
They'd seen it before in American movies.
Lessons were learned and ideas were
re-examined after a year of complete
social change. Alan said, "I think we
Americans are too close-minded about
things. One of the hardest things to get
across to people is that Japanese are
humans-really persons. There's no
danger in shaking hands with them. They
aren't heathen."
Alan said he had never thought
much about politics until he went to
Japan. " I take it a. lot more seriously now.
What we do In the States affects the
world more t han we r ealize.
"When Nixon de-valued the dollar,
we said big deal. But in Japan, there go
the steel prices, one of their major
exports. We put millions out of work and
never realize it."
The realization that the world
extends beyond what we know is an
important lesson, and this is what Jeff
and Alan experienced, along with bruises
and raw fish. Jeff said simply, "It was
a .very special year."

Ale AIIW,r/ Paracould
Kar.u Alezaader/ Beardea
Pamela Ale7auJdfii'/ J-boro
SU.U Aade,_;tudepencleace, 110
Brut» ADdrww./ArbdelpbJa
PbiJUp .s.JdlriD/ Little Rock
Cbarletl

Barhr/ Stam.,.

ADP'- Barn.Jd/ Little Book
Btwer}¥ Barll&l'd/ Little Rock

VIcki 8arrhi6Coa/ North Little Boat
Breada Batobelor/ PiDe Bluff

MIUidy s.ut.,y/ llarked Tree
&bert S.leb/W..e. Memphis

Ou7 s.-n/Arbdelpbla
Ou7 Bevlll/ Beanlea
Ter17 Bor/qfren/ Arkadelphia
Bobby-1•1~

BMJ/.y Brady/ Ourallt, OK
Alllt. B.ren'/Kempbla, TN
Marc Bremer/ Bot Bprlnp
.DNorU Bl'hltiey/ Arkaclelpbia
BuWe BI'OWB/ObldeAer

&ar»- Browu/ Foremaa
SuMR Bnui'Wy/Belltoll
BoiWd BrvtDD/ Camcleu
Naebaolel Byau.at/W~ TX
Keltb

B,yrd/Bellde-

Dlaua

a.mpbe~J/Little

n - a.lbooa/Wwlmlle

~

Bock
a.rt.r/Uttle Bock

Jolul CllrW/ Keo
Jlal'k ~/MMirrille
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NeU Ohristilles/T exarkana
JerrJI Clark/Camden
Sheila 0/ark/Bald Knob
Jamos Cloud/Hot Springs
Lowell Coffman! Joiner
James Collins/ Wabbaseka
Samuel Colvert/North Little Rock

:I
~

Carolyn Conley/Kisumu, Kenya
Marilyn Conley/Kisum.s. Kenya
Theodore Cook/North Lit,tle Rock
Debra Creuman/Little Rock
Sheila Cronan/Little Rock
James Curtis/Bella Vista
Jean Daniels/Lafayette. LA

April Davi.$/Te:x:arkana
Jimmy De&n/ Arkadelphia
Kathryn DeVore/Little Rock
David Doty/Kendall Park. NJ
BiJI Dunk/in/Pine Bluff
F't<meiB Dunk/in/Memphis. TN
Mike Dwyer!El Dorado

Kim Esnes!El Dorado
Bobby Et~rly!West Helena
Janet Ehren/Pa.ris
EJizabE>th Ethridge/Sherwood
Stefan Eubanks/Harrison
John Evtuls/Jacksonville
Gregory Everett/ Arkadelphia

two sides of
college Iife
aving a family and attending school has shown me
two sides of college life-one of daring escapades
and meeting deadlines and one of sharing my life with
two special people, my husband a-nd my son.
Sure, it's "tough when I have two tests the next day
and relatives spending the night, but I find that by
dividing my attention between family and school, I have
time for school, work, extra activities, and most
importantly, my home life.
I have an advantage over the average student
because each day I can escape the pressures of school
in the world I share with my two best friends. There
I'm never alone and always have someone to share my
innermost feelings.
There's a. lot of responsibility and some challenging
times, but the good makes the bad disappear.
Pam Dunklin

H
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Liese Flack/ Little Rock
Ronald Flournoy/Stamps
David Frierson/North Little Rock
Dawn Oandy/Mena
Claudia Garrison/Fort Smith
Marilyn Gat/in/Gurdon
Joe Gentry/ Arkadelphia

Peggy Gibbs/Cabot
Panda Gibscn/ Jonesboro
Jan Glover/Pine Bluff
Terry GJover/Co.mp Springs, MD
William Henry Goldmon/Pine Bluff
Ellen Goodson/Hope
David Griffin/Cabot
Diana Griffith/Bentonville
Dena HaJJ/Clinton
Cynthia Haltam/Montioello
Leslie Haltom/Hoxie
Cbarlyn Hampton/Capitola., CA
Carolyn Hansen/Stuttgart
Roxanne Hargls/VVarren

Rebecca HarmOJ>/CoJumbus, MO
Bob Harper/ Arkadelphia
, Shirley Harris/Chidester
John Harten/Louisville, KY
James Harvill/Rison
Liz Hendricks/El Dorado
Bill Bern/Mountain Grove, MO

reach out
and touch
someone
ne of my favorite hobbies is helping those who can't help
themselves. I find no better joy than when I can reach
out and touch someone and know that by touching that person
I have helped him in some way.
So when deciding upon a major this weighed heavily on
my decision to be a speech/special education major. I often
dream of the day when I can help that retarded child with
that speech defect say that word or words he has difficulty
with. I can think of no better joy than sharing the joy and
happiness that we both will feel when he accomplishes this
task.
Speech and special education are trnly challenging and
I'm enjoying learning to deal with this reality and anxious
for it to become reality and not merely a dream.
Marilyn Gatlin

0
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Debbie Hill/Hot Springs
Nina Hinkson/Benton
Gerald Hoffman/APO New Yo.rlt
William Haggard/Conway
Lois Hoggatt/Brinlrley
Sandra Hughes/ Arkadelphia
Kenneth Humphries/ Arkadelphia

Brenda Ingram/Kenner, LA
Joy Jackson/Malvern
Cynthia Johnson/Hot Springs
Johnny Johnson/Paragould
Lisa Johnson/Hot Springs
Tabbie Johnson/Paragould
Kenneth Jones/ Arkadelphia

Markell Jones/Bonham, TX
Karen Joyce/Searcy
Linda Kerlin/Lockesburg
Edward Kersey/Miami Lakes, FL
Roy Kinkade/Kenner. LA
Melvin Klinkner/Arkadelphia
Lw-ie Loi'Fevur&/Benton, LA

David Lindwa/1/Pane.rna, Panama
Katherine Long/Panama City, FL
A/an Lynch/Conway
Philip Maioe/Mountain Home
Naheed Mathis/Mountain Home
Howard Mauldin/ Arkadelphia
Margo Mayo/Benton

Robert McCallum/ Arkadelphia
David McClanahan/Pine Bluff
Thomas McCone/Crossett
Connie McDaniel/Kennett, MO
Hilton McDonald/Prescott
Clark McGill/Okolona
Gail McKinney/Harrisburg

Dwight McKissic/Pine Bluff
Steven McL&ullhlinl Arkadelphia
Sherri McMuJ/an/Little Rock
Gary Med/in/Caruthersville, MO
Wnliam Melson/Siloam Springs
David Miller/Little Rock
Kathryne MilJer/Bedford. TX

Steven Morgan/Magnolia
Timothy Moseley/North Little Rock
Kennet.b Neil/Crossett
Juliann& Nelson/North Brunswick, NJ
Thomas Norrell/Smackover
Michael O'Brien/Osceola
Franlr Orr/San Angelo, TX

Donald Parks/El Dorado
Bob P11rsley/Sheridan
Anita Pock/Camden
Margie Peebles/ Arkadelphia
Gail Pennington/Dona!deon
James Pennington/Pine Bluff
Don PbilJips/Pine Bluff

Russ Porter/Heber Springs
Charlotte Ragland/Arkadelphia
David Rankin/DeKalb. TX
Laurie Ray/St Louis, MO
Michael Ray/Booneville
James Reagan/Davie, FL
Harriet Re11ves/Pine Bluff
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Ricky Remley/Mesquite, TX
Johnny Rbyne/Bowie, TX
Ronald Robinson/St. Louis. MO
Faron .Ro&-ers/Paro.gould
Betty Rose/Winfield. KS
Mona Rowe/Hope
Connie Rush/Waynesburg, PA

r
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Terri &vas-e/Siloam Springs
Inli Scb•efer/Silver Springe, MD
Scott Scherz/Nortb Little Rock
Lori Scbopp/Van Buren
Joe Scott/ Arkadelphia
Shannon Scott/ Arkadelphia
Lynn Shafer/ Palestine

Larry Sb/nn/Pickins
Jim Sbult.t/Pine Bluff
Cherrie Slatton/McCaskill
Garth Smith/Camden
Joy Smith/Little Rock
Judy Smith/Little Rock
Kay Smith/Trenton. TX

Anita Stafford/Camden
Melinda Steiger/Little Rock
Jennifer Stilwell/Malvern
JOHph Storey/Mountain View
Dan Studdard/Pine .Bluff
Opal Sultan/Malvern
Debi Summer/in/Plano, TX

Jacqueline Summorlin/Little Rock
Kent Sutherland/Charleston. MO
Sheryl Sykes/Little Rock
1
Peggy Taylor/Cornir.g
• Llewellyn Terry/ Arkadelphia
Jerri Tharpe/Sheridan
Martin Tbielen/Hot Springs

Frank Thomu/Pine Bluff
Randy Thomas/West Helena
Judy Tbornton/Colt
TereBa Trull/Pine Bluff
Michael Truly/Burleson, TX
Sylvester VaJJey/West Helena
Martha Vastine/Crossett

1

1

Carol Veneman/Fordyce
!Ae Vernon/El Dorado
Marsha Vernon/El Dorado
Jane Verser/Eudora
Kathryn Wadley/Searcy
Miriam Wagner/Siloam Springs
Gary Wakefield/New Boeton, TX
Karl Walker/Warren
Marlin Ward/Thorton
Robert Ward/North Little Rock
Thomaa Ward/Mt. Pine
Matthew Wat9on/ Arkadelphia
Sandra Webb/ Arkadelphia
Stephanie WelJs!El Dorado

William White/Benton
Benny Wilkinson/Burkburnett, TX
Donald Williams/ Arkadelphia
Scott Wil/is/Little Rock
Scott Winston/Sheridan
Mark Woods/ Atlanta, TX
Richard Young/Texarkana. TX
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Janet Adams/ Arkadelphia
Gary IJ/Jison/Memphis, TN
IJmy Anderson/Brinkley
Rickey Armstrong/ Altheimer

Melinda Arnold/Arkadelphia
Charles Atkinson/Pine Bluff
Valeri Baker/Corning
Rhonda Barker/Hope

Ted Barker/Fort Worth, TX
Cathy Belcher/Lockesburg
Edward Berry/Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Charline Berry/Silver Springs, MD

William Billett/Westland, MI
Gay/a Bingham/Little Rock
Ann Bishop/Bradley
Elizabeth Bodie/Pine Bluff
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INSEPARABLE:
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consider Ouachita's promotions in Christian excellence as

as academic excellence, to be a very valuable asset
Iin well
the development of ones total life. My beliefs on both

education and Christianity are inseparable, for neither can
effectively operate without the aid of the other. The Christian
faith needs the mechanics of education and education needs
the dynamics of the Christian faith. This is why I can
appreciate an institutional atmosphere where both are
prel*!nt.

Baa .Bob&aaoa/Keueu
KaC/V' Boa!Js/ Deqlltus.J /lor/and/ Arltaclelpbla
David IJ«olud/ Arkadelphia

Bllzy

Bow.n/ManDl~

Lee BowlllJI/Hot. Sprlnp
Mite llow11Mn/Pee.r~:y'
Barbara BNd/ord/Pine Bluff
nw,_ BraQI'blcla/RoyaJ
Ctnc(v BJoown/ ParaaouJd

..., . .sr-uJIIIanell
,.,.,~

BJoowJa/Panmaa

IUtiiMnl .._,/110& Sprtap
Betb ~"-••• IL
IIJolt. Bl7-l Arkaclelpbla

I1UwM BlNJow/ Hot Sprlnp
Patr#ola Burh/Hope
PaCrlola Burb/Tuarltana. TX

...,._. .BvNr/Tuarbna
Bbat'I'OIJ .Byrd/Little Book
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She decided to take some classes in
the field, and after six weeks of summer
school, she returned to OBU to serve 2?
by Jim Browning
years as registrar. In i962, she switched
o you remember the night whl!'n ~ld to the alumni and placement office, ana
Main burned? How about when Mit- has remained there u.ntil today.
chell Hall was an Army barracks known as
Miss Crawford especially enjoy;
"pneumonia gulch"?
keeping up with the current locations aod
Miss Frances Crawford, after 50 jobs of former students. She has ao
years of service at OBU, can recall this unusual capacity for recalling names. aM
and much more. Ouachita. has undergone said that OBU administrators will oftet
quite a. facelift in the last half-century, call her and ask, "Do you remem~r
and she has witnessed it all.
so-and-so?''
Now working in the alumni and
' 'I remember a lot of former students
placement office, she was a. 1918 OBU from my time as registrar since everyone
graduate and began in 1926 as secretary has to go through that office," she said.
to the president. During this time, she also
One incident that is burned into her
assisted in the registrar's office.
memory is the night in 1949 that Old
In 1936, when the registrar became Main, the former administration building
ill and resigned, Miss Crawford got the and library, caught fire.
nod. "At first, I said "no" because I really
"The roof had just been coated wiib
had no experience, but then I acceptl!'d," tar, and lightning struck it. I got a phone
she said.
call at 4 a.m. from my neighbor who told

GMiss Frances Craw£ord
::
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Debra Calaway/Fol"rest City
Ellen Ca/hoon/Lewisville
Carol Cannedy/Texo.rkana
Csrolana Oarmical/Warl"en
&muel CarlsweJJ/Little Rock
Beth Carter/Pine Blu!T
Janna Carter/Keo

Susan Chesseor/Malvern
Jane Obu! Arkadelphia
Paula Cockman/Presoott
Beverly CoJ/icr/Brinkley
Patricia Collier/ Augusts
Cheryl Oonard/Little Rock
Betty Oonner/Hughee

Bobby Cook/McRa.e

Marne Cook/Mt. Pleasant, TX
Maurita Ooombe/Hot Springe
Jeffrey Cornclson/Little Rock
Jame.Q Oornwell/Pine Bluff
Donna Cox/Hope
Michael Cox/Gurdon

SUtve Cox/Lake Jackson. TX
Janet Crouch/Searcy
Randy Crotvder/Hot Springs
Marv Crutchfield/ Jacksonville
Bimbo Da•·is/Burkburnett, TX
Debra Davis/Bentonville
Diane Denney/Little Rock

Marc Derrick/Searcy
Debra Devore/Dewitt
Steve Dcwbre/North Little Rock
Wade Do6hier/Gassville
LeAnn Drinkwater/North Little Rock
Lisa Eads/Carlinville, IL
Steven Edds/Va.n Buren
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me I better get to campus as quickly as I
could," she said.
Students flooded out from the dorms
to help salvage valuables from the building. Miss Crawford said none of the
registrar's records were lost because
several boys ran in and carried out the
safe. When the same boys tried to move it
the next day, they couldn't even lift it.
Miss Crawford also told of the Army's
using Mitchell Hall during World War II.
"OBU ran out of money while building it,
and so the Army took it over for a while.
They converted the bare auditorium to
barracks by putting bunk beds in it."
Cadets were housed there while they
were being trained at the school. The
rooms upstairs were used by the officers,
and stoves were installed. However, there
was no heat in the auditorium, so the
cadets called it "pneumonia gulch."
Through all these years, Miss Crawford believes OBU's strong point has been

the personal interest of the faculty in the
students. Also, she said, "I'm definitely
sold on Christian education. There will
always be the need for. it."
Besides her work at the University,
she likes to travel. "I'm also crazy about
flowers, even though I've never had much
luck growing them. And I love children,''
she said.
From the classroom to the alumni
office, "Ouachita has been my life," she
said. "I guess I'll just work until I get
tired of it." She will probably add a lot
more stories and names to her collection
of memories before that happens.
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Donna Eden/Bald Knob
Carrah Efurd/Greenwood
Frank Ellis/Hot Springe
Fraoces Ermett/Corning

Julia Estes/ Arkadelphia
Mark Estes/Pre1100tt
Gail Evaos/Hope

Stacy FarneiJ/S~t~ackover
Nancy Ferguson/Mabelvale
Stephen Ferguson/Clinton
SherriiJ Fer.r·en/Pine Bluff
Corinne Fikes/Benton
&ttsy Floyd/Memphis. TN
Sharon Floyd/El Dorado

Sharman Fore/Prescott
Rbonda Francis/Hot Springe
Teri Garner/Little Rock
Charles Gilbel"t/Magnolia
Jt&net Gilbert/Camden
Nt&than Gilbreatb/El Dorado
Gail Gladden/Hot Spr-inga

DeeAnn Glover/Camp Springa, MD
Melanie Glover/Hatfield
Sue Go/den/Benton
Steve Go.u/Pine Bluff
Cynthia Go6sett/Indianapolis. IN
Susan Grt&/fon/Opelousas, LA
Karen Gray/Hot Springa

Holly Greshsm/Fordyce

Larry Grou/Hope
Audrey Gui.on/ Ourdon
Psmela Hall/ Little Rock
Deborah Harness/ Mt. View
Mark Hart/Dermott
Thomas Hart/North Little Rock

Dianne Hatley/Gurdon
Melissa Hawkins/Little Rock
P8tti Hebert/Bodford, TX
Gena Hendrix/Fort Smith
Danny Hickey/Recife. Brazil
&becc8 Hickman/El Dorado
Eugene Hightower/Pe~ AFB. NH

Michael Hobson/Van .B uren
P8tricia House/Hope
Joe Hughes/beebe
Terri Hunter/ Arkadelphia
Scott Hitchins/Hot Springs
Lynn lrby/Austin
Diane James/Essex, MO

Nancy James/Hot Springs
Dianne Jsudon/Hot Springs
&bert Jeffers/ Jack90nville
Cheryl Jenkins/Harrison
Randy Jerry/Bryant
Laura Johnson/North Little Rock
Bob Johnston/Orange, TX

C/lf.hy Johnston/North Little Rock
Judith Jones/EI Doro.do
Lsvana Jones/Warren
Melissa Keaton/Prescott
Joe Keeton/North Little Rock
Phillip Kelley/Hughes
Annie Khoo/ Ayer I tam. Penang

Jane Knowles/Mountain Home
Terri Kuhn/Gurdon
Lisa Landers/BenU!n
Jeff Langley/Pine Bluff
Bonsld Lsnpton/Mountain Home
Bonnie Lasker/North Little Rock
Janet Lawrence/Recwr

Landra Leaton/Long view, TX
Michael Lee/Warren
Lisa Lewis/Fort Smith
Donny Liles/Bond
Billy Lock/Hughes
Vicki Lowry/Helena
Sher Luningham/Little Rock

Mary Mann/Van Buren
Piltricia Markor/DeQueen
Melittf! MtuceJI/Waldron
ShirlEJy McBride/Alexandria, LA
David McCord/Dewitt
Kt!ren McDaniel/Malvern
Kathleen McGinnis/Paragould

Brian McGraw/Wheatley
Susan Millwood/Nashville
Julie Minton/Ourdon
J!lma Mitchell/More
Tim Mobley/Bell Meade, NJ
Denise Mofffitt/Croosett
Sherry Montgomery/Newport
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Melvin Morpn/Thomasville, AL
Paula Morgan/ Warren
J011epb Morin/Avinger, TX
Judy Morrison/Marion
Dean Morris/Baton Rouge. LA
Mary Morrow/Prescott
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Robin Murray/Hot Springs
Jerry Neal/Douglas, AZ
Tamm.r Nichols/Clinton
Kenneth Nix/Carlinville, IL
Debbie Nutt/Malvern
&.lllmy O'Brien/Richardson, TX

.G-..
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Colin Oliver/Louisville, KY
Judy Orrick/Arkadelphia
Ramona Osborn/Little Rock
Clay O'Steen/Hope
Susan Paden/Little Rock
Olp Pa/afox/Little Rock

C&Cby Parker/Men&
Dean Parrish/Memphis, TN
Mary Peters/Little Rock
Diane Pettus/Fordyce
Dsvid Pinkston!He.rrison
PIUII Pollard/Piggott

alittle mere alittle less
I

have really enjoyed going to Ouachita for the past year and
a half. I feel this is a unique school. I've met many people
that are willing to take time out of their lives and help, no
matter how small the problem. I've come to appreciate the
people here, especially when I am away from them.
I think that the whole experience of being a. way a.t college
has given me a new outlook on life. I have come to appreciate
my family, my goals, and my experiences muchmore than I did
in high school.
Maybe the main thing that Ouachita has doue for me is to
make me a. little more mature, a little less apprehensive and
a little more outgoing.
Olga Palafox
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Naru:ilou Poole/Little Rock
Emmett Price/ Horsham, P A
Barbara Pringle/ Albuquerque. NM
Jxmald Redmon/San Jose. Cvsta Rica
CE>Iia Reed/DeOueen
David Reed/Austin, TX

'!'E>rri Re,ynoJds/Gre.ba.m, TX
Ann RbGI4ds/Little Rock
Ktitherine Ricl'/Wabbaseka
Maria Romeiro/Rio de Janeiro. Brazil
Randy Rosamond/Corning
Stephl'n Sample/Hot Springs

Grorlfl' Sauer/Circleville, OH
Theresa Schliefer/Silver Spring. MD
Donna Sellers/ Ashdown
Ouits Selph/ Houston. TX
Michael Sharp/Smackover
Brendn Sbepberd/ Arkadelphia

Carol Short/North Little Rock
Valerie Shuffield/Little Rock
David Simms/Monticello
Tom Slatton/McCo.sokill
David Smith/Camden
Mo.rth11 Jaae Smitb/Oe.mden

CJUST CURJOUS finD SffKinG
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by J&IJis Knipmeyer

, . he counseling service is the place to
go when you are just ''curious and
seeking information," as well as when you
have a problem, according to Dr. Kenneth
Locke, head of the OBU counseling
department.
The university hired Dr. Locke to
establish a regular counseling program
on the campus when it became apparent
that the old system of depending on the
faculty to handle students' personal
counseling needs was unsatisfactory.
The counseling program has been
designed to deal with educational,
vocational and personal problems of
students on an individual basis. ''Providing students with information in each of
these areas to enable them to find
is Dr. Locke's

2 4 6 /Sophomores

primary goal as counselor.
If Dr. Locke's office can't provide
the answers they can refer students to
someone who can. Referral plays a big
part in both the vocational and educational aspects of the counseling service,
according to Locke, who works with other
departments and . faculty members to
provide a channel for information.
As head of the counseling center,
Locke's job is only partially vocational
and educationally oriented. His principle
purpose as counselor is to provide
personal counseling for the students.
This year Dr. Locke has established
peer counseling groups in the areas of
marriage enrichment for married
students; pre-marital counseling for
students considering marriage; and

self-knowledge and growth for students
who wish to gain a better understanding
of themselves.
Students, on the average more girls
than boys, come to Dr. Locke with
problems and questions concerning
parental problems, studies, boy-girl
relationships, and other area.s that
concern them personally.
"Students at Ouachita have the
same problems as students at state
universities. They just go about finding
solutions differently," Locke stated.
Kenneth Loc.k e does not claim to
have all the answers, but is willing to
work with students in helping them find
their own solutions.

Robert Smith/Mene.
T~na Smith/Hope
Gre.ce Sorrels/Dallas, TX
James Spann/Recife, Pernambuco
Kay Spradlin/Pine Bluff
Cathy Stallings/Hazen
Gary Stallings/Hazen

Rockey Starnes/Millington. TN
Donna Stephens/Heber Springs
Jeff Stuart/Conway
Kenny Suggs/Pine Bluff
Jacque Sutley/Arkadelphia
Ken Sutterlield/Siloam Springs
Layne Sweatman/ Atlan\a. TX

Donna Tan/Singapore, China
Loretta Tanner/Midway
Paula Thompson/Hot Springs
Douglas Thorne/Camden
Jobn Thornton/Smackover
Kathy Thye/Gowrie, IA
Bolinda Til/ey/Newport

Mike Townsend/Pine Bluff
Robert Turner/Blytheville
David Uth/Pine Bluff
David Vandiver/Searcy
Audrey Vaugban/Whea.tley
Vioki Veatoh/Hope
Beth Verble/Hot Springs

Thomas Verser/Malvern
Michael Vinson/Corning
Verno.a Walker/Pine Bluff
AIM Wall/ Lockesburg
Cheryl Wallace/Havana
Barbie Watson/Hope
Kim Weut/El Paso, TX

Cynthia Webb/Traskwood
Beth We.stenbaver/North Little Rock
Theron Wenmorela.ad/Batesville
Rebecca White/Magnolia.
SU81ln Wbiee/Cr01111ett
Nancy Whitten/Centerton
Shirley Wilburn/ Alma

Terosa Wilder/Lockesburg
Judy Wilbr,on/North Little Rook
Jealliie Williams/ Arkadelphia
Melody Williams/Little Rook
Tanya Williams/Malvern
Victor/ Wilson/Little Rook
Donllld Winlr/e/Malvern

Ronald Winkle/Malvern
Palfle Witt/Delight
Paul& Wooda/1/Little Rook
Retba Woodal//Llttle Rook
Dana Wood,./Little l«>ck
Dale Yapr/Hoffman, IL
Toey Yooom/Hope
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A search for
hemistry can be very frustrating as a freshman. Most
of us aren't used to studying hard and still doing bad
on tests. And it's discouraging to know that if you stick with
chemistry. Freshman Chemistry will be your easiest.
Dr. Nix, the first day of class, takes out an old worn
book held together with a rubber band and reads a very
haunting and yet inspiring poem, "The Dying Alchemist,··
about a weary old chemist who spends his life looking for
secrets and dies without finding them. We leave the class
very touched and ready to devote our lives to the science.
In chemistry we are lectured for weeks on theories that
weren't right or only partially right, and men-geniuses- who may have spent their lives on a wrong idea.. It
doesn't make much sense a. lot of the time, the course gets
very frustrating and many of us wonder "Why all this?''
We were told in a film from "The Ascent of Man" that "One
aim of the physical sciences has been to prove that aim is
unattainable." It's all very confusing and yet fascinating

C
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knomledge
ior a freshman.
Gradually it sinks in on us that the ideas of these men
ba.ve led us on to a. better understanding of the physical
world, and shows us the valuable knowledge that can come
irom mistakes.
The last day of class we are once again read "The Dying
!!chemist" and the words of the ancient chemist have a
much more profound meaning to us.
"To live for a hope that mocks at last;
To agonize, to strive, to watch, to fast,
To waste the light of day,
Night's better beauty, feeling, fancy, thought,
All that we have and are -for this- for naught."
In chemistry you can easily get discouraged and lose
perspective on the real meaning of your work, which is
simply a search for knowledge.
Cindy Ashcraft

Bdwrln Adcock/Hobbe, NM
Do.ana Al«z&nder/Baqtot, Tbafland
Jirmzzy Allen/Emmet
S~pben Allison/SUoam Sprlnp
Linda Anderson/Texarkana, TX
Oyntbia Asboraft/Pine Blulf
CharlH Badpr/Waterlou, IL

.K.tby Baldwin/Little Rock
LIM Barller/Weet Memphla
Jan Barker/Fort Worth, TX
Jloaioa Barne./Pearcy
Nancy Barnett/YeUville
Lou Barton/Gurdon
Jolm Batcbelor/Camden

Oinpr Ba'-/North Little Rock
David .B&ner/Batesvtlle
Freida Beaty/BentoD

Terri Bell/North Little Roc1r
Vidi Bell/Gurdan
Sberrl Benfon/CamdeD
Pblllp Bibl.w/Little Boot

Jeftrq Blac.tbul'IJ/W.YJUie
8uAIJ Blaloek/Hammoad, IN
.K.tbl BltMCb/Tula., OK
Brenda Bluhm/Stuttprt
Jill BoatrJ6b~/Little RocJr
Joa11aa Botldurant/Jacbouville
Dwi6bt Bottwell/Warren

IIUflle Br/gbt/LewUville
~ BrJ6bt/Hot Sprtnp
Arthur BroadbeDt/Woodbrldp, VA

Mandel Brocl'it~fon/Nortb Little Boot
ww. Brodrick/Hot 8prtup
Manta .Browu/N-u Bahamee

Bh«Tie Brown/Little Roclr
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Tina Brumett/Lono.ke
Pamela Bruno/Little Rock
Jan Bryant/England
James BurleSDn/Marianna
Kenneth Burt/Mena
Michael Buster/Texarkana
Mark BJ1rd/Frisco City. AL

Rodney Caddy/Tyler. TX
Sandra Csmidge/No. Syra.ouse, NY
KimlHirJy CamplHill/Red Wing, MN
Ann Canaday/Nashvllle
Barbara CantreJJ/Hope
Coria CarswelJ/Heber Spring&
Don Carter/Fayetteville

1

1

Sylvia Carter/Warren
Nina Chadwick/Logansport, lN
Debbie Clark/Hope

I

Ms~

COffman/Texarkana
Ottrlos Cole/Evening Shade
Gloria COmpton/Nashville
John Cope/Pine Bluff

Beth Cardell/Proctor
Archie COthren/Dierlra
James Creasman/Little Rock
Kent Croswell/Mabelvale
Byron Crownover/Olinton
Theresa Culin/Little Rock
Michael Cummins/ Ja.oksonville, TX
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uachita was like a new and beautiful surprise package
all tied up with gorgeous ribbons. Now we, the lowly
freshmen, after 12 years of hard work, had the key to begin
the long and arduous task of untying the package to reveal
the future.
To humiliR.te us on our first days at OBU the " mighty"
seniors forced their power on us by having us "button" to
them. This gesture of reverence was a quick salute by placing
the thumb on ti)e cute little purple and gold beanie and a
bend at the knees in a mock bow. Keep in mind-"It was all
done in fun' '-or so they said.
All too soon the novelty and rosy excitement of being a
freshman died as reality and mountains of homework closed
in on us. Ouachita became a real world, not a dream.
In the middle of the semester things grew quiet and
boring. I grew homesick and the beau.t iful package lost its
shine. But this gave the freshmen girls a time to unite and
become closer. We made our own family unit and were ready
to face whatever Ouachita had in store.
As the semester grew to a close, things livened up on
campus. There were frequent serenades by the men social
clubs as well as " sneak-in-the-dorm" parties. The girls lapped
up the attention and clamored for more.
Now after one semester is over, it is still hard to see the
real deeply buried surprise in the beautiful and promising
package. But the first 1'ibbon wasn't all that hard and the
end looks a little bit closer and much more exciting.
Theresa Culin

0

f someone were to ask me today to say what college means

I to me, and more to the point, what Ouachita means to me,

I would have to take two or thr ee hours to tell them. It's not
that it is ha.rd to put into words because it's not. There is
just so much to tell about this place and the people here.
I guess every place you go to school you think is fantastic,
but what makes OBU specia l to me Is the people. Not every
campus has the kind of people like here at Ouachita. Someone
is always willing to stop and talk and if you have any kind
of a problem you can always find someone to help you with
it.
If I were to pick a college again today, I 'd pick Ouachita
again just because of the people. They really care.
Byron Crownover
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Cunnla,bam/Little Rock
Julie eu-tw~biWr. SD
PavJ• Dab~Oeoeol&

Arwae .llalrW//M.alvern

&bby DIIDie//Orapevlne
Kath,y .DuJei/ DeClueea

Rebeocll Dan-r/Su.rey
Bandy Dalli-,tPo.bont•
wara Dewbre/Nortb LitUe Roell
Jlic-h-1 .r:bUo11/St.u Cit.y
Darld Dube/Milton. NH
LUJde Duell/ Arkadelphia

Jodi Dun01n/Ho1M
~D

Z..ter/ Arked~phla
To..- BdiiiOIJ«NJ/ At.,.,_

Kimbel'/¥ .!'dw•rd-tLittle Roell
Wy/ey BlllotCICabot

Cheri

~1/t./ Harrlaoa

AnJM ~•r/Wt-Uey
J{vroa EvllluU/Harrt.on

OoliHa Bnati/Oamden
Lind• ~llalvern
Todd Jl'ari'IUid/Bioomlngdale. NJ
~ Feulber/Rope

lllar/eae I"IHIIII61But.ftlp. LA
.D..II l"a.ter/Bte.uroll
llttiJ.a l"owler/BrlnkleJ
.DHN hwlc/11/ Arkadelphia
Vlclll l"underbvrll/ Junction City
~Ifill Oarner/Gurdoa

Blnora OaC/iii/Gurdoa
ICJmberly 0/bN/St&r City

N l/ct'l Gladden/ Bent.oD
K - G/&4DoD/IndlanapoU.. IN
GN6f»'ll QJo,.,./PIDe Bluff
Philip ON......,LDxor&
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Gall Gray/P1no Bluff
Deborah Grl.tham/M@l~Qulte, TX
April Guyer, Mllllnrton, TN
Loy Haley/Little Roell:
Richard Hall/Longview, TX
Welda Har~r/Arll:adelphla
Mary HIIU'ring10n/Jonesboro

Plzy/1111 HarralArkadelphia
SUZADne Harr/11/San Antonio, TX
Annett. Harvii//Ritton
Rebecca He/mil/Mountain Home
Gary Henry/Shtorwood

Ton;y H~tntborne/Benton
Ivan Hewett/Booneville

Jana HJI//Little Rock
William H//1/Harrltton
John HIIUJit:y/Van Buren
Rebecca Hob6on/Pine Bluff
Mib Hob6on/Van Buren

Joy HOaflle/Little Rock
Richard HOafllti/Hope

Kim HoutHd/Biythevllle
James Ho~/Little Rock

Le/p Hoaler/Llttle Rock
Barbera HulfMII/ Arkadelphia
Bernett. Humphries/LIU.le Rock
Nelli Hunter/ Arkadelphia
Sonia Hutcbms/Arkadelphia

by Jim BroWIJinlf

ducation involves more than ten
books, lectures and taking notes. It
includes people, and this human factor or
teaching and learning is the concern of a
public service center unique in Arkansas.
located on this campus.
The Arkansas Technical Assistance
and Consultative Center {ATAC) begana.s
an effort to aid public schools in tbe
transition to integration. It is one of 27
centers in the U.S. operating under Title
IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The staff of nine professionals and
three secretaries works in "the human
curriculum factors of the teaching·
learning process," according to Dr. A. B.
Wetherington, ATAC director.

E
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Cynthia Hyatt/Pine Bluff
Marla lngram/Texarll:ana, TX
Rsbecca Ingram/Pine Bluff
J immy Ivel'$/l..ewisville
DAvid Jac.bon/ Metairie. LA
Terry Jacbon/Little Rock
SuBatJ James/Benton
Beclt:y Jobn.110n/Little Rock

Jobn..on/Blytbeville
Gerald Jone./Little Roell:
Loy JonH/Bonham, TX
Diane JonH/Little Rock
Hanou Junttlla/Sotkamo. Finalnd
&bert Kanatzar/Dequeen
RotNm&l'{l/l
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WJ/IJam Kin6/Chula Vista. CA
Jant11 Kllipmeyer/No. Little Rock
M111li- Koooce/ Turrell
Pri.ail/a Lanerty/Heber Sprtnp
Janice .L&n6ley/Smacll:over
Diane Lewi11/Boonevtlle
Nancy LtmNugb/Hot Springe

Jacq~Hlyn

Lowman/ Cabot

Jan Lyle/BooneoviUe

Kimbtlrly Maddo~Li«le Rock
.BeDnte Maine/ Hot Sprlllp
Cyutbia Malocb/ Emerson
Darry ManollaJJ/Mempbia, TN
David Martin/ North Little Rock

''This may include helping teachers
find ways to deal with disruptive
students, ways to motivate learning or
ways to promote the skills of reading,
nath, English and social studies,'' he said.
The program began as the effort of
Wetherington. He obtained permission
irom the U.S. Department of Education in
1968 to initiate a state center to assist
;chool districts in integration problems,
I.Dd on January 1, 1969, t he center began
functioning.
"Arkansas schools have been inte~ated physically since 1970," said
Wetherington. " Our problem is to help
teachers and administrators with teach.ng and learning problems related to
desegregation."
The center has no authority to dir ect
schools, but must be invited by the
district to give aid. "We a re simply
peddlers of ideas," he said.
The program is federally funded , and
all expenses are borne by the government. Housed in Ouachita's Blake Hall, it
lperates in accordance with the University's policies.
"A Christian institution is interested
in people as people, and so are we," said
1o

Wetherington. "Our emphasis is in
understanding and accepting people
different from ourselves."
In the area of secondary education.
Dr. Paul Root of the ATAC staff said, "We
are especially oriented toward English
and social studies with emphasis on the
treatment of women and blacks." Workshops he directs range from teaching
techniques to human relations to problems such as drop-outs and absenteeism.
On the OBU campus, ATAC works
with education majors before they begin
their student teaching. Also, many
student teachers come to the staff or the
ATAC materials center for ideas and help
with problemsencountered in the classroom.
" We don't have too much contact
with t he students here," said Wetherington, "But after all, our job is out there in
the state."
The job of ATAC, to Wetherington, is
"to get teachers ·to see students as human
beings, and to move teachers from the
formality of telling students what to do,
to more direct student-teacher involvement."
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onfusion of classes, doubt of presence, anxiety over new
friends, fear of professors, excitement of being on our
own, hope of a. new life-these were feelings experienced
during the first few weeks of this freshman year. Now, almost
nine months later, we ha.ve learned patience for one another,
openness to new ideas, self-discipline to manage time and
money, courage to face new obstacles, joy at being accepted
as we are, and faith for what the future holds for each one
of us.
Rosalind McClanahan

Rhonda Matthews/Pearcy
Janie Mauney/Dumu
Kevin MacArthur/North Little Rock
Cindy McClain/Coolidge, AZ
Rosalind McClamtban/Pine Bluff
Teresa McCorkle/North Little Rock

Dawn McCown/Fort Hood. TX
Noel McDonnough/Ca.rlinville, IL
Shawn McDonough/Fort Worth, TX
James McGee/Little Rock
MsrJI Jane McKenzie/North Little Rock
Carolyn McKinney/Newhall. CA

Kathy McKinney/Liberty. MO
Robin McLelland/Hope
Mark McVay/Texarkana, TX
Margie Me Williams/Prescott
John Meadow/Fordyce
Debora Meredith/Hot Springs

Shelia Middleton/ Arkadelphia
Judy Mi/bo/land/Sherwood
Thomas Mmigan/Pine Bluff
Bobby Montgomery/Newport
Melissa Morgan/Malvern
Kathy Mosby/Indianapolis. IN

Mark Moseley/Richardson, TX
Tinli Murdock/Sheridan
Rickey Myers/Brinkley
Jan Neece/Fort Worth. TX
Renee Nelson/North Little l!Dck
Brad Newman/Smackover

Steve Nicholson/Warren
Terri O'Brien/St. Louis, MO
Kathryn O'Byrne/ Arkadelphia.
Darrell Opper/Ca.rlinville, IL
.Rogar Orr/Midland, TX
Michael Osborne/Cord
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by Donne. Kirkpatrick
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wo visas are the only things
• separating Rosemary Chu, a dorm
mom here, and her daughter Jane, from
going to China to see relatives "Morn
Chu" has not seen for 34 years.

In January 1973, the OBU Association of Women Students (AWS) spearheaded a campaign to send 'Chu to
China.' Money totaling $2,125 was
donated by friends and held in an
Arkadelphia bank. The trip was planned
for May, 1973: however the Chinese
Communist government refused to send
the visas necessary to get into the
country.
Morn Chu left her home in Tsing-Tao
as a teenager in 1950 when the
Communists took over China. Her family
decided to send her to Hong Kong to an
uncle.
"It was a miracle that I got to Hong
Kong," Mom Chu said. "I was on a milk
train for seven days and the only
possessions I had were a small purse and
a. Chinese Bible. The Communists were
checking everyoue at each stop for travel
permissions. No one asked to see my
permission, and I didn't have one."
After fiuding her uncle in Hong
Kong, a missionary friend of her father
wrote the Southern Baptist Convention
Foreign Mission Board for a scholarship
for Mom Chu to go to school. The board
gave her money and brought her to the
U.S. to attend college.

She attended Wittenburg University
in Springfield, Ohio where she graduated
in 1955. While at college, she met Finley
M. Chu who worked at the Moody Bible
Institute and they were married. In 1963
the Chus carne to Ouachita where Dr. Chu
was chairman of the division of business
and economics. When he died in 1966.
Mrs. Chu became a dorm mother here.
"I did not write my family for 231/:3
years," Mom Chu stated. "It was for their
safety.'' If the Communists knew that she
was in the U.S. they might have killed her
family or forced them to bring her back
to China. However, after President
Nixon's trip to China, the government
encouraged the Chinese to write to
Americans. In 1973 Mom Chu's sister
found her address and they began
writing.
"Everyone has been so kind,'' Mom
Chu said. "I am very grateful that they
(AWS) are doing the hard job for me."
I appreciate the interest."
The AWS has the money, Mom Chu
and Jane have the passports. Now they
are waiting for the Chinese government
to send the visas necessary for the trip
to China.

'
1

Nancy Owel'l/Fort Greely, AK
Laura Parkman/Decatur. GA
Kaebryn Psrks/Fort Wo.-tb, TX
Vicki Parnell/Cr088et.t
Beth Patterson/Searcy
Edwin Pa,yno/Okolona
Martha Payne/Ozark

Pamela PeaNon/Brinkle;y
Paula Pearson/Carlisle
Lyn Pe.!Oples/North Little Rock
Leann Perkins/Sheridan
Andrew Pif'rce/Crossett
Ron Pittman/Dallas, TX
BN>nt Polk/England

Cha.rles Poore/Indiana.polis, IN
Sharon Porter/Ward
Sue Powers/West Memphis
Tammy Prince/Okt-ma.b. OK
Ricky Pruitt/Ourdon
Lynda Puckett/E) Dorado
Denise Purtnei//Little Rock

S..ra Purvis/Little Rock
Tonda Ratterree/Star City
Michael Ray/Crossett
Sandra &ttm11n/Beirne
Cristy Reynolds/Gould
Hardie Reynolds/Glenwood
Gloria Riee/Wa.bbaseka
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Phillip Ricke./6/ Pine Bluff
Rhonda Ridling/ Pr&seott
Rc~r Riffey/CarUnville. IL
JamH Riley/Richardson, TX
DADa Rcbbin6/0lenwood
Donna Rcbert.on/Wynne
Sue Rcbin6on/ St. Lolli& MO
Janet llc,pn/Stuttp.rt
Tim Bogen/ B.rden
Larry Ilbot! Arkadelphia
Donna Rowe/Hope
Deborah Runyan/ Arkadelphia

Stanley Ru.u/ Conway
Terry RyAD/ Benton
Michael Barrett/Texarkana
Ricky &Jf/ DeQueen
Susan Shambarlftll'l Arkadelphia
Cindy Sbarp/ Prlchard, AL

Rebecca Shaw/Norm&n, OK
Pamela Shepherd/Bi6m&rck
Patt,>· Sheridan/North Little Rock
Takefuml Shlbata/Fulruoka, Japan
Cheryl Sholar/Elmbursi, IL
Stepbll.Die Si.aunoM/Benton

VJctor SimPifOD/ Ba.trop, LA
Donald Sla&en/ Houston. TX
Marc ua Smart/Stephens
Dale Smitb/ Memphia, TN
Donna Smith/ Pine Blufr
Jane Sm1th/ Hot Springs

JarrJH Smftb/Murlreaboro
Katrina Sm/tb/Green Poreet
Melanie Smitb/Preeoott
Melinda Smith/ Arkadelphia
Pamela Smith/ West Memphis
Paula Smith/ Pine Bluff

Audrey Snider/New York, NY
Carole Sorrei/6/Brinltley
JHn Sorreli6/Knoxville
Leanne Stanfield/ Little Rock
Catherine Scarbuck/ Bald Knob
Mlchat!l S&einberg/Ricbardaon, TX

!Mronda Sto.ne/ Naabville
BJ/Jy Stout/Cabot
Martha Studre;,/ Conwa7
Bill Sudberry/ Marianna
Jon/ Tabor/ Smackover
Cheryl Ta;,lor/ Atlanta. TX

Dan Taylor/ Little Rock

DavJd Taylor/ en-tt
Mary Taylor/lndianapolia, IN
Tenu Taylor/ Arkadelphia
Pamtda Tedder/ North Little Rock

lA;tAnn Thacker/ North Little Rock
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...a lfew utJillldbtus
[O arruJ OOI[ Of. ..

~

es, I do live in the dorm even though my home is just a block
away from Ouachita. And no, I am not crazy! This is the
answer to the question I am asked most often here at OBU.
One of the most valuable parts of my education has been
learning to live with 30 crazy freshman girls. We share lots of
laughter and tears; a few first-floor windows to crawl out of;
concerned shoulders to cry on when we're homesick; and most
of all, a genuiue love for each other. Knowing and sharing this
love surpasses by far any knowledge ever gained from
textbooks.
So yes, I am so glad, and very thankful, that I have been
able to live in the dorm and be a part of this special growiug
experience.
Angie Tipton

Y

Mary Tbomas/LWI:ora
Susan ThoD.UU/Sta.r City

Pamela Tbrub/Bope
Angela Tipton/Arkadelphia
Terry Toler/North Little Rock
H8D.b Trieu/Arkadelphia
Juli,. Tubervilie/Chidester

Todd Turl!er/El Dorado
SbUMI Uohlds/Hofu Yamaguchi, JaJIIID

Reb6oca Varner/Centertcm
Ezeldel Vauglm/LiUle Rock
Aleta Vela/Hammond, IN
Andrtnv Verett/El Dorado
Naylene Vuureus/Searey

Aliaa w..-!Little Rock
Martba Warnock/El Dorado

Jaynanne Warren/Ft. Worth, TX
Sheryl Waten/Medora, IL
Warren Watldns/Searoy
Jo Waaver/Malv81'11
&flhJald Wennbezy/Mena

BoiJald Whlae.abunt/Kirby
Julie White/Hot Sprlnp

Joe Williams/Gideon, MO
NaccaliUUl Williams/Orudon
Jeffrey Willis/Little Rock
Donna Wilson/Cabot
Trlcla WliBOJJ/DaUaa, TX

r-lBJI WoUe/Cabot

JtJDet Woo/Pell&ll&', Malayaia
Bob Woods/Booneville

Kenneth WOI'tbeD/Pine Blu1f
~usty Wyatt/Benton
KeiJro Yoneda/Miha.ra Hiroshima.. J&JIIID
Terry Youn,./Nuhvllle
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It's not exactly
hotne but •••
we're one
big lantily!

W

ith the cafeteria closed on Sunday nlahts,
students flocked to their cars, bikes and some
went by toot to "chow down" at the various
restaurants, arocery stores and "Junk food" shops tor
dinner, only to find they had to stand In Une, since
fellow students were dotna the same thlnas.
When Mom and Dad aot generous and sent some
money, we just had to spend lt. We had no trouble blowIna $1 o on a movie and some pizza. When we ran out ol
toothpaste, deodorant and shampoo, Mom and Dad
weren't there to buy It lor us, so we had to spend more
and more ol our money. Away lrom home, yes, but we
had to learn to be • • •
The lamlly that

SHOPS toaether!

In this sec:tion • • •
Ads
The Community/264
Advertlsers/366
lndex/278
ltatl Pqe/384
Jn Memorlam/285
Clostna/386

262 I ...

we' re on e big fam ily

The f amily that Shops/ 263

••

Kentuek1
fried
Cltioken
928 Clinton
246-6149

CHILDREN u well u college •tudenu, tblnlr
Kentucky Friod Chicken I• finprJJokin1 fOOd.

ltAitltt
12~1tt •••• the tllal

266/ Ads

Q

\ERUICE

PAttK
606 MAIN

246 - 2411
The Family that Shops/

267

WHATOH.t NBEDP Beoord6, a n"w jaabt, or Ju•t
~m"

268/ Ads

tao,hputeP Rou Brumm"t h . . found hi•

favor/tot album a t Uw •vlliiWt pltJCB IU'Otl!ld

- wb•NI

;r~r

mot"Y makn magic/

GAUCHOS AND BOOTS are Ule newe.tt sty/861 Beth
Verbal Ch()()(!I(Js to model in. The best place In
town for puchoB and all the oCher now-fashions Is at
D. Morrow snd Chandler's ••• of courtl6.

Hardman's
Lumber Co.

WHAT WOULD an OBU student need at Hardman's
Lumber? Ccncrete blocfle/ Gay/a Bingbtulf and Janet
Crouch find them usefUl to stack their beds. Otl1ers
have used the bloolrs to make shelves in the dorm
rocm8.

'D1vbrrow
(6 Olandler·s
The Family that Shops/ 269

Opens the bani< at all hours

· O nly fro m 2Q~

ffiotrtt CBatt~ and CCftrugt Company

of Arkadelphi<

Member FDIC

r

WEST'S
WHETH&R SHB 18
~chlnl

fer that JHirfeot

~o!ee

cr Jun looking cw.r

ttt.

Mw Jfn• cf c/othN,

Jaoque Sutley nnd• tha'
WHt'• bu what •he n-.1•
and

lEV/STRAUSS
213 So. 12th.
Arkadelphia, Arkansas

270/ Ads

WI&IJIM/

PINE PLAZA
SHOPPPING
CENTER

" Portraits of Distinction"

iann's Fabric Center
& Studio

office supplies
office machines
office furniture
printing
artist suppl ies
hallmark c ard and
gift center

112 N. 6th St.
Arkadelphia

T he F a mily that Shops/

271

.

Artlk©lm~~ ll©w®~ ©lillrf llllm® ©ff
~cD>~~ JB®®ff2J JBro©l~®@ CClhll~Ikm2J
IFri®@ CC©1~ffll002J JB<mlk®Cdl IH1©lmm2J
IMl®©l~ IL©©l~ M©l~lh®@ IPb~©l~CQ)~2J
lEllll~~®rt®@ C©1rtrt©~~2J CC©ll® §~
Grt®®m I8®©lm~2J CCrt®@illlli®@ CC©rtm~
1rcD>~~®@ §©lll©1Cdl2J IPllm®©l~l_P)ll®/
CC©1t~©l~ Clh®®~® Smeal ©llTil@

mmlilldrn mm©If® ~The -

Bowen's Buffet · ·

--

Bowen's Rcstuurunb, t\rkaddphiu, Conwuy, Fayetlcvilk, I Inrrbo11,. Jonesboro, Pine BluJT and

272 / Ads

~priugdalc.

Heritage
LTD
MR. BSKBW OF HERITAOB LTD tthow11 Charlie
Cbo.t one of the muy Bllit/1 to obooee tr-om.
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'LONG
. _fORD
..

•
246-4508

Highway
67 North

LONG FORD . . .
o~

and used cars

and trucks, full automobile eervice, beautiful

new "T1 cars, Ford, Lincoln,
Mercury, rentals, leasing, Long
Ford
••. YOUR TRANSPORTATION
HEADQUARTERS.
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ALTHOUGH SCIENCE LABS
•ound hard and borlnlf, In roallty,
students Cllll havo a good tltrJe
experlmentinlf and learnin1.
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REOISTRATION ISN'T tbat b&d! Try to
(lt)nvlnce an uppt~rcJ~U~~men of tbat fad. like
Carolyn Hansell, wbo rlllflSters for ths sigbtb
time at sprilllf StJmester.
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not exactly home but . . .

"BOSOM BUDDIES,'' Amy Anderson and Col
Overton, bam·up tbe song and dialogue
routine at the Ouachitones conet1rt in
January.

THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE was renovated
by funds from tho Little Reck Women's club.
Here Dr. Grant speaks with Mrs. Helen
Roark. secretary for the University 's pre·
sident.

SPIRIT IS A TRADEMARK of a
good cheerleader. Dee Ann 0/over

shows t.bis at the OBU·HSU football

A HAYRIDE
sponsored by tbe BSU
prompted l'frls to ask
boys out for twirp
week activities.

• • • we're one big family/287

